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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

.:. A. General Information

The Clarence Cannon Dam and Reservoir was authorized by the Flood

Control Act of 23 October 1962 and was designed for the following pur-

poses: flood control, electric power, water supply, recreation, fish

and wildlife conservation, and incidental nagivation (Mississippi

River). An afterbay for pumpback hydropower generation is formed by a

re-regulation dam located 9.5 miles downstream of the main dam, an

integral part of the project design.

The Clarence Cannon Project is located principally in Monroe and

Ralls Counties in northeastern Missouri approximately 25 miles west

of Hannibal and 125 miles northwest of St. Louis, Missouri. The main

dam site is on the Salt River 63 miles upstream from its confluence

with the Mississippi River near Louisiana, Missouri, with a re-regulation

dam 9.5 miles downstream of the main dam. Road access to the Project

is provided by U.S. Route 24 on the north and west, Missouri Route 154

on the south, and Missouri Route 19 on the east (refer Drawing No. 1/2

for Project location and Plate No. 1 for a list of the pertinent Project

data).

B. Main Dam Description

1. Concrete Structure

(a) General

The concrete unit is comprised of a powerhouse, gated

spillway, and non-overflow sections, 845 feet in length. A rolled

earth fill water temperature control weir to control temperature of

-1.



water releases downstream is located 400 feet upstream of the centerline

of the dam. An upper inspection gallery at approximate El. 635 feet NGVD

traverses the non-overflow monoliths from D-1/2 to the powerhouse and

D-11/12 to D-16. A lower gallery, which runs the length of the concrete

structure, serves as a drainage and inspection gallery and was used as

access for foundation grouting. Access to both galleries is provided

through the stairway at roadway level to Monolith D-ll/12 and through

the powerhouse. Missouri Route J is routed over the dam, powerhouse and

spillway (refer Drawing No. 3/2 for general plan).

(b) Spillway

The gated spillway, a concrete gravity type structure 230 feet

in length, is founded on the Louisiana Limestone at approximate El. 465 feet

NGVD. There are four 50-foot wide tainter gate bays and an ogee-shaped

overflow section with a crest elevation of 600 feet NGVD. The spillway

is spanned by a 65-foot wide roadway, walkway-overlook, and liftway

bridge with crown elevation of 653 feet NGVD. A concrete stilling basin

with two rows of 12-foot by 13-foot baffle piers and a 5-foot vertical

end sill dissipates the water energy and velocity from the spillway.

The stilling basin is 176.75 feet in length with a floor elevation of

508 feet NGVD. An exit channel with bottom elevation from 513 feet

NGVD to 515 feet NGVD and width of 384 feet tapering to 220 feet extends

from the end sill to the river channel 3,000 feet away. This channel is

protected by 1-foot thick concrete paving 340 feet wide to a distance

approximately 450 feet downstream of the end sill and 27-inch and

20-inch riprap on plastic filter cloth over the remainder of the channel

to a distance 2,700 feet downstream of dam centerline. The stilling

1-2
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basin slab is anchored to the Hannibal Shale with No. 18 reinforcing steel

anchor bars. Concrete retaining walls are provided on the right of the

spillway and the left side of the powerhouse tailrace with a splitter wall

between the two. Top of the retaining wall is at El. 572.5 feet NGVD.

(c) Non-overflow Monoliths

The non-overflow monoliths, reinforced concrete gravity

structures, are comprised of three monoliths (D-1/2, D-3/4 and D-5/6),

between the powerhouse and the embankment, and six monoliths (D-11/12

through D-17), between the spillway into the right embankment. Monoliths

D-1/2 through D-5/6 and D-l1/12 are founded on the Louisana Limestone

at approximate El. 465 feet NGVD, whereas the non-overflow sections located

in the right abutment are founded at various elevation with the Burlington/

Chouteau Limestones and the Hannibal Shale. The 43-foot roadway, designed

as an integral part of each monolith, has a crown elevation of 653 feet NGVD.

(d) Powerhouse

The powerhouse is a concrete gravity structure 210 feet 9 inches

in length located adjacent to the left side of the spillway and is founded

on the Louisana Limestone at approximate El. 465 feet NGVD. It has four

18-foot wide by 48-foot high water intake passages to provide operating

power to the 27,000 KW conventional and the 31,000 KW reversible generators.

Six draft tube water passages, each 18-foot wide by 48-foot high, wide

discharge water releases into the tailrace. The tailrace slopes upward from

EL 583 feet NGVD to intersect the exit channel at El. 585 feet NGVD 160 feet

farther downstream. The tailrace foundation is protected by a I-foot thick

" -reinforced slab with drain holes on 10-foot centers. The powerhouse

structure is topped by a 43-foot wide walkway and roadway with crown elevation

of 653 feet NGVD.

1-3
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(e) Water Temperature Control Weir

To eliminate cold water releases detrimental to downstream

fish habitat, a fixed crest compacted earth fill water temperature con-

trol weir has been constructed 400 feet upstream of the centerline of the

main dam concrete structure. The earth fill structure is approximately

600 feet in length with a crest elevation of 580 feet NGVD. It is

30-foot wide at the crest with IV:3H upstream and downstream side slopes.

Scour protection has been provided upstream of the reversible power unit

to prevent damage to the earth structure during pumpback operations. A

60-foot wide line of 5,000-pound capstone on 12-inch riprap bedding

extends from the reversible power unit intake structure to approximately

30 feet upstream of the crest of the water temperature control weir. An

area on either side of the line of the capstone, ranging from 3 feet of

the slope toe to 30 feet at the crest, has been protected with 27-inch

riprap on filter cloth.

2. Earthen Embankment

(a) General

The rolled earthen embankment has a crest length of

approximately 1,100 feet and rises about 110 feet above the valley floor.

Crown width at crest elevation 654 feet NGVD is 30 feet. Upstream slopes

of the embankment are 1V:3.5H between the crest and approximate El. 605

feet NGVD and lV:lOH from that point to El. 585 feet NGVD. A relatively

flat stability berm extends upstream from the embankment cross section

across the first-stage diversion channel. Downstream slopes are lV:3H

from the crest to El. 611 feet Ni'), IV:6H to El. 562 feet NGVD, and. , ...

lV:3H from that point to natural ground. Missouri Route J is routed

across the crest of the dam. The embankment contains approximately

3 million cubic yards of compacted earth fill.

1-4
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(b) Seepage Control

Internal seepage control is provided by a 10-foot thick

vertical chimney drain with its upstream face at the embankment centerline

beginning at El. 640 feet NGVD and intersecting a horizontal filter blanket

at El. 545 feet NGVD. The 3-foot thick filter blanket extends downstream

from the centerline approximately 450 feet to a toe drain system.

Underseepage is controlled by a trapezoidal shaped cutoff trench whose base

width varies from 60 feet to 65 feet (Buried Channel Area, approximate

Station 12+00 to Station 14+00). The trench was excavated through the

alluvial valley materials to either limestone or shale and then was backfilled

with compacted clay. Transition from the impervious compacted fill in the cutoff

trench to the alluvial/colluvial foundation materials is accomplished with

a filter blanket placed upstream and downstream of the cutoff trench. The

Phase 1 contract drawings indicated that the filter zone varies from 10 feet

at Station 12+00, to a zero thickness at Station 11+00, and 10 feet thick

at Station 14+00 to a zero thickness at Station 15+00. From approximate

Station 15+80 to the left abutment, the sands/gravels do not exist due to

natural or construction processes. Within this reach the entire embankment

lies directly on Hannibal Shale. Control of possible seepage and/or abutment

drainage at the left abutment/embankment contact is provided by the

placement of 10 foot thick filter blanket material downstream of the dam

centerline.

(c) Slope Protection

The upstream slope of the main dam embankment has been protected

with riprap. On the 1V:10H slope between El. 585 feet NGVD and El. 605 feet

NGVD, 16-inch riprap has been placed on a 6-inch bedding. Between El. 605

feet NGVD and crown elevation 654 feet NGVD, 22-inch riprap is placed on

1-5
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9-inch bidding. The downstream slope is protected against erosion

with grass cover. The rock fill end cone requires no slop protection.

C. Purpose and Scope of Report

Engineering Regulations Nos. 1110-1-1801 (15 December 1981)

and 1110-2-1901 (31 December 1981) from the Office of the Chief of

Engineers, outlines the needs for and scope of the as-built foundation

and embankment reports, and authorizes their preparation for major

or unique construction projects. The following narratives were

prepared from data collected during construction and are intended

to provide a complete and accurate record of foundation, embankment

and concrete details so that a reference will be readily available

in the future. This Report will be the basis of analysis for maintenance

work and any future problems threatening the integrity of the main dam.

This Report discusses the site geology, methods used in

excavation, procedures and extent of foundation treatment and

condition of the final foundation, methods used for embankment and

concrete placement, types of instrumentation and their installation

procedures, limits of foundation grouting and various grouting

techniques, exploration programs prior to and during construction,

and lastly, a description and method of treatment for the various

types of construction problems.

This is the final foundation report by the engineering

regulation for the Clarence Cannon Dam and Mark Twain Lake. The

initial foundation report for the main dam titled Clarence Cannon

1-6
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and Reservoir, Part 1 Main Dam, Phase I Construction, covered

Phase I contract work (contract DACW43-71-C-0063) by Clarkson Construction

Co. of Kansas City, Mo. This report was submitted shortly after

the completion of construction in August, 1972. The second

foundation report titled Re-Regulation Dam, Part III, covered

foundation and embankment construction (contract DACW43-76-C-0101)

by Rosiek Construction Co., Inc. of Morrilton, Arkansas.

The report was submitted in April. 1981.

D. Contractors and Contract Supervision

The second phase of construction was advertised under

Invitation No. DACW43-73-B-0016 and was awarded under Contract

No. DACW43-73-C-0134 to Massman Construction Co. of Kansas City,

Missouri, on 17 March 1973. Phase II commenced on 26 April 1973.

and all field construction was essentially completed by

August 1984.

1-7
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Listed below are the major contractors referenced in this Report

and their principal features of work during Phase II construction.

Contractor Principal Features of Work

Massman Construction Co. All concrete, instrumentation and founda-
Kansas City, Missouri tion treatment for the concrete structure

(Prime Contractor)

Luhr Bros., Inc. (a) Overburden and rock excavatio for

Columbia, Illinois the concrete structure and earthen
(Subcontractor) embankment, and rock bolt installation

(b) Embankment instrumentation and

foundation treatment

(c) Main dam embankment and riprap
placement

Continental Drilling Co. (a) Foundation drilling and grouting

Madera, California for the right abutment and Monoliths

(Subcontractor) D-16 and D-17

(b) Lower gallery drains

Stang Hydronics Unwatering operations
Tulsa, Oklahoma
(Subcontractor)

Western Waterproofing Shotcreting operations
Construction Co.

Kansas City, Missouri
(Subcontractor)

Inland-Ryerson Co. Post-Tensioning operations
Melrose Park, Illinois
(Subcontractor)

Continental Drilling Co. Exploratory program for the left and
Madera, California right abutments
(Prime Contractor,

Uplands Exploratory
Drilling, Contract
No. DACW43-78-C-0049)

Boyles Bros. Drilling Co. (a) Foundation drilling and grouting

Woods Cross, Utah operations for the right and left

(Prime Contractor, Main abutments
-".. Dam Abutment and Uplands""

"DaG butmentad Uplands (b) Foundation drilling and grouting
Grouting, Contract in the lower gallery of the concrete
No. DACW43-79-C-0107) structure

(c) Lower gallery drains

Inspection of all contracts was performed by the Department of the Army,

Corps of Engineers personnel assigned to the Project.
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E. Chronology

26 April 1973 Day one of contract

30 April 1973 First equipment arrived at job site

18 May 1973 Commenced clearing operations on road to Soils
Laboratory

21 May 1973 Commenced clearing operations on Saddle Dam

22 May 1973 Commenced clearing operations in Borrow Area
No. 4

29 May 1973 Commenced stripping operations in diversion
channel

30 May 1973 Removal of Phase I cofferdam

1 June 1973 Commenced excavating operations in diversion
channel

14 June 1973 Commenced clearing operations in Borrow Area
No. 1

22 June 1973 Commenced uncovering Phase I settlement gages

25 June 1973 Commenced draining operations in Borrow Area No. 2

28 June 1973 Completed uncovering settlement gages

29 June 1973 Commenced and completed clearing operations for
Triangulation Stations Nos. TS-02 and TS-03

7 July 1973 Commenced drilling operations for permanent

Bench Mark No. BM-01

9 July 1973 Commenced clearing operations for right abutment

10 July 1973 Commenced pile driving operations for the
construction bridge over the diversion
channel and clearing operations for the
downstream exit channel

12 July 1973 Commenced drilling operations for Triangulation
Station No. TS-03

19 July 1973 Commenced stripping operations for Borrow Area
No. 2, commenced drilling operations for
Triangulation Station No. TS-02 and completed
driving piling for the construction bridge

% 28 July 1973 Commenced concrete placement for the construction
bridge

1-9
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6 August 1973 Commenced overburden excavation on right

abutment

15 August 1973 Commenced rock drilling on right abutment

16 August 1973 Detonated first blast on right abutment

6 September 1973 Completed installation of permanent bench marks
and Triangulation Stations Nos. TS-02 and TS-03

9 October 1973 Commenced rock bolt testing program

22 October 1973 Commenced fill placement in downstream temporary
cofferdam

27 October 1973 Diversion of river from right abutment area to
the diversion channel

4 November 1973 Commenced fill placement in Step I channel plug
and upstream temporary cofferdam

9 November 1973 Completed rock bolt testing in limestone

10 November 1973 Completed Step I channel plug

29 November 1973 Commenced driving H-piling for batch plant

30 November 1973 Commenced shotcrete operations for right abutment
lV:lH slope

4 December 1973 Construction bridge washed out by high water and
heavy drift

17 December 1973 Commenced construction of temporary diversion
crossing and installation of deep well de-
watering system near the downstream cofferdam

16 January 1974 Completed temporary diversion crossing and

temporary cofferdam

5 February 1974 Completed driving H-piling for batch plant

6 February 1974 Commenced erection of batch plant and driving
H-piling for second construction bridge across
diversion channel

15 February 1974 Commenced pumping of deep well dewatering system

28 February 1974 Commenced left abutment excavation; commenced
raising the cofferdam by 2 feet
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2 April 1974 Completed second construction bridge

5 April 1974 Commenced installing well points for upstream
dewatering system

15 April 1974 Commenced pumping of upstream well point system

25 April 1974 Commenced shale excavation, Station 7+00 to

Station 10+00

7 May 1974 Commenced rock bolt testing program in shale

13 May 1973 Completed rock bolt tests in shale

3 June 1974 Commenced placing protective slab on El. 485
berm in shale excavation

18 June 1974 Commenced sawing shale faces on right abutment

9 July 1974 Removed upstream well point dewatering system

26 July 1974 Commenced construction of Saddle Dam

1 August 1974 Commenced excavation for downstream channel

widening

14 August 1974 Commenced excavation of Louisiana Limestone

10 October 1974 Completed Saddle Dam

15 November 1974 Commenced drilling powerhouse post-tensioning
borings

19 November 1974 Commenced placing protective slab in stilling
basin wall

29 November 1974 Completed batch plant construction; commenced
performance tests

9 December 1974 Placed SP 6-1; first concrete from batch plant

13 December 1974 Completed drilling operations for powerhouse
post-tensioning borings. Started placing
protective slab for Monolith D-13

18 January 1975 Placed first concrete for spillway Monolith D-7

22 February 1975 Fire damaged batch plant, ice plant and quality

control laboratory
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1 August 1975 Placed protective concrete in Monolith D-11/12

from reconstructed batch plant

28 August 1975 Completed rock excavation for main dam

22 January 1976 Mobilization and exploratory drilling on left

abutment

4 March 1976 Completed overburden excavation for main dam
structure

5 August 1976 Commenced drilling operations for stilling
basin anchors

7 August 1976 Commenced installation of stilling basin anchors

2 September 1976 Completed drilling operations for stilling basin
anchors

3 September 1976 Completed installation of stilling basin anchors

24 September 1976 Commenced placing riprap in exit channel

20 October 1976 Commenced placing capstones on water temperature
control weir

5 November 1976 Commenced placing pervious fill behind tailrace
wall

18 November 1976 Commenced placing upstream end cone rock fill

8 February 1977 Commenced rock excavation on left abutment

15 March 1977 Commenced placing exit channel pavement-slabs

13 April 1977 Discovery of cavities in left abutment

15 July 1977 Commenced stressing tainter gate anchorage and
commenced contact grouting on right abutment

23 August 1977 Commenced drilling and grouting operations for
right abutment

10 October 1977 Commenced placing tailrace slabs

13 October 1977 Commenced lower gallery drain drilling

21 October 1977 Commenced setting tainter gates

21 November 1977 Completed placing fill behind stilling basin wall:...
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8-9 March 1978 OCE/LMVD Geotechnical Conference; Left

Abutment Treatment

3 April 1978 Uplands Exploratory Drilling contract awarded

"- 19 June 1978 Completed drilling and grouting operations for
right abutment

July 1978 Completed lower gallery drain drilling

24 July 1978 Completed left abutment cutoff wall inspection by
OCE, LMVD and SLD personnel

8 January 1979 Commenced installation of plumb line in powerhouse

26 February 1979 Placed rock fill in upstream end cone

18 April 1979 Drilled dewatering wells in diversion channel

25 April 1979 Installed dewatering piezometers upstream

26 April 1979 Installed dewatering piezometers in downstream

bank of temporary bridge

27 April 1979 Set upstream deep well pumps

30 April 1979 Placed 900-pound riprap in pilot channel, and
hauled sands and gravels for third-stage
cofferdam construction

2 May 1979 Installed joint movement plugs in pedestrian
walkway and commenced placement of filter

cloth on exit channel slope

7 May 1979 Commenced excavating expanded Borrow Area No. 2
for impervious fill

I June 1979 Commenced rock excavation from roadway (S-JB
north)

4 June 1979 Raised downstream pilot channel from El. 546 feet
NGVD to El. 550 feet NGVD

5 June 1979 Commenced trench excavation for installation of

toe drain

13 June 1979 Commenced work on inside berm of pilot channel

16 July 1979 Commenced drilling production holes (Road D),
continued couon excavation of exit channel
and continued riprap placement in exit channel

18 July 1979 Commenced upstream temporary berm construction

23 July 1979 River diverted from diversion channel through
sluices
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3 August 1979 Cleaned left abutment cutoff trench prior to
presplitting operations

9 August 1979 Completed installation of Open System
Piezometers (PCA and PCS) for right abutment
and concrete structure

10 August 1979 Placed rock fill on downstream end cone

18 August 1979 Commenced fill placement for main dam embankment

6 September 1979 Cleanup of diversion channel prior to embankment
placement

11 September 1979 Commenced foundation preparation of Hannibal
Shale in diversion channel

15 October 1979 Commenced drilling consolidation grout holes in
left abutment

30 October 1979 Last day of foundation preparation for Hannibal
Shale

6 November 1979 Commenced drilling left abutment curtain grout holes

19 November 1979 Commenced grouting operations in lower gallery

3 March 1980 Lower gallery inspection; all drains and grouting
operations complete

11 March 1980 Commenced grouting operations on right abutment

9 April 1980 Commenced drilling Exporatory Holes Nos.- 1, 2, 3
and 4

18 April 1980 Grouted Exploratory Holes Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 on
left abutment

21 April 1980 Commenced removing frost damaged embankment
material

5 May 1980 Completed removal of frost damaged embankment

material

9 May 1980 Labor strike started

29 June 1980 Labor strike ended

30 June 1980 First day of fill placement

24 October 1980 Completed drilling and grouting operations on
left abutment

31 October 1980 Last day of foundation preparation on left
abutment for construction season

22 November 1980 End of fill placement for construction season
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8 April 1981 Commenced removing 1980-1981 frost damaged
material

30 April 1981 Completed removing 1980-1981 frost damaged
material

18 May 1981 Periods of heavy rain and high river stages--all
work ceased

25 May 1981 Contract work resumed

16 July 1981 All work complete for grouting contract

23 July 1981 Periods of heavy rain and flood conditions
resulting in overtopping of cofferdam

10 August 1981 Work resumed

10 August thru Embankment restoration and minor foundation
25 November 1981 treatment along left abutment

13-18 August 1981 Cleanup of upstream area prior to placement of
embankment and commenced construction of
Embankment Protection

22 October 1981 Completed construction of upstream Embankment
Protection to El. 592.4 feet NGVD

31 October 1981 Shutdown embankment operations for the winter

14 April 1982 Commenced removing 1981-1982 frost damaged
material and embankment placement operations

4-10 June 1982 Periods of heavy rains and high river stages
resulting in accumulation of debris behind
the dam

17 November 1982 Embankment operations shutdown for winter

2-8 December 1982 Periods of heavy rains and high dver stages
resulting in accumulation of debris behind
the dam

1-6 April 1983 Periods of heavy rains and high river stages
resulting in accumulation of debris behind
the dam

10 May 1983 First day of embankment placement for season

15 August 1983 Commenced preliminary cleanup and repair work
on interior of deversion sluices

20 August 1983 Completed foundation preparation on left
abutment

1
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23-24 August 1983 Commenced and completed installation of three

steel bulkheads for closure of the three
diversion sluices

30 August 1983 Completed closure of the water temperature

control weir

2 September 1983 Completed installation of the capstones on the . "

water temperature control weir

8 September 1983 Completed sand chimney to El. 640 feet NGVD

23 September 1983 Completed main dam embankment to El. 654 feet
NGVD (topout)

30 September 1983 Commenced intrusion grouting of first preplaced
aggregate zone in diversion sluices (Sluice
D9)

5 October 1983 Completed placement of 900-pound riprap on

upstream slope of main dam embankment

8 October 1983 Completed seeding Borrow Areas Nos. 1 and 4

21 October 1983 Completed installation of epoxy grouted stainless
steel waterstop in diversion sluices

9 November 1983 Completed intrusion grouting of preplaced
aggregate zones in diversion sluices

21 November 1983 Commenced placement of pumpcrete in optional
zones of diversion sluices

22 November 1983 Completed asphaltic surfacing on S-JB across

main dam embankment

23 November 1983 Opened S-JB across main dam to traffic

30 November 1983 Completed planting tress and shrubs in Borrow
Areas Nos. 1 and 4

8 December 1983 Completed mass filling of diversion sluices
with pumpcrete

5-6 January 1984 Commenced and completed shrinkage grouting of
top of diversion sluices

18 January 1984 First water releases from testing of powerhouse
turbines .. .

25 January 1984 Completed placement of 400-pound riprap on
slope of downstream exit channel

August 1984 Field construction activities essentially
complete with only minor amounts of seeding

remaining.
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NOTES:

(1) One hundred-year sediment volume, 115,000 acre feet, distributed

below El. 627.4 feet NGVD, highest pool elevation attained in period of

record routing.

(2) Required instantaneous release through turbines for firm power.

(3) Mean daily re-regulated power release.

(4) Downstream release on pumphack days and on weekends.

(5) Firm powerwhile at pool El. 606.0 feet NGVD.

(6) Firm power while at pool Elevation 624.8 feet NGVD.

(7) Based on a continuous flow through the re-regulation pool.

(8) Pool El. 606.0 feet NGVD, tailwater El. 525.0 feet NGVD.

(9) Pool El. 601.4 feet NGVD, tailwater El. 525.0 feet NGVD, 1-foot head

loss.

(10) Pool El. 601.0 feet NGVD, tailwater El. 525.0 feet NGVD, 1-foot head

loss.

(11) Pool El. 592.7 feet NGVD (minimum elevation for generator), tailwater

El. 530.0 feet NGVD (elevation near end of generating period), 1-foot head

loss.

(12) Pool El. 606.0 feet NGVD to minimum for generation El. 592.7 fr-+ NGVD.

(13) Power available on a continuous basis during the year of minimum

energy generated.

(14) Total energy generated during year of most adverse generating

conditions utilizing pumpback.

(15) The load carrying ability of system under most adverse conditions

and minimum pool elevation of 592.7 feet NGVD.

(16) Energy generated from joint-use pool only, no surplus energy

*[ included.

(17) Based on period of record routing 1925 through 1965--41 years.
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SECTION 2

FOUNDATION INVESTIGATIONS

A. Investigations Prior to Construction

Over a period of years from 1964 to 1970, the area was surficially

mapped and researched in detail. A number of traverses was rul with a

portable seismic unit and portable resistivity unit by SLD Geology

personnel. A more extensive geophysical survey was accomplished in

December 1966 to determine the configuration and extent of the buried

channel. A total of 376 machine borings was drilled for construction

of the main dam covering both Phase I and Phase II; 37 borings were

drilled in Borrow Area No. 1, 26 in Borrow Area No. 2, 14 in Borrow

Area No. 3, 30 in uplands Borrow Area No. 4, 6 in alternate Borrow Area

No. 5, 4 in the saddle dam, 25 in the left (north) abutment, 69 in the

right (south) abutment, and 165 in the general flood plain area. In

addition to these borings, a total of 6 well point piezometers was

installed to monitor the groundwater table in the general flood plain;

4 were installed in the flood plain located downstream of the main dam

embankment and 2 were located in the downstream Borrow Area No. 1.

Four machine-dug test pits were excavated in the uplands Borrow Area

No. 4. The purpose of the borings and test pits were:

1. Delineate soil types, obtain samples for testing and determine

depositional patterns.

2. Obtain rock samples for testing, determination of stratigraphy,

determination of aberrants, solutional activity, weathering, jointing

and fracturing.
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The difficulties encountered in these exploratory borings occurred

principally in penetrating the large boulders nested in the bottom of

the buried channel and in penetrating the Mississippian Residual

Chert-Pennsylvanian clay shale complex which overlies the Burlington

Formation (refer Drawings Nos. 5/2 thru 55/2 for the as-drilled boring

locations and foundation descriptions).

B. Investigations During Construction

Comprehensive investigations were performed when a significant

foundation problem was encountered during the construction of a parti-

cular feature of work. The foundation for Monolith D-14 and the left

abutment embankment contact area are two of the more noteable areas

which required further examination. The scope of work for each in-

vestigation is addressed in the appropriate sections of this Report.

2-2
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SECTION 3

GEOLOGY

A. Physiography

The reservoir site is situated in the Dissected Till Plains Section

of the Central Lowland Physiographic Province. It is a glaciated,

maturely eroded plain with only occasional remnants of the original

glacial features preserved.

B. Topography

Imperfect, slightly developed Karst topography is exhibited in

isolated sections. Sinks, bedrock springs and caverns are fairly

common. Springs have a flow of I cubic foot per second or less and

emerge near the valley floor at the Hannibal Shale-Chouteau Limestone

contact. Sinks and caverns are closely related and most of the caves

are merely the widened bottoms of sinks. There are no known caverns having

horizontal lengths exceeding 100 feet. Upland divides are commonly

broad, flat and concordant and have been cleared of timber for agri-

cultural purposes. Drainage ravines are steeply incised and retain

their forest cover. Vertical and near-vertical rock bluffs are common

along the Salt River and its tributaries.

C. Description of Overburden

i. Residuum

Upland soils are generally a mixture of residuum from

Pennsylvanian sediments and thin glacial deposits with no evidence

of loessial contributions. As the valleys are approached from the

flat to gently sloping upland areas, the Pennsylvanian sediments thin
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and the soils are influenced primarily by the underlying Mississippian

rocks. At the dam site, a thin topsoil layer of silts and clays over-

lies a considerable thickness of residual chert which lies upon and grades

into the Burlington Limestone Formation. This residual chert varies in

thickness from some 20 feet at the edge of the bluffs to 40 feet in the

near-bluff and uplands. It may be generally divided into three distinct,

but transitional layers. The topmost layer consists of a heavy, red clay

containing chert fragments ranging from sand size to cobbles. The middle

layer is predominately chert, in fragments, up to boulder size, in a matrix

of red clay and mostly multi-colored Pennsylvanian clay-shales. The lower

layer, or mixed zone, consists of limestone and chert boulders and rock

stringers in a matrix of the clay-shales. Both the limestone and chert

boulders and fragments exhibit a wide range of weathering with some ledges

remaining attached to the bedrock.

2. Talus

Rock fragments, blocks and boulders dislodged from the limestone

bluffs rest against the Hannibal and Chouteau Formations up to an average

elevation of 560.0 feet NGVD. These rock fragments are encased, very

lightly, in a matrix of clayey slope wash and rest upon the alluvial

deposits or weathered shale in the valley floor.

3. Glacial Features

Glaciation of the Nebraskan and Kansas periods was responsible

for the deposition of till, sands and gravels, boulder zones, as well

as, sculpturing much of the bedrock topography at the dam site. The only

occurrence of glacial ,--.-rial at the dam site has been found in the

boulder zone of the buried channel. Glacial features which are significant

3-2
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to the design of the dam are the till-filled saddle, Borrow Areas

Nos. 4 and 5, and the buried channel. Just to the north of the

main dam site, a preglacial valley of the Salt River was blocked by

the ice and subsequently filled with a considerable thickness of till

which surpassed the heights of the former valley walls. Due to a

slight amount of erosion, this saddle was the site of a small dam

raised to conform in elevation to the top of the main dam. Borings drilled

in the saddle have encountered up to 130 feet of bluish gumbo and clayey-

gravelly till overlying some 18 inches of glacio-alluvial sand and gravel.

The deepest bedrock encountered beneath the saddle was the Hannibal Shale

at approximate El. 502.0 feet NGVD. The upland till deposit between the

dam site and saddle has been explored and designated as Borrow Area No. 4.

The upstream flank of the till-filled saddle has been designated as Borrow

Area No. 5. Explorations disclosed a deep depression in the rock surface

of the Salt River flood plain delineating a deepened channel which is the

result of glacial or post-glacial scour. Based on the boring data, the

buried channel appeared to have a normal gradient with no indications of

potholes, barriers or side valley extensions. A rather large pothole was

encountered at the northwest, upstream corner of the core trench. Incised

in the main valley bedrock, some 50 feet, the old channel walls appeared

to slope gently on either side, but when exposed were nearly vertical in

the core trench area. The channel was cut entirely through the Hannibal

Formation and bottoms in the Louisiana Formation. From approximately

El. 480.0 feet NGVD to El. 460.0 feet NGVD, there was a heavy concentra-

tion of very large, nested boulders and slump blocks from all of the rock

formations present except the Louisiana.
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4. Valley Soils

Outside the limits of the buried channel are found approximately

30 feet to 40 feet of alluvial and colluvial deposits. The colluvial

deposits are located adjacent to the base of the valley walls. The

alluvial deposits of the flood plain exhibit the typical characteristic

discontinuities and complex stratification normally associated with this

type of deposit. The upper, major stratum, some 10 feet to 35 feet thick,

consists of impervious brown to gray, silty and sandy, low clays (CL) with

occasional pockets and lenses of brown silt and sand. The impervious

stratum is found both upstream and downstream from the dam site. Only in

the existing river channel is the stratum absent. Downstream of the dam

axis an area of ridge and swale topography is encountered near the junction

of the present river channel and the left (north) valley wall. Within this

area, the sand and silt content of the upper impervious stratum shows a

marked increase over upper stratum soils located outside this area. The

lower stratum of the alluvial valley soils varies in thickness from 0 foot

to 20 feet and consists of brown and gray, sandy gravels with occasional

layers of silty and clayey sands. The lower deposits of sands and gravels

are absent in the area adjacent to the valley walls. In the present river

channel, the depth of the alluvial deposit is approximately 15 feet thick

and consists of sand and sandy gravel. The upper, major stratum materials

constitute the usable soils in Borrow Areas Nos. 1, 2 and 3.

D. Bedrock Stratigraphy

Rocks underlying the project area in northeast Missouri include

representative formations varying in age from Middle Ordovician to

Pennsylvanian. Ordovician Formations are exposed on the lower reaches
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of the Salt River and are overlain by Silurian or Devonian Formations

and at the dam site by unassigned Mississippian-Devonian rocks.

Mississippian Formations crop out extensively in the reservoir area and

at the dam site. The Residual Chert, sinks filled with Pennsylvanian

sediments and Pennsylvanian outliars of clay, shale, sandstone and coal

are found on the uplands. The stratigraphic succession at the dam site

from youngest to oldest is: Residual Chert (containing Pennsylvanian

sediments); Burlington Limestone, Chouteau Limestone and Hannibal Shale

(all Mississippian); Louisiana Limestone, Saverton Mudstone and Grassy

Creek Shale (unassigned Devonian-Mississippian) and the Callaway Lime-

stone (Devonian). It was first thought that the Saverton and Grassy

Creek Formations were absent in the foundation for the concrete structure;

however, during excavation, these formations were encountered at depths

of 2 feet to 3 feet beneath the Hannibal/Louisiana contact. The presence

of these formations was verified by a team of State geologists. Although

the concrete structure is actually founded upon the Callaway, the documents

for this Report were not changed in order to maintain continuity between

the past contract correspondence and the contract documents. In addition,

the lithologic descriptions and engineering properties presented in this

Report are not affected by the misclassification.

E. Bedrock Structure

In Pike and Lincoln Counties, lying just southeast of the project

area, a major upfold designated as the Lincoln Fold, is the major

structural feature in the vicinity. An extension of this fold with

the axis aligned northwest-southeast passes the dam site area some
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three miles to the east and controls the attitude of the sedimentary

rocks underlying the dam site. Since the anticline is plunging to the

north, the effects on the rocks at the site are slight and the bedding

can be considered as horizontal for all practical purposes. No evidence

of faulting has been discovered. Joint patterns are well defined in the

Burlington and Chouteau Formations and relatively defined in the Louisiana.

From a borescope survey performed in the right (sout) abutment, it was

determined that the Hannibal Shale contained no joints or fractures where

confined by the full thickness of both overlying limestones. In the valley,

however, relief jointing was very evident.

F. Bedrock Weathering

The depth and degree of weathering in the upper limestones is slight

because of the relatively impervious cover. Where exposed as vertical

cliffs, the degree and depth of weathering is upward of 20 feet, particu-

larly along open exposed joints. The depth of weathering of the Hannibal

Shale varies from zero up in the abutments to 25 feet to 30 feet beneath

the talus slopes to between 3 feet and 10 feet in the valley. The depth

of weathering was very slight in the Louisiana Limestone exposed in the

bottom of the buried channel.

G. Leaching and/or Solution Activity

Springs are abundant in the reservoir area. All springs located

have been flowing from the Burlington or Chouteau Formation from

El. 550.0 feet NGVD to El. 590.0 feet NGVD. Most are principally

"wet-weather" type springs and issue from fissure type openings. There

are a number of caves and sink holes in the reservoir area, but those

located should have no affect on the reservoir. Pressure test water

losses in borings indicate the Burlington and Chouteau Formations are

solutioned along joints and seams from approximately El. 555.0 feet

NGVD to El. 640.0 feet NGVD.
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H. Ground Water

Ground water in the vicinity of the reservoir is obtained from wells

and springs. Shallow sources are glacial till and alluvium in the Salt

River and its tributaries. Deep sources of ground water are the Burlington

and Chouteau Formations, Kinderhookian Limestones, Kinderhookian or

Devonian silty shales and the St. Peter Sandstone. The majority of wells

drilled on farms in the area produce from the Burlington-Chouteau. There

appears to be three levels of water in the vicinity, one near the surface

in till, approximately 80 feet below the surface and approximately 120 feet

below the surface. The quality of the ground water in the vicinity varies

greatly in mineralization. Many wells produce water too heavily mineralized

for human consumption. This was the case with the three wells drilled in

the upland for this contract (DACW43-71-C-0063).

I. Engineering Characteristics of the Overburden Materials

Based on considerable testing and a conservative selection, the design

strengths to be used were: "Q" Test: 0 = 0, C = 1.15 TSF; "R" Test: 0 = 15,

C = 0.30 TSF; "S" Test: 0 = 280, C = 0.0 TSF. Stability analysis was per-

formed on two basic sections which were considered to be typical of the

entire embankment. The slopes were initially checked by the wedge method

and were confirmed by the arc method. As a supplement to the major studies,

three special studies involving the end of construction case were made to

determine the effects of the following features on the overall stability of

the structures: the initiation of dual embankment construction stages; the

reduced shear strength assigned to the Hannibal Shale and the use of

material from the construction of relocated S-JB on the downstream berm.
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Settlement studies were made for three typical embankment sections to

determine the required overbuild. Sections were located, based upon

soil stratification, embankment height and rock elevation. Considera-

tion of the most feasible sequence of borrowing and the available quantity

of borrow from each source resulted in the use of the consolidation test

data on representative valley borrow soils for that portion of the embank-

ment located below El. 573.0 NGVD and upland borrow testing for that portion

located above El. 573.0 NGVD in determining embankment settlement. Based on

these analyses, a maximum overbuild of 12 inches will be provided at the

centerline and along the upper embankment slopes.

J. Engineering Characteristics of the Bedrock Materials

The laboratory testing of the foundation rocks consisted of: 9-Poisson's

Ratio; 8-Single-plane Repetitive Direct Shear; 85-Unconfined Compression;

47-Modulus of Elasticity; 121-Single Direct Shear; 13-Triaxial Compression;

15-Brazilian Tensile and 20-Double Direct Shear Tests. The design values

assigned to the Burlington and Chouteau Formations from their portion of the

above tests were:

Property Burlington Formation Chouteau Formation

Unit Weight 155 pcf 155 pcf
6 6'

Modulus of Elasticity 6.6x10 psi 3.6x10 psi

Unconfined Compressive

Strength 9,500 psi 9,500 psi

Shear Strength:

Peak C = 16.x TSF, 0 f 450 C = 16.2 TSF, 0 = 450

Residual C - 3.0 TSF, 0 = 450 C = 3.0 TSF, 0 450

Concrete-Rock C - 16.2 TSF, 0 f 45- C = 16.2 TSF, 0 f 450
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The design values for the Hannibal Shale are:

Unit Weight 150 pcf

Modulus of Elasticity:

Abutment 200,000 psi

Valley 27,000 psi

Unconfined Compressive
Strength:

Abutment 1,250 psi

Valley 140 psi

Shear Strength- Valley:

Peak Undrained C = 4.5 TSF, 0 = 260

Residual Undrained C = 1.6 TSF, 0 = 200

Peak Drained C = 1.4 TSF, 0 - 190

Residual Drained C = 0.0 TSF, 0 - 190

Concrete-Shale C = 0.0 TSF, 0 - 190

Anchor Grout-Shale C = 2.25 TSF

The design values for the Louisiana Limestone are:

Unit Weight 150 pcf

Unconfined Compressive
strength 9,500 psi

Modulus of Elasticity 3.OxlO 6 psi

Shear Strength:

Peak C = 16.2 TSF, 0 = 450

Concrete-Rock C = 16.2 TSF, 0 = 450

Residual C = 3.0 TSF, 0 450
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Although the Burlington and Chouteau Limestones differ considerably in

many of their geologic properties, their engineering behavior is suffici-

ently similar to warrant combined discussion. Both limestonesare sufficiently

strong so as to present no problems, in bearing capacity or sliding stability,_

to monoliths founded upon them. A sufficient number of tests was performed

to indicate the argillaceous or shalely zones in the Chouteau do not con-

stitute planes of significant weakness within the formation. Joints and

fractures constitute the principal zones of weakness in these formations.

In addition to the conservative low design strength of the Hannibal Shale,

its air-sensitivity and the existence of soft zones within it have exercised

profound influence on the design of the dam. The air-sensitivity has been

found to vary widely within the dam site area. Three distinct zones of soft

shale can be detected. The first occurs at the top of rock and is synonymous

with the weathered shale zone in the valley. In the very near abutments

softening occurs at the Chouteau-Hannibal contact. The third zone occurs

in the lowest 10 feet of the shale out in the valley and is apparently a

reflection of original lithology, subsequent weathering and water migration

within the upper 5 feet of the Louisiana Limestone. Laboratory testing has

indicated that the Louisiana Formation is a competent foundation member and

that the numerous shale partings being extremely irregular do not constitute

any real plane of weakness within the formation. However, near the top of the

formation, a persistent zone of shale or shalely limestone exists directly

below the top bed of the Louisiana. As previously noted, this shale seam

was later identified during construction as the Saverton/Grassy Creek

Formation.
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SECTION 4

UNWATERING

A. Introduction

The contract unwatering specification was a performance specification

which required the Contractor to design and furnish an unwatering system

capable of allowing all work to be performed in the dry. The specification

criteria required that all surface water and seepage be controlled and

that the groundwater be lowered a minimum of 5 feet below excavated

slopes and foundation surfaces. The Contractor used the required channel

plugs, cofferdams, upstream cutoff trench, ditches, sumps, deep wells and

assorted pumps during excavation (1973-1977) of the concrete structure and

for main dam fill placement (1978-1983). (Refer Drawing Nos. 57/2, 58/2

and 59/2 for the cofferdam sequence, Drawing No. 60/2 for details of the

unwatering system and Aerial Photograph No. 195/2 for an overall view of the

unwatering operation).

B. Concrete Structure

1. Water Temperature Control Weir

On 22 October 1973, the Contractor commenced construction of the

upstream river channel plug. The plug extended from the right abutment

to approximate dam axis Station 3+60, where it tied into the second-stage

cofferdam (refer Drawing No. 60/2 for exact location and detail). Con-

struction of the river plug consisted of excavating river channel and

flood plain deposits to the Hannibal Shale, and the placement of

semi-compacted impervious material by scrapers to El. 540± feet NGVD. A

CAT D8 dozer established the IV:3H side slopes; all construction was
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completed on 10 November 1973. The river channel downstream of the

channel plug was then unwatered by a diesel-driven 6-inch pump which

discharged into the diversion channel.

Excavation of the upstream cutoff trench, which would lie directly

underneath the water temperature control weir, followed immediately.

The cutoff trench was constructed along the upstream face of the

structural excavation. The trench which had a 10 foot base width

and extended through the natural sands and gravels to the top of rock,

had the primary purpose of providing a seepage cutoff during construction

of the concrete monoliths. The trench originates at approximate Station

11+25, extends upstream from the dam centerline for approximately

400 feet and then turns south until it intersections the right abutment.

Refer to Section 5 for construction and equipment details.

In order to dewater the cutoff trench, Luhr Bros., Inc., installed a

well point system designed by Stang Hydronics of Tulsa, Oklahoma. The

system consisted of 87 well points installed on approximate 6-foot centers

at Elevation 510* feet NGVD on the upstream side of the trench. The well

points connected to a 6-inch diameter header line at Elevation 520± feet

NGVD which ran to a 1,200 gpm Stang pump. On 15 April 1974, the upstream

well point system began operating with all water being discharged to the

diversion channel. The unwatering system was used as needed until

9 July 1974 when it was disassembled since fill elevation in the cutoff

trench had reached a sufficient height above the water table (refer

Drawing No. 60/2 for location and dimensions of the upstream plug and

cutoff trench). Surface runoff was controlled by a 1 foot deep interceptor

ditch, adjacent to and a maximum of 5 feet from the upstream side of the

cutoff trench. All water was pumped from the ditch using a 3 inch trash
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pump. After the clay core in the trench was started, the interceptor

ditch was backfilled with sanl and compacted.

2. Deep Wells

Two 24-inch diameter, gravel-packed, deep wells were constructed by

Luhr Bros., Inc. to control groundwater from the downstream aquifer.

Each well consisted of 30 feet of 16-inch diameter perforated pipe and

a 16-inch diameter riser pipe. An International diesel-driven 475 gpm.

8-inch diameter, submersible pump was installed in each well which dis-

charged water into the diversion channel. The first deep well (W-l) was

installed on 17 December 1973, at Station 10+58, Offset 724 feet down-

stream, bottom Elevation 460± feet NGVD. A second well (W-2) was installed

on 4 January 1974, at Station 8+99, Offset 861.3 feet downstream, bottom

Elevation 460± feet NGVD. The wells were located within the confines of the

buried channel to maximize drawdown. A third deep well was started, but

abandoned when problems arose with the drilling. Sand infiltration tests

were performed immediately after installation and every six months

thereafter. On 15 February 1974, pumping of the deep well unwatering system

began and continued on an "as-needed" basis. The quantity of effluent

was measured twice daily and recorded. Upon completion, Well W-2 was

grouted using a non-shrink grout and Well W-1 was kept open for use by the

Contractor as a water well for embankment operations.

Nine temporary well point piezometers were installed to monitor the

two deep wells (refer Drawing No. 60/2 for locations). The piezometers were

constructed of a plastic screen attached to a 1 and -inch galvanized riser

pipe. The piezometers were tested by performing a falling head test.

Piezometer levels were read and recorded twice daily by the Contractor.
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When monitoring was no longer required, Piezotneters Nos. S-1, S-2, S-3,

S-4 and B-i were pulled. Piezometers Nos. D-1lA$ D-2, D-3 and C-D 4 were

back-filled with non-shrink grout. An analysis of the piezometer readings

indicates that the buried channel acted as a very large sump into which water

from the sands/gravels outside the buried channel flowed into when it was

pumped by a deep well. Once the water level in the buried channel was

drawn down it had a very slow recharge. Consequently, as long as drawdown

was maintained below the top edge of the buried channel there appeared to

be little direct relationship between the pumping rate and water level in

the overburden piezometers (S-i thru S-4).

3. Cofferdams

Construction of the second-stage cofferdam began on 22 October

1074, and continued intermittently until 16 January 1975. The cofferdam

was constructed to Elevation 551± feet NGVD with a 30-foot wide top and

sides having a iV:31{ slope. The Contractor was directed to raise the

cofferdam 2 feet to Elevation 553 feet NGVD to provide additional protection.

The second-stage cofferdam was divided into three parts. The downstream

segment was constructed of material excavated from the right abutment and

exit channel. It extended from the right abutment to approximate dam axis

Station 13+50, Offset 200 feet downstream, where it tied into a combination

of permanent and temporary foundation fill. This fill (second segment)

extended approximately 300 feet upstream (to Station 8+35, Offset 100

Upstream), and was composed of approximately 10 feet of permanent fill

(second-stage cofferdam fill) and approximately five feet of temporary.-

fill for Massman Construction Co.'s concrete batch plant and associated

buildings. The temporary fill was removed and either placed in random

fill or was wasted. From the upstream end of the foundation fill to a
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point where the second-stage cofferdam intersected the Water Temperature

Control Weir (approximate Station 10+100, Offset 400 feet upstream),

the cofferdam was built as part of the permanent embankment. From the

Water Temperature Control Weir to where it merged into the upstream

river channel plug, the second-stage cofferdam was constructed of semi-

compacted impervious materials. This last segment of the second-stage

cofferdam served as a temporary cofferdam (approximately I year) until

the Water Temperature Control Weir could be constructed to Elevation

551 feet NGVD (Refer Drawing No. 60/2 for locations and details).

4. Surface Water Control

Surface water was controlled by the use of sumps, ditches,

sandbags, assorted-sized pumps and collector pipes. Sumps were con-

structed in several areas inside the cofferdam, with three being semi-

permanent. The main sump was approximately 200 feet long, 50 feet wide,

with the center at Station 7+50+, Offset 700 feet downstream.

Excavation of the mainsump began in June 1974, and continued intermittently

until Elevation 505k feet NGVD was reached. The 730 gpm sump pump was

equipped with an electrically operated float-controlled switch. The main

sump acted as a collection point for all surface water collected from

ditches and the sumps located in the stilling basin and tailrace. In

addition, a diesel-driven 6-inch pump was used to supplement float-control

pumping during periods of heavy rain.

Surface water which collected in low areas upstream of the batch

plant was drained into the diversion channel through a 12-inch pipe.

The gravity flow pipe was equipped with a flap gate which prevented reverse

flow during periods of high water in the diversion channel.
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Surface water and seepage from the main dam excavation were discharged

upstream and downstream from a complex unwatering system. Along the

excavation perimeter of the main dam excavation, (Monoliths D-1/2 thru

D-l1/12), a 10-foot wide berm was excavated at Elevation 485± feet NGVD

with a flat-bottom paved ditch being incorporated into the berm to control

surface runoff. The collected runoff was discharged to the main sump area

by a 1,650 gpm sump pump located on the north edge of the tailrace wall.

Two flat-bottom ditches were excavated downstream between the stilling

basin wall and the splitter wall. The collected surface water in the

ditches flowed into the shotcreted swales which drained into the sump at

the downstream end of the splitter wall or a sump at the downstream end

of the tailrace wall. The water in either case was discharged by a 6-inch

pump into the main sump area. After concrete placement of the monoliths

began, a temporary sump was constructed approximately 90 feet upstream

of the centerline near Station 5+00. It discharged into an interceptor

ditch which was excavated upstream of dam axis along the right abutment

at Elevation 522± feet NGVD. The ditch intercepted runoff from the bluff

below the south overlook and carried it to the diversion channel upstream.

It should be noted that until excavation of the monoliths was completed,

some sumps and ditches were shifted to allow construction of required

haul roads.

C. Embankment

1. Cofferdam

The purpose of the third-stage cofferdam was to protect the main

dam embankment from a possible 10-year flood during its early construction.

Construction began in April 1978, utilizing scrapers and dozers, and ended
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late in the construction season of 1979. The cofferdam was constructed

from Borrow Area No. 2 material (Refer Drawing No. 4/2 and 58/2 for detailes).

Construction of the third-stage cofferdam from the left abutment

*" '2" (approximate dam axis Station 18+36±, Offset 820 feet upstream), to dam

axis Station 13+10±, Offset 955 feet upstream, consisted of semi-compacted

impervious clay. From the latter station to the Water Temperature Control

Weir (approximate dam axis Station 9+00±, Offset 386 feet upstream) the

cofferrdam had a semi-pervious core covered by an impervious clay blanket.

Generally, the top and upstream slopes had a minimum 10-foot impervious

clay blanket and the downstream slop had a minimum 5-foot impervious clay

blanket. The upstream slope of the entire third-stage cofferdam was

covered with thirty six inches of limestone revetment. The limestone had

been excavated from the left abutment and stockpiled for such use. By

Modification No. P00140 the Contractor was directed to raise the cofferdam

4 feet to Elevation 581± feet NGVD due to high water in May 1981. This was

constructed with semi-compacted impervious material from the Highway S-JB

north excavation stockpile. By Modification No. P00145 the Contractor was

directed to raise the cofferdam an additional 4 feet to Elevation 585 feet

NGVD due to the July 1981 flood. The material came from the above source.

Following the July 1981 flood, the third-stage cofferdam, within the limits

of the "notched area", was rebuilt to Elevation 580± feet NGVD. The rest

of the cofferdam was degraded to Elevation 580± feet NGVD by dozers pushing

the material onto the slopes. The upstream portion of the third-stage

S..cofferdam, from left abutment to approximate dam axis station 13+10, was

degraded to Elevation 550± feet NGVD or original ground surface, whichever

came first, during the 1983 construction was required by the specifications.

The excavated material was placed in the upstream berm.
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2. Channel Plugs

The Contractor constructed two permanent channel plugs and one

temporary channel plug. The upstream temporary plug was installed in the

r. diversion channel to help redivert the river through the three sluices

within the conrete structure. On 20 July 1979, work began on the permanent

upstream plug. It extended from approximately 800 feet upstream, dam axis

Station 7+40±, to 1,040 feet upstream, dam axis Station 8+90, and was

constructed of semi-compacted impervious material from the Step 1 channel

plug, associated ramp and Borrow Area No. 2 stockpile. A trench on the

downstream toe of the plug was excavated and subsequently backfilled with

semi-compacted impervious material. Work on the permanent downstream

channel plug co-menced on 15 July 1979. It was built with lV:3H slopes

to EL. 550± feet NGVD with a 20-foot wide top and located approximately

650 feet downstream of dam axis. Earthen material used came from Borrow

Area No. 2 stockpile and the Water Temperature Control Weir diversion

notch. The upstream slope was later incorporated into the embankment

impervious zone while the downstream slope merged into the downstream

ranaom fill material (Refer Drawing No. 58/2 for general location and

detail on channel plug construction).

3. Deep Wells and Piezometers

Two 24-inch diameter, gravel-packed, deep wells were installed

to Elevation 480± feet NGVD by Luhr Bros., Inc. to control possible seep-

age from the sands/gravels beneath the Phase I fill upstream of the

auxiliary cutoff trench, the upstream channel plug and third stage

cofferdam. Each well consisted of a perforated 16-inch diameter pipe

and a 16-inch diameter riser pipe. A diesel-driven 8-inch International
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475 gpm submersible pump was installed in each well. Then discharge was

pumped over to the upstream third-stage cofferdam. One deep well was

installed in March 1974 at Station 14+50, Offset 700± feet upstream.

A second deep well was installed in April 1979 at Station 15+10±, Offset

660 feet upstream. The deep well system began pumping on 27 July 1979

and continued on an "as needed" basis until November 1979 when it was

backfilled with concrete. A Failing drill rig was used to install three

temporary well point piezometers to monitor the deep wells (Refer Drawing

No. 60/2 for the locations, piezometer tip elevations and installation

dates). Immediately after installation, they were tested using a falling

head test. Readings were taken twice daily and recorded. They indicated

that the water table was held to a minimum of 5 feet below the working

surface as per specifications. After use, Piezometers Nos. SE-1 and

SE-2 were pulled and Piezometer No. SW-1 was backfilled using non-

shrink grout.

4. Surface Water Control

Surface water within the diversion channel during mucking and

embankment operations was controlled by the intermittent use of various

sized pumps. ditches, trenches and sumps. Removal of the channel water

resulting from the construction of the upstream and downstream channel

plugs was accomplished by directing the channel water through a temporary

notch in the downstream channel plug and by discharging water upstream over

the third-stage cofferdam with a 6 inch pump. The remaining areas of

.. ponded water were removed by pumping with a 3 inch trash pump and ditching.

During embankment placement, the fill was sloped so that the surface

water either drained downstream onto the random fill or upstream into a

temporary sump. The upstream sump was located directly upstream of the
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berm enlargement and directly downstream of the third-stage cofferdam

adjacent to the left abutment. A CAT D4 tractor with a 6-inch water

pump or a diesel-driven engine with a 8-inch Marlow Pump was used on an

"as needed" basis discharging water over the third-stage cofferdam until

the cofferdam was degraded in 1983.
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Photograph A. Overall view looking upstream. Note second stage cofferdam
in foreground and upstream channel plug in background. Main sump lies
directly upstream of backside of cofferdam.

Photograph B. Overall view of concrete structure. Note 4851 berm at base of
exposed shale. Ponded water on floor of structure was removed using small
portable trash pumps and pumped to main sump.
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Photograph C. Overall view of dewatering operations in concrete structure.
Note interceptor ditch which lies above 4851 berm on upstream and north
sides of excavation.

ot,

Photograph D. Overall view of dewatering operations in concrete structure.
Note header lines used to carry water back to main sump. Lines extend
from base of excavation over downstream walls of excavation.
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Photograph E. Picture showing dewatering operations. Note header lines
used to carry water to main sump. Ponded water on floor of tailrace
wall foundation was removed using small portable trash pumps.

Photograph F. Picture showing dewatering operations in concrete structure.
Note large dewatering pump in foreground. Second stage cofferdam in
background.
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Photograph G. Pumping out ponded water from foundation of TA-i

center section. This area was used as an intermittent sump.

I"I

Photograph H. Pumping out ponded from foundations D8-D1 1. Note

485' berm in upper part of picture.
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Photograph I. Ponded water on foundation Monoliths D8-D12. Note
header lines extending down to floor of excavation.

" ,, low "
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_ Photograph J. Picture shows interceptor ditch along south side offt Stilling Basin foundation catching surface water.
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SECTION 5

FOUNDATION EXCAVATION

A. Excavation for Concrete Structure and Right Abutment

1. Overburden Excavation (Clays, Sands and Gravels)

Stripping in the area of the structure excavation consisted of

removing 340 cubic yards of vegetation in an area from Station 8+00± to

Station 11+00±. Stripped material was unsuitable for top dressing and

was wasted in Borrow Area No. 3 waste area. Stripping was performed

in November 1983. Equipment used included CAT 631 scrapers, CAT 637

scrapers and a CAT De dozer.

Excavation of valley overburden started in November 1973 and con-

tinued intermittently through March 1976. Valley overburden was com-

prised of two strata. The upper stratum from El. 540± feet NGVD to

El. 520± feet NGVD consisted of silty clays (CL) and sandy clays (CL).

The lower stratum from El. 520± feet NGVD to El. 510± feet NGVD con-

sisted of gravelly fine to coarse sands and sandy gravels with occasional

layers of silty and clayey sands or gravels. In addition to natural

deposits described, the Phase I cofferdam overlaid an area of the clays.

Valley overburden excavation was in an area from Station 3+50 to

Station 11+00.

Overburden excavation on the right abutment, between Stations 0+50

and 3+50, started in August 1973 and was completed in April 1974.

Almost all of this material was unsuitable for use in the embankment

and was wasted.
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Total overburden excavated was approximately 309,300 cubic yards,

described as follows: 81,000 cubic yards (including 16,000 cubic yards

of Phase I cofferdam) were clays suitable for use in permanent embat.kments

and were either placed in stockpiles or cofferdams then later used in

embankments; 1,600 cubic yards of sands and gravels were stockpiled then

later used for structural backfill; 8,700 cubic yards of sands and gravels

were hauled to the water temperature control weir and placed between the

gabions; and the remaining 218,000 cubic yards of overburden were disposed

of in depleted Borrow Area No. 3.

Generally, the following equipment was used (in varying degrees and

combinations) for excavation of overburden clays:

Two (2) CAT 'P Dozers

Two (2) CAT D9 Dozers

Two (2) CAT 637 Scrapers

Four (4) CAT 631 Scrapers

One (1) CAT 16F Motorgrader

In some areas, the valley clays that were unstable due to their high

moisture content and those clays located in the lower portion (1 foot to

2 feet) of the upper stratum which overlaid silty or clayey sands were

excavated by draglines and bottom dumps.

For the most part, the sands and gravels were excavated using the

following equipment:

One (1) Bucyrus Erie 38B Dragline

One (1) Bucyrus Erie 88B Dragline

Two (2) Euclid 23TDT Bottom Dumps

Five (5) CAT 630B Bottom Dumps

One (1) CAT 977 Front-end Loader

One (1) CAT 988 Front-end Loader

Two (2) Terex 50-ton End Dump Trucks

Two (2) Euclid FD97 End Dump Trucks

Two (2) CAT D8 Dozers
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In some areas where sands and gravels were free of silt and clay and

relatively dry, the equipment used for clay excavation was also used for

excavation of sands and gravels (refer Drawing No. 61/2 for overburden

excavation plan).

2. R '- Excavation

(a) Introduction

Rock excavation for the concrete structure and the right

abutment began on 15 August 1973, and was completed on 28 August 1975. The

excavation consisted of the satisfactory removal and disposal of limestone

or shale within the limits shown on Drawings Nos. 62/2, 63/2 and 64/2. The

scope of work was divided into three areas: (1) excavation of the IV:IH

slope on the right abutment, (2) excavation of the right non-ovezf low mono-

liths and (3) excavation of the left non-overflow and spillway monoliths and

related structures. The Contractor (Luhr Bros., Inc.) generally utilized a

two-shift operation to perform the required excavation which included drilling,

blasting, ripping, sawing, rock removal, installation of rock bolts/rock

anchors, installation of weep drains and the placement of shotcrete and

concrete. The principal equipment used consisted of the following:

CAT D5, D6, D8 and D9 Dozers

CAT D7 Dozer with Blade

CAT 631 and 637 Scrapers

Euclid TDT Bottom Dumps

CAT 630B Bottom Dumps

CAT 950, 977, 980 and 988 End Loaders

Terex Bottom End Dumps

Terex 28-ton End Dumps

* -Euclid FD 97 End Dumps

Joy 10-R-U Coal Saw

Gardner-Denver ATD3100A Drills

Gardner-Denver 600 rfm, 750 cfm and 900 cfm Compressors
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Gardner-Denver AT3700 Drills

Sullair 1,200 cfm Air Compressor

CAT 255 Excavator

Rippers for D8 and D9 Tractors

Terex 50-ton End Dumps

Case 580 Backhoe with End Loader

Case 1470 4-wheel Drive Tractor

CAT 16F Motorgrader

Case 1737 Tractor with End Loader

True Gun-All 2-batch Concrete Mixer

Sigunit Mixer

Cyclone Dry Mix Pump

Joy 105 Compressor

Case 680C Backhoe with End Loader

Case Hydraulic Hoe Ram

Assorted small hand tools, including several Jack hammers, jigger

drills, picks, shovels and blow pipes.

(b) Right Non-Overflow Area

(1) Limestone Excavation

Rock excavation of the right non-overflow area commenced

in August 1973 with the Contractor excavating to the limits and grades shown

on Drawing No. 62/2. Excavation began with Monolith D-17 and continued suc-

cessively until Monolith D-13 was completed. The excavation was divided into

two areas: (1) limestone excavation (Monoliths D-17 thru D-15) and (2) shale

excavation (Monoliths D-15 thru D-13). The Contractor began the limestone

excavation starting with Monolith D-17 utilizing primary blasting methods

until El. 652 feet NGVD was reached. This was allowed since the upper limits

of the Burlington Limestone were higher than shown on the contract drawings.

Upon reaching El. 652 feet NGVD, the Contractor followed the specified

sequence for presplitting in advance of primary blasting.
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Presplitting operations in the limestone began on 29 August 1973

and were completed on 3 May 1974. Since the specifications stated a

maximum depth of 20 feet for presplitting operations, the location of the

• "initial presplit line for each monolith was determined by the number of

20-foot increments (including 1-foot offsets for successive lifts) re-

quired to reach grade. Generally, the depth and alignment of the presplit

borings were controlled by use of a string line. The spacing of the 3-inch

diameter borings was 2 feet with additional presplit holes at the corners

of the monolith. The inside corners had three holes on 6-inch centers with

two additional holes on 18-inch ce .ers, whereas the outside corners had eight

holes at 6-inch centers. These additional holes at the corners were to serve

as guide holes with only the even-number holes being lightly loaded.

The types of explosives for presplitting consisted of cartridges of

Red Arrow (2-inch by 8-inch) and Trimtex (7/8-inch by 24-inch). These

explosives are classified as semi-gelatin dynamites and are manufactured by

DuPont. The properties of these blasting agents are listed below.

Properties Red Arrow Dynamite Trimtex Dynamite

Weight Strength 70% 65%

Velocity 13,200 ft/sec. 13,200 ft/sec.

Stick Count 44 100

Specific Gravity 1.3 1.3

The Contractor changed his loading procedure as he progressed down the

abutment. In monolith D-17, the presplit holes along the upstream and

downstream walls were loaded with a full stick of Red Arrow (bottom) and

8-inch cartridges of Trimtex on 12-inch centers. The back wall was loaded
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with a half stick of Red Arrow and 12-inch cartridges of Trimtex on

2-foot centers. The initial shot for Monolith D-16 was loaded with

a half stick of Red Arrow and 12-inch cartridges of Trimtex on 12-inch

centers. The remainder of the presplit shots for Monoliths D-16, -15

and -14 utilized 12-inch cartridges of Trimtex only with the spacing being

changed to 15 inches for the last shot in Monolith D-16 and 18-inch centers

for Monoliths D-15 and -14. The presplit shot utilized stemming (limestone

chips) of the entire boring with the collar (top 3 feet) of hole being

unloaded. The charge was detonated with instantaneous blasting caps

attached to the required length of 50 grain primacord (refer Plate No. 1

for a typical presplit shot).

The exception to the loading patterns described above was the guide

holes at the corners of the monolith (D-15 and -14). These borings (even-

numbered) received approximately one-fourth of the above charge and the

cartridge spacing was increased to 21-inch centers. In addition, when

voids were encountered within the presplit borings, that portion of the

boring was not loaded.

The Contractor started drilling for primary blasting in August 1973

with the last production shot being detonated on 4 June 1974. As required

by the specifications, no primary blasting was permitted within a horizontal

distance of 50 feet from a required presplit or line-drilled face until

such face had been presplit or line drilled. In addition, lift thickness

was limited to a maximum of 10 feet in the upper lifts and to a minimum of

2 feet immediately above the monolithic foundation. The 3-inch diameter

borings were drilled vertically. Generally, the production shot drilled
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pattern consisted of square, rectangular and staggered patterns which

varied from 2 feet by 2 feet to 6 feet by 9 feet. The delay patterns were

generally arranged in a vee shaped configuration. The Contractor utilized

ithe MS Delay Series (DuPont) ranging from instantaneous (0) to 350 milli-

seconds (#11).

The types of explosives utilized for primary blasting consisted of

cartridges (2-inch by 8-inch) of Red Arrow and 50-pound bags of ANFO-P.

The Red Arrow is classified as a semi-gelatin dynamite, whereas ANFO-P

is an ammonium nitrate. The specific gravity of ANFO-P is 0.85 g/cc with

a loading density of 2.6 lb./ft. for a 3-inch diameter hole. The loading

procedure of the holes was as follows:

Bottom - 2-inch x 8-inch cartridge of Red Arrow; 1.25-inch x 8-inch

Red Arrow (Monolith D-16, 2-foot foundation lift)

Column Charge - ANFO (holes greater than 5 feet)

Collar - crushed stone chips (stemming ranged from a minimum of

1.3 feet to a maximum of 3.0 feet)

Generally, the only exception to the above loading procedure was if the

Contractor encountered a void or mud seam in a boring then that hole or

portion of that hole was not loaded (refer Plate No. 2 for a typical

shot plan.

The Contractor performed the following operations after the excavation

of each production lift (typically 10-foot) until the approximate floor

elevation of each monolith was reached.

1) Scaling

2) Installation of rock bolt, rock anchors and weep pipes (not

required in Monolith D-17)

3) Shotcrete placement (not required in Monolith D-17)
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Generally, the Contractor would utilize his night shift to scale (picks,

shovels and compressed air) loose rock fragments/slabs from the monolithic

walls. The rock bolt and rock anchor program is discussed in Section 7.

The 2-inch diameter weep holes were drilled on 6-foot centers and to a

depth of 10 feet. These drains were lined with a perforated PVC pipe and

filled with gravel. The shotcrete (wet mix) was applied using

a high velocity system (True Gun All Machine) in Monolith D-16

through D-13 with the following design mix:

1) 1 part (cubic foot) Atlas (low alkalic) Type 1 cement

2) 2.3 parts (cubic feet) 3/8-inch crushed rock (Central Stone of

Huntington, Missouri)

3) 3.3 parts (cubic feet) washed sand (Missouri Gravel Co. of

LaGrange, Missouri)

4) 3 gallons water

5) 1:10 Accelerator/water (Sika-set from Sika Chemical Corporation)

In order to provide reinforcement for the shotcrete, the Contractor

first installed steel wire mesh approximately 3 inches from the rock face.

The thickness of each application was approximately 3 inches with an

allowance for a short setup period between each application (refer Drawings

Nos. 62/2 and 64/2 for locations and details).

The final steps in the excavation sequence included foundation treat-

ment of the monolithic floor, placement of a 6-inch protective concrete

slab, placement of a 2.5-foot thick reinforced concrete slab and the

placement of a 2.0-foot thick reinforced concrete foundation wall.
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Section 6 deals with foundation treatment and Drawings Nos. 64/2, 65/2

and 66/2 depict which monoliths received the various types of concrete

slabs and/or walls. Generally, the concrete floor c-ab was tensioned

with rock bolts ranging in length from 20 feet to 35 feet. The rock bolts

in the high-angle rock walls (15 feet to 40 feet in length) were tensioned

prior to the placement of the reinforced foundation walls and then reten-

sioned (rock bolt extension and pipe sleeve) after the placement of the

reinforced foundation wall. The bolts for the foundation slab were not

tensioned until the concrete had been in place for five days. The bolts

for the foundation wall were not tensioned until the concrete had been in

place for three days. It should be noted that these items of work had to

be completed prior to beginning excavation for the next lower monolith.

Disposal of the shot rock or rock from the scaling operations from

each monolith occurred by pushing the material over the abutment face and

then by transporting the material to the appropriate disposal area. In

many cases, this material was used as temporary fill for the haul roads

and the batch plant mound.

(2) Shale Excavation

Shale excavation of the right non-overflow area included

Monoliths D-15, -14 and -13. Foundation excavation began on 18 June 1974

and was completed on 20 December 1974. Due to slope stability considera-

tions, blasting (presplitting or primary) was not allowed within the confines

of these monoliths and for a distance of 75 feet upstream and downstream.

The Contractor followed the practice of excavating the shale by a com-

bination of sawing and ripping to the lines and grades shown on Drawing

No. 62/2. Sawing in 5-foot vertical increments was used to establish
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the monolith limits, whereas the interior shale was excavated by ripping

with a dozer working normal to the dam axis. A string line was used to

control the alignment of the saw blade. Each 5-foot saw cut was back-

filled with shale cuttings to prevent dessication of the face. Ripping

was continued to within 6 inches of final grade, at which time Massman

Construction Co. excavated the remaining shale with a backhoe. The

excavated material was pushed down the slope and wasted.

After excavation of each 5-foot lift, the Contractor (Luhr Bros.,

Inc.) was required to scale the vertical faces, apply a bituminous coating,

install rock bolts and drains, and then apply 6 inches of shotcrete.

Scaling operations were accomplished by small hand tools followed by

compressed air. The final surfaces were then covered with a bituminous

coating within one hour as per the specifications. The purpose of the

coating was to keep the shale from losing moisture during reinforcement

of the slopes. Generally, the rock bolts and drains were installed

simultaneously with the installation of reinforced steel wire mesh.

Shotcrete was then applied in the previously described method within

15 days. After application of the shotcrete, excavation of the next

5-foot vertical lift commenced with the above sequence being repeated

until final grade was reached.

The final steps in the excavation sequence included foundation treat-

ment of the monolithic floor, placement of a 6-inch protective concrete

slab, placement of a 2.5-foot thick reinforced concrete floor slab and

placement of a 2.0-foot thick reinforced concrete foundation wall.

Section 6 deals with foundation treatment and Drawings Nos. 64/2, 65/2

and 66/2 depict the construction details for the concrete foundation slabs

and foundation walls. Generally, the concrete floor slab was tensioned
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with rock bolts ranging in length from 20 feet to 35 feet. The rock

bolts in the high-angle rock walls (15 feet to 40 feet in length) were

tensioned prior to the placement of the reinforced foundation walls and

then retensioned (rock bolt extension and pipe sleeve) after the wall

placement. The bolts for the foundation slab were not tensioned until

the concrete had been in place for five days, whereas the rock bolts for

the foundation wall were not tensioned until the concrete had been in

place for three days. The purpose of the reinforced foundation walls was to

protect and reinforce the high-angle shale slopes against rebound, expansion

of existing joints and the creation of new joints.

The excavation, placement of concrete and all applications of bituminous

coatings and shotcrete in Monolith D-13 were conducted under a temporary

shelter due to inclement weather and low temperatures. The shelter con-

sisted of a reinforced polyethylene covering that extended from the top of

the wall to the base. A forced-air heater was provided in order to maintain

the internal temperature above freezing since shotcrete could not be applied

in freezing weather.

(c) Right Abutment IV:lH Slope

(1) Limestone Excavation

Rock excavation of the 1V:lH slope commenced in August 1973

and was completed in November 1974. The limits of excavation are shown on

Drawing No. 62/2. Rock excavation of the IV:lH slope was divided into two

major areas: (1) limestone (Burlington and Chouteau) excavation and

(2) shale (Hannibal) excavation.
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Presplitting operations began in August 1973 and were completed by

May 1974. The Contractor utilized drilling and blasting techniques

similar to those used in the right non-overflow area. The 3-inch diameter

borings were drilled at an inclination varying from 50* to 530 and normally ,

to a maximum depth of 20 feet. Presplit hole spacing was generally 4 feet,

although 2-foot and 3-foot hole spacings were utilized in those areas where

the abutment configuration changed direction. The types of explosives were

the same as those used in the right non-overflow area. The loading proce-

dure consisted of the placement of a half cartridge of 2-inch by 8-inch Red

Arrow followed by 7/8-inch by 12-inch cartridges of Trimtex on 12-inch

centers. The depth (3 feet to 6 feet) to the uppermost cartridge of Trimtex

varied depending on hole depth (refer Plate No. 3 for a typical presplit shot

plan).

Primary blasting within the confines of the lV:lH slope was conducted by

utilizing the same diameter borings (3-inch), the same type of blasting agents

(Red Arrow and ANFO) and the same loading procedure as discussed in the pre-

vious narrative for the right non-overflow area. The major difference from

the previously discussed shot plans was the type of delay pattern and the

production shot pattern. In this area, the Contractor principally used a

6-foot by 9-foot drill pattern; however, square patterns (6-foot by 6-foot

and 7-foot by 7-foot) were used for those shots which had considerable

variation in depth. Generally, an echelon delay pattern was used since the

Contractor had the advantage of a natural free face for each of the produc-

tion shots (refer Plate No. 3 for a typical production shot plan).

The shot rock from each lift was dozed over the slope and either wasted .2-..

or used in temporary construction such as haul roads, diversion crossings

and overflow weir. After each lift, typically 10-foot, the Contractor
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would scale the abutment face, install rock bolts and drains, and apply the

6-inch layer of shotcrete (refer Drawings Nos. 65/2 and 66/2 for the shot-

crete limits).

Due to Modification No. P00014, the Contractor was required to perform

additional rock and dental excavation, and to remove loose rock that had

fallen into the open joints or crevices. The areas of additional work

were collectively called by the modification as the five "redesigned

areas". Areas 1 and 5 required additional rock excavation, whereas Areas 2

through 4 required dental treatment. Excavation in Area I consisted of the

removal of a rock nose between the limits shown on Plate No. 4. Excavation

in Area 5 consisted of the establishment of 10-foot wide benches in 10-foot

vertical increments between the limits shown on Plate Io. 5. Rock reinforce-

ment and protection were not required in these areas. Areas 2 through 4

(Plates Nos. 4 and 5) received the following types of treatment.

1) Perform precise excavation in voids, joints and rock surface

2) Place shotcrete or concrete filler backfill

3) Apply shotcrete

4) Install weep holes

During excavation of the upstream LV:1H slope, a fill sink was encountered

from 45± feet upstream to 125± feet upstream and extended from El. 640± feet

NGVD to El. 625± feet NGVD. The corrective measures consisted of excavating

a 20-foot wide bench at approximate El. 640 feet NGVD and the installation

of numerous rock bolts around the perimeter of the sink. None of the bolts

were stressed since this could have led to further instability. While

installing the rock bolts below El. 625 feet NGVD in the sink area, a number of

voids were encountered, consi.quently, Continental Drilling Company was

mobilized to grout these voids with a sanded grout.
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(2) Shale Excavation

Excavation of the Hannibal Shale began in April 1974

and was completed by 25 October 1974 with the last shotcrete being applied

on 6 November 1975. For the most part, shale excavation was performed by

ripping and sawing (5-foot increments) to the lines and grades shown on

Drawing No. 62/2. The exception to these methods occurred on the upstream

lV:lH slope which was line drilled due to the radius of curvature of the

slope being too short for the saw to operate. After excavation of each

lift, the Contractor would scale the newly exposed face, perform dental

treatment (joint preparation), apply a bituminous coating, install rock

bolts/rock anchors and then apply the shotcrete. The method of shotcrete

application was the same as previously discussed for the right non-overflow

area (refer Drawings Nos. 65/2 and 66/2 for the general limit of shale

excavation).

d. Concrete Structure

(1) Shale Excavation

This section deals with rock excavation for the left non-

overflow monoliths (D-1 thru D-16), the spillway monoliths (D-7 thru D-12),

the powerhouse, tailrace and tailrace wall, splitter wall and, lastly, the

stilling basin and stilling basin wall (refer Drawings Nos. 62/2, 63/2 and

64/2 for locations and excavation details). Foundation excavation began

in April 1974 and was completed in August 1975. The rock excavation con-

sisted of two parts: (1) shale excavation and (2) limestone excavation.

Shale excavation was performed by utilizing three excavation methods;

ripping, sawing and line drilling. The Contractor began excavation of the
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IV:lH slope from El. 510± feet NGVD to El. 485± feet NGVD along the upstream

perimeter of Monoliths D-12 thru D-1 to the tailrace wall (refer Drawing

No. 62/2). A series of inclined guide holes (450) was drilled on 6-foot

centers along the perimeter from the top of the Hannibal Shale (El. 510±

feet NGVD) to El. 485± feet NGVD. The purpose of these borings was to

establish the limits of the exterior shale slope during ripping operations.

Coincident excavation in the interior of the monoliths was also being per-

formed by ripping to El. 485± feet NGVD. Generally, all ripping operations

adjacent to the shale slope were performed perpendicular to the dam axis in

order to minimize any potential damage due to the existing joints and their

orientation. When El. 485± feet NGVD was reached from the upstream perimeter

to the tailrace wall., a 10-foot wide berm was constructed to collect surface

water and seepage from the shale.

The Contractor followed the practice of excavating the shale within the

interior of Monoliths D-1 through D-12 (including powerhouse) by sawing

(5-foot increments), line drilling and ripping from El. 485 feet NGVD to

470 feet NGVD. Sawing or line drilling was used to establish the monolithic

limits whereas the interior shale was excavated by ripping with a dozer.

For the most part, the upstream walls of Monoliths D-1 through D-12 and

the powerhouse were line drilled. The exception being some corners which

required sawing. The downstream walls of Monoliths D-1 through D-6 and

the powerhouse were sawed, whereas the downstream walls of Monoliths D-7

through D-12 were line drilled.

Line drilling consisted of drilling 3-inch diameter dry holes from

El. 485± feet NGVD to El. 470± feet NGVD. As per the specifications,

these holes were spaced so there was no more than 2 inches of rock between

adjacent holes. At distances of 2 feet, the borings were drilled to El. 465±

feet NGVD and backfilled with 5 feet of sand. These holes were later used
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as 5-foot presplit borings within the Louisiana Limestone. After the

line drilling was completed, the Contractor ripped the interior shale in

5-foot vertical increments down to the top of the limestone. In those

areas which required sawing, the Contractor followed the same procedures . -

as discussed in the right non-overflow area.

Upon exposure of each 5-foot vertical face, the Contractor scaled all

loose rock and installed the required rock reinforcement and protection

(including shotcreting) in the same manner as discussed in the right non-

overflow area. This procedure was repeated until the Louisiana Limestone

(El. 470± feet NGVD) was reached.

In addition to the above excavation, simultaneous excavation of the

stilling basin, stilling basin wall, splitter wall, tailrace and tailrace

wall was being performed. The Contractor followed the same procedures for

shale excavation in these areas as previously discussed. Luhr Bros., Inc.,

was responsible for excavating the shale to within 6 inches of final grade

and Massman Construction Co. was responsible for the remaining shale excava-

tion during foundation treatment operations (refer Section 6, Foundation

Treatment). As per the specifications, the Contractor only installed rock

anchors into the foundation walls for the stilling basin, splitter and

tailrace wall structures.

(2) Limestone Excavation

Rock excavation of the Louisiana Limestone (Monoliths

D-1 thru D-12, SPl-3, TAI-3 and powerhouse) was performed utilizing

drilling and blasting techniques similar to those used in the right non-

overflow area (refer Drawings Nos. 62/2, 63/2 and 64/2 for locations and

details). The Contractor commenced presplitting operations in August 1974

and fired the last shot in June 1975. Primary blasting began in

September 1974 with the last shot being detonated in June 1975.
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For the purpose of this Report, the narratives dealing with

blasting/excavation are divided into three subareas based upon the

final floor elevation. The first area includes Monoliths D-1 through

". "- D-12, powerhouse, Monoliths TA2 and TA3 and Monolith SPl-2; the second

area includes the powerhouse keyway for the draft tube and sump; and

the last area includes Monolith TA.

In the first area, the 3-inch diameter presplit borings were generally

drilled from El. 470 feet NGVD to El. 465 feet NGVD on 2-foot centers

except at the monolithic corners where the presplit borings (guide holes)

were drilled on 6-inch centers. The types of explosives used were the

same as those discussed in the right non-overflow area. Normal loading

of the presplit holes were as follows:

Bottom - 12-inch Trimtex plus one-half stick of I and 1/8-inch by

8-inch 40% special gelatin

Column - Crushed stone stemming 6 inches to 8 inches above shale seam

Caprock - 8-inch Trimtex with at least 12 inches to 14 inches of

stemming to top (12-inch Trimtex on west splitter wall

and TA2 and TA3 walls with at least 12 inches of stemming

to the top)

The shale seam referred to was a continuous 6-inch to 10-inch thick shale

seam throughout the Louisiana Limestone normally at a depth of 1-foot to

3-feet below the Hannibal Shale/Louisiana Limestone contact.

The term caprock refers to that rock which was above the shale seam.

The exception to the above loading procedure was the east and south splitter

walls which were loaded as follows: one-half stick of 40% special gelatin,

- 8-inch stemming (shale seam), 12-inch Trimtex, 18-inch stemming, 8-inch

Trimtex and 10-inch stemming (refer Plate No. 6 for typical presplit shot

plan).
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During primary blasting, the Contractor used either a 2-inch or

3-inch diameter production hole with the majority of the holes being

drilled vertically. The principal exception was the production holes in

Monolith D-l1/12 which were drilled at a 100 inclination from vertical.

The orientation of these borings was normal to the adjacent walls. The

production lift thicknesses within the limits of Monoliths D-11/12 and

SPl-3 were generally 3 feet for the initial lift and 2 feet for the

second lift. In Monoliths TA2 and TA3, the production lift thickness

was 5 feet. The Contractor only used square production hole patterns

which varied principally from 3-foot by 3-foot to 2-foot by 2-foot con-

figuration. In an effort to increase the efficiency of his blasting program,

the Contractor used a variety of delay patterns such as the vee shaped delay

pattern, the modified vee pattern and the echelon delay pattern. For

*? example, in Monoliths D-1 through D-6, the Contractor used the vee delay

pattern for the initial production shot and echelon pattern for subsequent

production. In contract to the production shots for the right non-overflow

area where the Contractor used electric blasting caps (MS), these shots were

delayed with MS Connectors attached to the primacord.

Generally, the production shots witnin the limits of the spillway

monoliths were loaded with a single cartridge of 1.25-inch by 8-inch

Red Arrow.

In contrast to the six production lifts for the sump, the keyway was

shot in two production lifts. The initial lift was from El. 470 feet NGVD

to El. 460 feet NGVD, whereas the second lift w-is from El. 460 feet NGVD

to El. 458.8 feet NGVD. The Contractor used 3-inch diameter borings loaded
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with one stick of 2-inch by 8-inch Red Arrow (bottom) except for those

two rows of borings next to the east and west presplit lines which were

loaded with one cartridge of 1.25-inch by 8-inch Red Arrow. In the second

"-. lift, the Contractor used 2-inch diameter holes loaded with one-half

cartridge of I and 1/8-inch by 8-inch 40% special gelatin. In both lifts,

a square production boring arrangement (first lift 5-foot by 5-foot,

second lift 2-foot by 2-foot) was used and delayed with MS connectors in

a vee shaped configuration.

In the final area (Monolith TA) the perimeter was presplit in a single

increment (10-foot to 11-foot). The presplit hole spacing, alignment,

boring diameter and explosive type were the same as those used in the

above-mentioned areas (refer Plate No. 9).

The production lift thicknesses varied from a maximum of 5 feet in the

upper lift (El. 470 feet NGVD to El. 465 feet NGVD) to a minimum of 2 feet

immediately above the floor. The square production hole patterns ranged

from 2.5-foot by 2.5-foot to 5-foot by 5-foot and were delayed either in

a vee delay pattern or "sinking shot" pattern with millisecond delay.

Normal loading of production borings was similar to the powerhouse keyway

for the draft tube and sump (refer Plate No. 10 for typical shot plan and

blasting computations).

It should be noted that, in all three areas, the Contractor experienced

some problems with "pulling" the rock in the monolithic corners. If the

corner did not properly break, then the Contractor first tried to excavate

the rock with heavy equipment. If this procedure failed, then the rock

."' would be redrilled with small diameter slanted borings and shot. Most

often, these borings received one-half cartridge of 1 and 1/8-inch by

8-inch 40% special gelatin.
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The Contractor began initial limestone excavation in the keyway

for the draft tube and sump. He then excavated toward the tailrace

and spillway wall areas. Further excavation proceeded toward Monolith

D-1 and sidewalls with successive excavation of the monoliths toward

Monolith D-12. All of the excavated limestone was subsequently wasted.

- I

!..7
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B. Excavation for Embankments

1. Saddle Dam

Excavation for the -addle dam consisted of stripping 12 inches

of topsoil and excavating an inspection trench. The stripped material

was stockpiled and later used for the top dressing on side slopes and

3-foot road shoulders on the saddle dam.

The contract specified an inspection trench 5 feet deep with lV:lH

slopes and 8-foot flat bottom; however, the Contractor elected to exca-

* vate the trench with a 12-foot± flat bottom in order to employ normal

scraper operation. The inspection trench was excavated from saddle dam

Station 3+40 to Station 10+80 and Station 16+10 to Station 24+80. The

natural ground line between Station 10+80 and Station 16+10 was higher

than planned top elevation of the saddle dam and was left in place. The

material excavated was found to be suitable clays (CL and CH) and was

utilized in backfilling the trench.

Stripping, inspection trench excavation and backfill were peformed

in July and August 1974 using the following equipment:

Two (2) CAT D8 Dozers

Two (2) CAT 631 Scrapers

Two (2) CAT 637 Scrapers

One (1) CAT 825B Roller with Caron Wheels

Drawing No. 114/2 depicts profile and typical sections of the saddle dam.

2. Water Temperature Control Weir

Foundation excavation for the water temperature control weir con-

sisted of removing muck from the original river channel and banks, removing

that part of the Phase I cofferdam within the limits of the weir, excavating

to suitable foundation material at the contact area on the right abutment

and excavating a cutoff trench.
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The centerline of the cutoff trench is 400 feet upstream and parallel

to the dam axis, and extends from the right abutment at Station 2+00± to

Station 8+35± where it ties into the auxiliary cutoff constructed during

the Phase I contract. The trench was excavated from El. 540± feet NGVD at

the north end, El. 518± feet NGVD in the river channel, down to sound

shale at El. 510± feet NGVD. Contract drawings specified IV:2H slopes and

10-foot wide bottom; however, due to the width of equipment used, the Con-

tractor was allowed to excavate the trench with slightly steeper slopes and

12-foot wide bottom.

Excavated clays suitable for impervious fill were limited to an area from

Station 6+00± to the north end at Station 8+35± and down to the top of sands

and gravels at El. 523± feet NGVD.

Approximately 20,800 cubic yards of clays were excavated from this area

of which 17,000± cubic yards were natural deposit valley clays and 3,800±

cubic yards were from the Phase I cofferdam. Approximately 13,300 cubic

yards were placed directly into permanent fill. The remainder was placed

into temporary cofferdams and Contractors' work areas then later placed

into permanent fill. Valley clays were sandy clay (CL) and silty clay (CL).

Phase I cofferdam material was clay (CL and CH).

Total other material excavated was approximately 29,500 cubic yards

generally comprised of sands and gravels, and muck and shale (all of which

was wasted in depleted Borrow Area No. 3). Plans and sections of the

water temperature control weir are shown on Drawing No. 110/2.
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Excavation started in November 1973 and was completed in June 1974

using the following equipment:

Two (2) CAT 631 Scrapers

.<4. Two (2) CAT 637 Scrapers

Two (2) D8 Dozers

One (1) CAT D9 Dozer

One (1) CAT 16F Motorgrader

One (1) Bucyrus Erie 38B Dragline

Three (3) CAT 630B Bottom Dumps

3. Main Dam

(a) Phase I Fill

The Contractor was required by the specifications to remove

at least the upper 18 inches of Phase I fill and an additional depth as

determined by the Contracting Officer. The specifications also required

the removal of Phase I material along the slopes of the diversion channel

unsuitable for embankment foundation as the result of erosion and freeze-

thaw.

Approximately 26,600 cubic yards of clays were removed from the Phase I

fill from a depth of 18 inches to 4 feet. An additional 20,000± cubic yards

were removed from the slopes of the diversion channel. The clays were

excavated on an "as needed" bases just prior to placement of Phase II

embankment. The first excavation of this material was performed in

November 1973 and was completed in July 1980. Diversion channel slope

excavation started in August 1979 and was completed in July 1980.

Approximately 1,500 cubic yards of the above-described clays contained

. - vegetation and were wasted in depleted Borrow Area No. 3. The remainder

was either stockpiled and later placed in permanent fill or hauled directly

to permanent fill.
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In an area along the downstream edge of Station 10+40± to Station

12+75± (the south bank of the diversion chaxinel), a wedge of Phase I

fill consisting of approximately 1,500 cubic yards was removed as a result

of Modification No. P00101 which directed the Contractor to extend the .

compacted fill downstream. This excavation consisted of backsloping the

downstream edge of Phase I fill in order to tie the extended fill into

Phase I fill. Excavation was performed in October and November 1980.

The Phase Ii Contractor erected his concrete plant on H-piling driven

through Phase I fill. After the concrete plant was removed, the Contractor

was unable to pull the piling. The Contractor was then directed by Modifica-

tion No. P00124 to excavate the area of the piling from the top of Phase I

fill at El. 545± feet NGVD to El. 530 feet NGVD and at this point cut the

piling. As specified by the modification, the excavation was backfilled with

compacted impervious material with the moisture content within a range of

optimum -1% to optimum +1%. The excavation was in an area from 100± feet

to 200± feet downstream of the centerline and from Station 11+25± to

Station 12+40±. Side slopes were 2H:IV. Approximately 14,000 cubic

yards were excavated using a CAT backhoe, a CAT dozer and CAT 637 scrapers.

Excavation started in May 1980 and backfill was completed in July 1980.

During construction of the Phase I fill, evaluation of testing from

undisturbed record block samples indicated thatpockets of softer material

at a water content in excess of that specified were being encountered.

While these pockets tended to be of very limited extent within the block

sample, shear testing yielded strengths lower than those used in design.
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To more fully evaluate the extent of this program, a full-scale evaluation

program was initiated. This program consisted of additional record block

samples, undisturbed soil sampling with a drill rig, field in-situ strength

.. tests, increased quality assurance testing, laboratory testing and office

studies including stabilities.

It was concluded that the Phase I fill as placed was acceptable and

would perform successfully. While softer and wetter pockets of fill with "Q"

shear strengths lower than design were found, there was no evidence that

these pockets were continuous in either a lateral or vertical direction nor

was there any evidence to indicate that the weaker strengths associated

with these softer materials were present in sufficient numbers to cause a

reduction in selected design strength. However, to provide for future

modifications should such be necessary to the embankment section, several

changes were made to the section as originally set forth in the specifications.

An area of natural foundation clays located at the upstream and downstream

toes of the section was removed and replaced with impervious compacted fill.

The substitution consisted of a fully compacted impervious fill for a semi-

compacted random fill along the downstream toe of the dam and the filling of

the second-stage diversion channel upstream of the embankment to natural ground

elevation with semi-compacted fill.

The results of this program, including all field test and exploration,

laboratory testing, engineering evaluation and design studies, conclusions

and recommendations, have been presented in the Report entitled "Clarence

Cannon Reservoir, Salt River, Missouri--Main Dam Embankment--Special Study

Phase I Fill, 1977 (Test Revised 15 October 1978)".
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(b) Diversion Channel

Excavation of the diversion channel allowed the Salt River

to be diverted from its natural flow path (near the right abutment) over

to the left abutment. The diversion allowed the subsequent excavation

and construction of the upstream gabions, water temperature control weir,

concrete structure and downstream exit channel. The river was diverted

on 27 October 1973 and rediverted back through the concrete structure on

24 July 1979.

The first section of the diversion channel from Station 0+00 to

Station 19+00± (channel stationing) was excavated by the Phase I Contrac-

tor. The remaining section from Station 19+00± to Station 38+50± (channel

stationing) was excavated under the Phase II Contract. The topsoil within

the diversion trench limits was stripped in late May and early June 1973,

and excavation was started in June 1973 and completed in October 1973.

The bottom width of the channel was 110 feet, with IV:3H side slopes

and a bottom elevation of 515 feet NGVD. Excavation was started at approxi-

mately 75 feet from the river channel and proceeded downstream to the Phase

I channel. The upstream 75-foot plug was removed as the last order of work

for the diversion channel prior to diversion. Quantities and disposition

of materials excavated from the Phase II diversion channel were as

follows: approximately 13,000 cubic yards of stripping were stockpiled

for later use; approximately 207,000 cubic yards of clays suitable for

impervious fills were excavated, of which 182,000± cubic yards were stock-

piled for later use in the embankments, and the remainder placed

directly on the embankments; approximately 93,000 cubic yards of materials

unsuitable for the permanent embankments were excavated, all of which

were wasted in depleted Borrow Area No. 3. A major part of clays ex-

cavated was extremely wet, some of which were spread in thin layers
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over Borrow Area No. 2 as they were excavated in an effort to partially

dry them. Excavation after diversion of the river througithe sluices

consisted only of removal of materials, as necessary, for embankment

foundation (refer Drawing No. 4/2 for alignment of the diversion channel).

Equipment utilized for excavation of the diversion channel included

the following:

Two (2) CAT 637 Scrapers

Four (4) CAT 631 Scrapers

Two (2) Euclid 23TDT Bottom Dumps

Five (5) CAT 630B Bottom Dumps

One (1) Bucyrus Erie 38B Dragline

One (1) Bucyrus Eris 88B Dragline

One (1) CAT D6 Dozer

Four (4) CAT D8 Dozers

Two (2) CAT D9 Dozers

(c) Left Abutment Excavation, Rock

(1) Excavation for Cutoff Trench and Embankment Contact Area

Contractual work for the left abutment excavation began

on 8 February 1977 and lasted until the early part of September 1977. The

scope of work entailed the presplitting of the cutoff trench walls and

embankment contact area to a IV:IH slope, primary blasting and actual rock

removal. The scope of work was enlarged by modification to include cavity

cleanout and air track drilling for the 7-foot by 7-foot cavity detection

program. Generally, the Contractor utilized a two-shift operation (21 March

thru 30 April, and 14 July thru 24 August 1977) for the majority of the

abutment excavation and cavity cleanout. An Operating Engineers' strike

interrupted all project work from I May thru 5 July 1977. The principal

equipment utilized during the left abutment excavation and cavity cleanout

consisted of the following:
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Four (4) 3700 Gardner-Denver Air Tracks

One (1) Gardner-Denver 750 cfm Air Compressor

One (1) Gardner-Denver 900 cfm Air Compressor

One (1) Sullair 1050 cfm Compressor

Four (4) Allmand Maxi-lite Light Plants

One (1) Case Tractor King

One (1) DSH CAT Dozer

One (1) 580 Case Backhoe

One (1) 245 CAT Backhoe

One (1) Bucyrus Erie Crane

Two (2) Terex 50T End Dumps

One (1) Euclid 97FD End Dump

One (1) Diamond T Fuel Truck

One (1) Grove Hydrocrane

Blasting Mats

Two (2) Walkie Talkies

Jigger Drills, Jack Hammers, Shovels and Picks

Massman Construction Co.'s subcontractor, Luhr Bros., Inc., commenced

drilling 3-inch diameter presplit holes with two 3700 Gardner-Denver Air

Tracks along the perimeter of the left abutment cutoff trench on

8 February 1977 and finished at the end of February 1977. On 25 February 1977,

the Contractor started presplitting operations from the embankment contact

area and finished on 16 August 1977. Generally, the depth and alignment of

the boring were controlled by a string line. The spacing of the presplit

boring was 3 feet. Surface exposure of the Burlington Limestone and the

specifications requirement for a 10-foot cut along the axis of the cutoff

trench allowed the Contractor to drill the presplit holes to the full depth

of the required cut. Based upon the presplit hole depth specification
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requirement (maximum depth 20 feet), the Contractor utilized a series of

1-foot offsets to obtain the required cut along the face of the embankment

contact area to El. 553± feet NGVD (Chouteau Limestone-Hannibal Shale Forma-

tion contact). Visual observation of the presplit rock faces generally

revealed competent surface for embankment placement.

The type of explosive for presplitting consisted of a continuous 1-inch

diameter column of Tovex T-l manufactured by DuPont. The explosive was

classified as a water gel with a loading density of 0.25 pound/foot. The

loading procedure consisted of lowering the column of Tovex T-1 to the

bottom of the hole to establish the necessary length, then withdrawn by the

length of unloaded hole (3 feet) and cut. The water get was then primed

by either an electric blasting cap or 50-grain detonation cord that was

placed in a slit approximately 1 foot from the top. The explosive was then

lowered to the bottom of the presplit hole. Generally, the top 3 feet of

the presplit hole were stemmed with crushed stone. When detonation cord

was used, the shot was initiated by two No. 3 electric blasting caps attached

to the detonation cord. Blasting began on 11 February 1977 and continued

on a continual basis until 20 August 1977 (refer Plate No. 11 for a typical

shot plan).

The Contractor started drilling for primary blasting in the cutoff

trench on 16 February 1977 with two 3700 Gardner-Denver Air Tracks and

detonated the last production shot on 11 March 1977. On 7 March 1977,

the Contractor started drilling for production shots along the embankment

contact area and fired his last production shot on 20 August 1977. Primary

blasting was not permitted as per the specifications within a horizontal

distance of 50 feet from a required presplit or line-drilled face until

such face had been presplit or line drilled. In addition, the lift thick-

ness was restricted to a maximum of 10 feet.
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The production boring diameter was 3 inches and the holes were

drilled'vertically. Generally, the production shot drilled pattern

principally consisted of square patterns which varied from 6 feet by

8 feet, 6 feet by 6 feet or 5 feet by 7 feet. The delay patterns were

generally arranged in a vee cut or in an echelon arrangement. The

patterns utilized (millidet) delay periods ranging from instantaneous

to 250 milliseconds. The blasting caps were primed with Detaprime

primers.

The types of explosives utilized for primary blasting consisted of

cartridges (1.25-inch by 8-inch) of Tovex 210 and 50-pound bags of

ANFO-P manufactured by DuPont. The Tovex 210 is classified as a water

gel, whereas the ANFO is an ammonium nitrate. The dry holes were loaded

with ANFO to within 6 feet of the hole collar and then stemmed with

crushed stone. The exceptions to the above loading procedure would be

production holes located in fractured areas, wet areas or if the depth

of a production hole was less than 6 feet the hole was loaded with one

or two cartridges of Tovex 210. The powder factor for primary blasting

averaged one pound per cubic yard (refer Plate No. 12 for a typical

production shot plan).

Due to the proximity of the Corps Soils and Geology Lab, the Contrac-

tor's conveyor system and the second-stage access, the Contractor utilized

rubber blasting mats to cover the majority of the production shots.

In order to ensure the safety of the Contractor's labor force, after

each step of primary blasting, the drill crews would scale the newly

exposed lV:1H rock slopes with picks, shovels and compressed air for the

removal of all loose rock fragments and fractured rock. The Contractor

followed a practice of utilizing his night shift for the majority of all

scaling operations in order to ensure a continuous drill-blast cycle.
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In order to provide equipment access for disposal of the newly shot

rock to depleted portions of Borrow Areas Nos. 2 and 3, the Contractor

first dozed shot rock from the cutoff trench and the initial shot rock

over the abutment face and onto the north bank of the diversion channel.

This procedure allowed the Contractor to establish a berm of sufficient

width for equipment access. After the establishment of the berm, the

Contractor transported the remaining shot rock directly to the waste

area. Approximately 110,000 yardsof rock were excavated along the abut-

ment face, 43,000± yards of rock were used for the upstream revetment on

the third-stage cofferdam and the remainder wasted in depleted Borrow

Areas Nos. 2 and 3.

After the excavation of the last limestone lift, the Contractor

placed multi-colored sand bags along the newly exposed Chouteau Limestone-

Hannibal Shale contact. Protection of the formation contact was required

to prevent deterioration due to the highly air sensitive nature of the

Hannibal Shale.

During the period of the left abutment excavation, the discovery of

extensive solution features that could jeopardize the integrity of the

structure dictated a comprehensive invesgitaiton and re-evaluation of

the original design criteria by SLD. The findings of the investigations

were presented as a report entitled "Report on Positive Cutoff Treat-

ment, Cannon Dam Left Abutment" during the Geotechnical Conference on

7 and 8 September 1977. Due to its comprehensive nature, Appendix A

(dealing with exploration and geology) follows this paragraph. The

second part of the Report dealing with treatment will be presented in

the Left Abutment Modification narrative. Drawing No. 137/2 shows

the locations of the cavity detection borings and the locations of the

various cavities.
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APPENDIX A

REPORT ON POSITIVE CUTOFF TREATMENT

CANNON DAM LEFT ABUTMENT
7, 8 September 1977

EXPLORATION AND GEOLOGY

2-01 EXPLORATION.

Excavation of the left abutment cutoff trench began on 28 February 1977,

exposing the upstream end of the first major solution cavity at Station 19+40.

Exposure continued, and this cavity was inspected by SLD and LXVD personnel

on 28 March 1977. At this time, the cavity was recognized as a significant

foundation problem, and a meeting with OCE was scheduled.

When the conference was held on 12 April 1977, Cavities Nos. 2 and 3 at

Station 19+75 and approximate Station 18+65, 200 feet upstream, had also

been exposed. The decision was then made to cleanout the cavities to their

full extent and to sound the cutoff trench using air track drills. The

drilling was started on 25 April 1977 upstation of Cavity No. 1 and pro-

ceeded to the end of the cutoff trench. Initially, 4-inch vertical rock

bit holes were pneumatically drilled to El. 610 feet HGVD approximately

40 feet deep in a 7-foot by 7-foot staggered pattern. At Station 20+10

and thereafter, the pattern holes were drilled at 300 from vertical to

increase coverage. When voids were encountered, supplemental holes were

drilled at varying angles and spacings to delineate their extent.

Vertical holes encountering voids were caliper logged.

Cavity No. 4 was encountered by the pattern drilling at approximate

Station 20+40 in the cutoff trench. Shortly thereafter, all work at

Cannon Dam was halted by a strike which lasted from 1 May to 6 July 1977.
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On 7 July 1977, approximately 5 feet of rock were removed by blasting

from the upstream embankment contact area, exposing Cavity No. 5. The

pattern drilling continued in this area and a line of holes 60-foot deep

at Station 19+25 was drilled in order to intersect a possible upstream

extension of Cavity No. 1.

Pattern drilling in the upstream embankment contact area was finished

on 15 July 1977 and began in the downstream embankment contact area at

that time. A highly solutioned zone was detected downstream of Cavity

No. 2 and delineated by vertical holes.

LMVD and SLD met at Cannon Dam on 21 July 1977 and inspection revealed

caverns opening downstream of both Cavities Nos. 1 and 2. It was decided

that cleanout of Cavity No. 1 should continue and that pattern drilling in

the downstation cutoff trench and on the lV:lH slope within the cutoff

trench area should be expedited. Therefore, the pattern drilling was done

concurrently in the upstream embankment contact area, downstation cutoff

trench and lV:lH cutoff trench area, and drilling rigs were deployed

according to the availability and accessibility of cleaned rock surfaces.

Holes on the lV:lH slope were drilled normal to the slope, 20 feet deep.

During this time, a void system (Cavity No. 6) was detected in the cutoff

trench at approximate Station 19+00, extending downstream at least 100 feet.

On 10 and 11 August 1977, an impulse radar survey of the left abutment

was initiated but was not completed. The highly irregular surface of the

abutment, coupled with intense reflections from metal construction equip-

ment and attenuation due to the signal of residual clay, rendered the

method infeasible.
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On 12 August 1977, six rock samples were taken from the left abutment

to be tested for relative solubility rates and insoluble residues.

The results of the solubility test are listed on Sheet Nos. 10 thru

12 of this Appendix.

By 15 August 1977, the basic pattern drilling of the cutoff trench,

embankment contact area and lV:lIH cutoff trench area was complete. During

the following week, additional rock bit borings were done in the major

cavity areas, and NX core borings were drilled from the bottom of Cavity

No. 1. All drilling was completed on 20 August 1977.

2-02 CAVITIES.

a. Cavity No. 1 occurs along a joint striking N780E, crossing the

dam axis at Station 19+35. The joint has a near vertical dip and its

width varies vertically and laterally from 30 feet to less than 1 inch.

It is open to a depth of 4 feet below grade (Elevation 630 feet NGVD)

under the upstream 1V:lH slope, and has been penetrated to 25 feet at

15 feet upstream. The pipes downstream of the centerline were originally

filled with residual clay and chert which have been excavated to a depth

of 40 feet. Dye was introduced into the pipes and was observed to reappear

at the shale/limestone contact along the Salt River 400 feet upstream

of the centerline.

To facilitate cleanout, the partition between the two pipes was

blasted out. When the excavation reached Elevation 584 feet NGVD, a

room was found 5-foot wide, extending 6 feet downstream and terminating

ina solutioned joint, with a clay floor at Elevation 580 feet NGVD.
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On 14 and 15 July 1977, a line of angle holes 300 from vertical was

drilled at Station 19+25 upstream of the cutoff trench in order to inter-

sect any extension of Cavity No. I at approximate El. 615 feet NGVD. The

drilling indicates that the joint associated with Cavity No. I does extend

upstream at least 40 feet and is solutioned in some areas to widths of

15 feet and clay filled. On 15 through 23 August 1977, NX core holes were

drilled from the bottom of the downstream pipe into the Hannibal Shale

and it was found that the joint at El. 584.5 feet NGVD extended downward

at least 19.3 feet to approximate El. 565 feet NGVD.

b. Cavity No. 2 was discovered as the cutoff trench was brought to

grade on about 15 April 1977. At this time, most of the cavity was bridged

by a chert layer at approximate El. 635 feet NGVD. On 7 July 1977, the

chert bridge was removed by blasting and it was apparent that an opening

of considerable depth extended downstream.

Pattern drilling has shown a complex void system about 60 feet downstream

of Cavity No. 2 extending approximately 150 feet downstream of the centerline.

This data indicates an irregular branching solutioned joint originating in

the cutoff trench and underlying the downstream embankment contact area.

Branches of this cavity have been encountered by drilling as wide as 10 feet

at elevations ranging from 635 feet NGVD to 580 feet NGVD, both open and

clay filled. Drilling on 20 August 1977 verified clay depths in excess of

580 feet at Station 19+75.

c. Cavity No. 3 consists of two solution pipes each approximately

4 feet in diameter along a highly solutioned joint trending approximately

N84*E with a near vertical dip. The upper portions of the two pipes were
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exposed on or about 15 April 1977 as the upstream 1:1 excavation was

initiated. At this time, both of the pipes were filled with residual

clay and chert. The solutioned zone of this joint does not appear to

extend below El. 600 feet NGVD; however, no drilling has been done in

this area.

d. Cavity No. 4 is a void system with no surface expression

indicated by the cutoff trench pattern drilling. The first holes pene-

trating this cavity were drilled on 29 April 1977 and several holes were

drilled thereafter to delineate the zone. The borings show that this

cavity consists of several branching, sinuous passages; the maximum

thickness encountered was 5 feet and the maximum height was 15 feet.

The voids are predominately clay filled and occur from near surface

(El. 645± feet NGVD) to El. 604 feet NGVD. Dye was introduced into

borings penetrating Cavity No. 4 and was observed to reappear in a

spring near the Chouteau Limestone/Hannibal Shale contact at approximate

Station 24+00, 800 feet upstream.

e. Cavity No. 5 was exposed on 7 July 1977 when the upstream

embankment contact area was excavated by blasting to El. 640 feet NGVD.

The cavity has an irregular shape, approximately 15 feet by 25 feet, and

is clay filled. Pattern drilling in the area indicates that the cavity

extends vertically at least 60 feet, and open and clay-filled voids up

to 10 feet in width were found by angle holes and pulse radar as far as

30 feet northeast of Cavity No. 5.
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f. The void system comprising Cavity No. 6 was first penetrated

on 2 August 1977 by the downstation cutoff trench pattern drilling. At

Station 18+95, a void was encountered near the surface and was Jack

"' ha-mmered open. Drill data shows voids as wide as 10 feet from El. 620

feet NGVD to El. 558 feet NGVD, extending 120 feet downstream.

2-03 GEOLOGY.

As thus far determined, solution activity on the left abutment

primarily affects the rocks of the Chouteau and Lower Burlington Lime-

stones with some activity also in the Upper Burlington. The Upper

Burlington is a cherty limestone showing numerous small unconformities

and a significant basal unconformity. Being the uppermost rock exposed,

the zone of general weathering is primarily confined to this member.

Although solution openings do exist along joints and in the basal por-

tion (in associated with the major cavities), the general weathering is

more significant. Solutioning shows the influence of local chert layers

resulting in hourglass cross sections. Overlying the upper Burlington

are various associations of residuum, Pennsylvanian deposits and glacial

materials.

The Lower Burlington is a relatively massive, medium to coarse

crystalline limestone, while the Chouteau is medium to thinly bedded,

argillaceous limestone having thin shale partings. Solution activity

has occurred along the joints and locally large pipes have been developed.

The pipes show the majority of their development within the Lower Burling-

ton (20-foot thick) and the upper portion of the Chouteau. Toward the

lower part of the Chouteau, some enlargement is noticed along the horizontal, :"

while the pipes appear to die out. No large horizontal solution passages

" have been detected as of this time from the drilling program.
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The pipes were noted to be roughly circular but coalesce into

assorted shapes. Fluting along the sides is typical of subsurface

vadose or near phreatic solutioning. The uppermost part of the large

pipes occasionally extended a few feet into the Lower Burlington but

shows a lesser amount of solution development. Connecting joints may

be extremely narrow and, unlike the pipes, are generally open. The

controlling joint set runs N80*±E and is generally vertical.

In addition to the major pipes, general solutioning along joints

and within the Upper Burlington has occurred. This solution activity

appears to be much younger than the solutioning which created the pipes

and under conditions more similar to the present.

Underlying the soluble limestones is the Hannibal Shale which is

more properly called an air slaking siltstone. This formation generally

forms the base of solution activity since it acts as an impermeable

barrier to the migration of water.

2-04 JOINTS.

Excavation and surface cleanoff of the left abutment has exposed

numerous joints comprising one major set and two minor sets plus several

random minor joints. To date, 30 significant joints have been mapped

by the Cannon Resident Office and St. Louis District Office on the left

abutment embankment contact area and cutoff trench excavation.

The dominate joint direction is basically east-west with 57 percent

of the joints mapped falling into this zone (Zone 1). This information

corresponds with both regional jointing as mapped in DM 4A, Site Geology of

Clarence Cannon Dam (June 1966) and of the detailed mapping of the joints

on the right abutment and main dam excavations.
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K The primary zone of joints falls between N80*W and N80*E with six of

the seven solution cavities having joints falling within this zone. The

seventh major joint falls into a second zone, N60°E to N75*E, which comprised

17 percent of the Joints mapped.

A third minor joint zone extending from NS0 *E to N60*E was mapped com-

prising only 13 percent of the total joints mapped. The strike of 93 per-

cent of the Joints falls within 40* of east-west.

The formation of solution cavities shows a high degree of control by

the joint systems with the widening of joints resulting in the formation

of solution pipes. This condition can be particularly noted when the

intersection of two or more Joints occurs.

The dominate dip angle of the Joints is vertical with nearly all Joints

of Zone 1 falling in this category.
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JOINT LIST
LEFT ABUTMENT
CAMNON DAM

---- joint --------- - Loc on

:* 1. Vert. 20+44 35' US

2. EW Vert, 18+90 140' us *

3. EW Vert, 18+75 129' DS

4, EW Vert. 19+20" 35' US

5 N870W Vert, 18+96 38' US

6. N870W 85ON 19+80 30' US

7. N87DE 78ON 18+65 110' Us

8. N86*E Vert. 18+60 110' US

9. N85OW 87*N 19+60 t

10. N840E Vert. 19+40 *

II. N87eE Vert. 18+50 190' US *

12, N830E Vert. 18+63 40' US

13. N84eE Vert. 18+70 125' US

14. N830E Vert. 18+65 75' US

15. uaOW Vert. 20+50 I *

16. N859E Vert. 18+50 200' DS *

17. N849E Vert. 19+78 32' DS *

180 • N750E Vert, 18+64 140' DS

19. N60* Vert. 19+99 35' DS

20. N750E Vert, 18+60 140' DS

21. N72W Vert. 20+15 36' DS

22. N720W Vert. 20+13 36' DS

23, N60E Vert, * 18+90 75' DS

24, N69*E Vert. 18+72 120' DS *

250 N55eE Vert. 19+12. 28' US

260 . NS0E 80S 19+10 30' US

27. N570E Vert. 18+96 20' US

28. NSOZ Vert. 18+95 20' US

• - 29. U3239 Vert. 18+90 130' US

30. 319W 4 Vert. 18+50 190' US

* ±iCatA major joint.
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SOLUILIY RTESANDINSOLUBLE RESIDUE DATA

The attached curves are derived from periodic weighing of 6 pairs

of l/2"x2"x2" tiles, each simultaneously immersed in 3 liters of

3% solution of hydrochloric acid. After three hours, the acid was changed,

the samples were completely dissolved, and the insoluble residue was

weighed.

SAMPLE LIST

#1 Sta 19+60, 25' d.s., el. 630+

Upper Burlington Formation - Brown, very fine crystalline silty

1 imestone.

#2 Sta 19+40 on centerline, el. 618+

Upper Burlington Formation - Very light brown - pink coarse to

medium crystalline slightly silty limestone.

#3 Sta 19+30 on centerline, el. 615+

Lower Burlington Formation - Gray coarse to medium crystalline,

fossiliferous, stylolitic limestone.

#4 Sta 18+75, 120' U.S., el. 605+

Lower Burlington Formation - Gray coarse to medium crystalline,

* -fossiliferous limestone.

05 Sta 18+65, 200' U.S., el. 580+

Upper Chouteau Formation - Gray fine crystalline to sublitho-

graphic argillaceous limestone.

* .#6 Sta 18+30, 125' d.s., el. 560+

Lower Chouteau Formation - Gray mottled brown fine crystalline

to sublithographic silty, argillaceous limestone.
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INSOLUBLE RES IDUES

Sample #1 10.1%

#2 2.9

#3 1.2

#4 1.2

#5 7.4

#6 31.0
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Agring Total.

Cutoff Trench

Uptation - 186

Downtation - 119

Downstream - 234

Upstream 96

anui 1 .187

TOTAL: 822 Borings
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(2) Left Abutment Modification

[a] Re-evaluation of Cutoff Trench

The findings of the cavity detection program and

exposure of extensive solution features within the left abutment cutoff

trench and embankment contact area during excavation dictated that an

elaborate plan of treatment be formulated by the design elements. A compre-

hensive review of various plans of treatment was undertaken during the 7 and

8 September 1977 Geotechnical Conference and the scope of work was

finalized into Modification No. P00085.

The modification included the following abutment work:

1. Redesign and re-excavation of the left abutment cutoff trench

and the development of a 200-foot concrete vee-shaped cutoff wall from

Station 18+00 to Station 20+00±.

2. Cleanout and the placement of concrete backfill in the cutoff

wall and cavities.

3. Treatment of the downstream ravine.

4. Development and implementation of new drilling and grouting

specifications.

5. Placement of concrete fillets within the left abutment embank-

ment contact area.

The modification work began in mid-December 1977 and was essentially

complete by mid-November 1978. A short description of each phase of work

is presented below.

The first order of work performed by . Bros., Inc., was the re-

excavation of the left abutment cutoff trench to lines and grades shown

on Drawing No. 120/2. The original contract specifications concerning
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presplitting, primary blasting and scaling, as outlined earlier in the

narrative, were followed. Drilling for presplitting began on

13 December 1977 and the last production shot was detonated on

21 March 1978. The only exception was the rock excavation in the rear

of the cutoff trench beyond Station 20+60 due to the presence of assman

Construction Co.'s conveyor. The remaining portion of the cutoff trench

was presplit from 9 through 31 August 1979 and shot to grade by primary

blasting on 4 September 1979. Generally, the Contractor (Luhr Bros.,

Inc.) utilized a single-shift operation for the majority of the cutoff

trench re-excavation and started two-shift operations on 13 March 1978

for cutoff trench scaling and ravine work. Generally, the same equipment

as described in Part 1 was utilized for the re-excavation d the left

abutment.

The types of explosives, the loading procedure and the delay patterns

for presplitting and primary blasting were essentially the same as utilized

during the construction season of 1977 for the left abutment excavation

(refer Plates Nos. 13 and 14 for a typical presplit and production shot

plan). The scaling procedures were similar to the earlier operation with

the exception that the top edge of the presplit was cleaned back 5 feet

with a CAT 245 backhoe and safety mesh (chain-link fabric) was anchored

from the top of the cutoff trench to 3 feet below the chert horizon. The

safety mesh extended from Station 20+16 to the upstream nose of the cut-

off trench in order to protect the Contractor's labor force during excava-

tion and concrete backfill of the cutoff wall.

The shot rock was either pushed over the face of the cutoff trench and

hauled with Terex end dumps to waste areas in depleted Borrow Areas Nos. 2

and 3 or used to fill the cavities for access during the drill-blast cycle.
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The second order of work performed by Luhr Bros., Inc., in the cutoff

trench was the rock excavation and cavity cleanout for the placement of a

concrete wall from Station 18+00± to Station 20+00±. The modification re-

quired that a 200-foot vee-shaped slot be excavated in the lower Burlington

and Chouteau Formations by presplitting and primary blasting in 20-foot

lifts from El. 610 feet NGVD to El. 550 feet NGVD. The design width of the

slot was 14 feet from El. 610 feet NGVD to El. 590 feet NGVD, 12 feet from

El. 590 feet NGVD to El. 570 feet NGVD and 10 feet from El. 570 feet NGVD

to El. 550 feet NGVD. The width requirements were later modified to 16-foot,

14-foot and 10-foot in order to accommodate the use of the Contractor's air tracks.
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Cavity No. 1 delineating degree of cleanout.

Cavity No. 1



In order to construct the positive cutoff wall according to guide-

lines presented and approved during the 7 and 8 September 1977 Geotechnical

Conference and the SLD/LMVD inspection on 1 June 1978, the original con-

tract specifications were modified in the following manner:

* 1. Blasting

a. Contractor shall submit primary and production shot plans

a minimum of 8 hours prior to commencing drilling and the plan shall not

be submitted until the completion of the previous shot.

b. Required shot plan parameters: Plan layout depicting

Burden/Spacing Ratio and delay patterns; section view depicting the

loading and stemming of a typical hole, hole diameter, angle, type of

explosives, charge per foot and pounds of explosives per cubic yard of

rock.

c. Presplitting: 3-inch diameter hole on 18-inch centers

with every other hole loaded and a maximum hole depth of 20 feet.

d. Primary blasting: 2-inch diameter hole, 20-foot lift,

a maximum total burden not greater than shot width and a powder factor

no greater than 1.1 pounds per cubic yard. These parameters are depend-

ent upon predicting a vertical free face and essentially horizontal throw.

e. The last lift shall have a maximum lift thickness of

5-foot with the last 1 and 1/2 feet of shale above final grade being

excavated by means other than blasting.

2. Concrete Backfill for Cutoff Wall and Cavities

a. Areas directed by the Contracting Officer will require high-

" . pressure air/water jets to remove clay coatings. The amount of cleanout
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in each feature will be established in the field and will depend on the

type and condition of material in the feature, together with its loca-

tion, upstream and downstream extent, size and accessibility of the area.

b. Top of Cavity No. 5 will be excavated for placement of a -.

reinforced concrete cap.

c. Cavities with a dimension greater than 10 feet as measured

along the cutoff wall excavation may require a vertical mat of steel.

d. The tops of all significant cavities or other joints and

fractures will be widened to form a vee-shaped opening with side slopes not

less than 300 from the vertical.

e. Where the cutoff wall excavation intersects a cavity, a

form shall be erected along the neat lines, except as indicated below,

and that cavity shall be filled with concrete either by bucket or by

pumping to the top of the cavity. The concrete backfill in the cavity

shall precede the concrete within the cutoff wall; however, in no case

shall the differential between the concrete backfill of the cavity exceed

the concrete within the cutoff wall by more than 30 feet.

f. Cavities smaller than 2 feet measured horizontal along the

face of the cutoff wall or cavities having a relatively shallow depth

measured normal to the cutoff wall regardless of horizontal width will

generally not require forming.

3. Rock Reinforcement

Rock bolts and chain-link fabric will be installed on the

vertical faces within the cutoff wall excavation. Chain-link fabric

shall be removed before concrete placement. In order to ensure stability

of the rock face, it will be necessary to install rock bolts from 5 feet

to 20 feet in length.
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4. Rock Protection

Horizontal final shale surfaces in the cutoff wall excavation

shall be protected within one hour by concrete. Vertical final shale sur-

faces in the cutoff wall excavation will be protected by bituminous spray.

5. Treatment of Cavities

a. Cavity No. 1, Downstream - Cleanout rubble to extent pre-

viously cleaned out, expose rock; upstream - cleanout rubble, clean to

firm natural cavity fill and cease. Perform standard dental treatment on

joint extensions.

b. Cavity No. 2 - Cleanout rubble to firm natural cavity,

fill and cease. Perform standard dental treatment on joint extension.

c. Cavity No. 6 - Cleanout rubble to firm natural cavity,

fill and cease.

d. Cavity No. 3 - Remove all cavity fill to a depth of

approximately 5 feet and backfill with concrete.

e. Cavity No. 5 - The concrete cap previously required is

deleted. The cavity shall be backfilled with material from the sur-

rounding area as directed in the field.

On 10 February 1978, SLD personnel and their blasting consultant from

the U.S. Bureau of Mines met with the contractors and their DuPont blasting

consultant to discuss and finalize the details for the initial primary

blasting plan. All details of the shot plan, such as type and diameter of

explosives, lift thickness, burden/spacing dimensions, loading density and

time involved in submittal and approval of the shot plans were reviewed.
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In addition, the details concerning cleaning and scaling, rock bolting

and installation of safety curtain and anchors were outlined for a 20-foot

lift. This was the first of a series of meetings between Contractor and

Government personnel due to the exacting blast designs and the degree of

fracturing that occurred in the side wall during primary bla Ing for the

first two lifts.

Drilling the presplit in the cutoff wall began on 5 April 1978 and the

last production shot to El. 553± feet NGVD was detonated on 29 July 1978.

Generally, the Contractor utilized a two-shift operation for the cutoff wall

excavation. The Contractor followed the practice of scaling with jigger

drills, installing clain-link fabric and rock anchors, rock bolting and cavity

cleanout, and washing after the removal of each 20-foot lift. In addition,

the newly exposed vertical rock wall was geologically mapped and photo-

graphed in conjunction with the above operations. The status of each cavity

concerning the final degree of cleanout can be found in Drawings Nos. 134/2

and 135/2 and photographs on Pages 201, 204 and 205 for concrete placements

within the cutoff wall.

The types of explosive and the loading procedure for presplitting were

essentially the same as utilized during the construction season of 1977 for

the left abutment excavation. Specification criteria of 18-inch presplit

hole spacing was changed to 36 inches at the left abutment conference attended

by SLD/LMVD/OCE personnel on 3 April 1978. The change was based upon the

results of the presplit test panel located on the upstream slope in the cut-

off trench (refer Plate No. 15 for a typical presplit shot plan for the last

lift from El. 570 feet NGVD to El. 550 feet NGVD).
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The type of explosive utilized for primary blasting in the cutoff

wall consisted of 1.25-inch by 16-inch and 1.5-inch by 16-inch water

gel cartridges of Tovex 220 and 210 manufactured by DuPont. The ]-ad'ng

density of the cartridges is 0.806 and 1.17 pounds per 16-inch stick,

respectively. The smaller cartridges were utilized due to the specifi-

cation requirement of a 2-inch diameter production hole and to eliminate

the possibility of the cartridges "hanging up" in the shot hole. The

production hole pattern was a square arrangement, whereas the delay pattern

was generally vee shaped. The delays ranged from instantaneous to 250

milliseconds. The production hole depth for the first two lifts (El. 610

feet NGVD to El. 570 feet NGVD) was generally 20 feet except on the abut-

ment face where the depths varied from 4.5 feet to 10 feet. The final

lift was drilled to the Chouteau/Hannibal contact (El. 553± feet NGVD) and

the hole was stemmed back with crushed stone cips for 1 foot. The collar

of the hole was stemmed with crushed stone chips and varied in depth from

4 feet to 4.5 feet. In addition, crushed stone was used as decking in pro-

duction holes which crossed joints and cavity fill material. The range of

powder factors used in the three lifts was 0.875 pound per cubic yard

(El. 610 feet NGVD to El. 590 feet NGVD), 1.13 pounds per cubic yard to

0.92 pound per cubic yard (El. 590 feet NGVD to El. 570 feet NGVD) and

0.98 pound per cubic yard (El. 570 feet NGVD to El. 553t feet NGVD). The

shot rock was excavated by the CAT 245 backhoe and the CAT 977 end loader

for the first lift and by the CAT 977 end loader for the remaining lifts

(refer Plates Nos. 16 thru 23 for typical shot plans for each lift).

The specification requirement of drilling to El. 555 feet NGVD was

amended to El. 553 feet NGVD in order to prevent the bottom lift from

terminating within the basal massive bed of the Chouteau Limestone. This

change facilitated rock excavation and prevented subsequent production

shot to breakup the remaining 2 feet of limestone.
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The variance noted in the above shot plans resulted from extensive

fracturing in the cutoff walls and the increased confinement as the

shots preceded upstation. The degree of fracturing for cutoff wall

excavation is illustrated in Photographs on Pages 198, 199 and 200.

The remaining 2.5 feet and 3 feet of fractured Hannibal Shale were

excavated to El. 550 feet NGVD principally by a CAT 977 end loader. The

newly exposed shale walls were scaled and sprayed with bituminous coating.

The shale walls were "touched up" with bituminous coatings, as necessary,

until the completion of the first lift.
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S."PRESPLIT SHOT NO. 6

How Drilled: Gardner-Denver 3700 Air Track

Hole Depth: Variable from original ground to El. 635 feet NGVD

"' Hole Diameter: 3 inches

Hole Spacing: 3-foot center-to-center at 450 upstream, 370 downstream

Holes with less than 6-foot burden will require 18-inch

centers with every other hole loaded

Explosive: Tovex, T-1, 1.25 pounds per foot

Stemming: Top 5-foot of hole stemmed with crushed stone chips

Firing Data: No. 3 electric caps on each end of trunk line

PLATE NO. 13
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PRODUCTION SHOT NO. 5

* How Drilled: Gardner-Denver 3700 Air Track

Hole Depth: Approximately 7.5 feet

* -Hole Spacing: 5 x 6 spacing

Hole Diameter: 3 inches

Firing Data: As shown

Explosive: ANFO with Detaprime

Stemming Crushed stone chips

i(

Maintain 4-foot stemming
in holes. For holes
4.5 feet deep or less,
use 6-inch ANFO with
remainder stemming.

ANFO 600 pound

- -.i 114 Caps

114 Detaprime

I Roll Shot Wire

114 Holes Drilled and Shot

1 March 1978

PLATE NO. 14
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[b] Excavation and Backfill of Cutoff Wall and Cavities

Concrete backfill for the left abutment cutoff wall

and Cavities Nos. 1. 2 and 6 began on 18 September 1978 and was completed on

31 October 1978 by Massman Construction Co. The Contractor generally utilized

single 10-hourshifts for forming and concrete placements. Principal equip-

ment used for this modification work was:

Two (2) C.C.C. Trucks (Crane Carrier Corporation)

One (1) 9260 American Crane

Concrete Buckets (1, 2 and 4 cubic yard buckets)

Massman Construction Co.'s Batch Plant and Support Equipment (conveyor)

One (1) Hydrobroom

One (1) 6OT Northwest Crane

One (1) Gardner-Denver 600 cfm Air Compressor

Concrete Vibrators (4-inch and 6-inch)

One (1) Grove Crane

A total of 4,309 cubic yards of 6-inch nominal size aggregate concrete

was placed in 10-foot lifts within the cutoff wall. Generally, concrete

backfill (6-inch aggregate) of the above cavities preceded the adjacent

cutoff wall placement by only a single 10-foot lift. A continuous 12-inch

wide PVD waterstop located 2 feet downstream of the dam axis was placed in

all vertical cutoff wall construction joints. No internal reinforcing was

used for either cavity or cutoff wall backfill except for selected place-

ment of vertical mats of No. 9 reinforcing steel at the cutoff wall-cavity

(less than 10-foot wide) interface (refer Plate No. 24 which shows dates,

designations and dimensions of each cutoff wall concrete placement). The

locations of the vertical mats of reinforcing steel are shown in the cutoff

wall photographs for concrete backfill (Photographs on Pages 229, 232, 250,

*265 and 266). The range of dates of concrete backfill for each of the above

cavities is outlined on Table No. 1.
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* [c] Treatment of Downstream Ravine

Extensive foundation treatment of the highly

weathered limestone in the ravine located downstream of the future

cutoff wall was done concurrently with the cutoff wall excavation due

to the modification (Modification No. P00085) restriction on blasting

adjacent to the future grout curtains (200-foot limitation) and the

concrete backfill (50-foot limitation) of the cutoff wall. Previously,

the work would have been performed as the embankment fill was being

placed.
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CONCRETE BACKFILL FOR CAVITIES

Approximate

Cavity Date Elevation of

.- Designation of Cavity Cavity Pour

No. 1, Upstream 4 October 1978 570-580

5 October 1978 580-590

9 October 1978 590-600

12 October 1978 600-610

20 October 1978 610-620

24 October 1978 620-630

25 October 1978 630-635

No. 1, Downstream 9 October 1978 590-600

11 October 1978 600-610

20 October 1978 610-620

No. 2, Downstream 28 September 1978 590-600

29 September 1978 600-610

30 September 1978 610-620

5 October 1978 620-630

9 October 1978 630-635

No. 6, Upstream 13-14 October 1978 590-600

17 October 1978 610-613

30 October 1978 613-618

4 November 1978 618-620

TABLE No.1
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Based on the embankment design, the ravine foundation surface would

be covered by a sand drainage blanket. The contract specifications for the

placement of the embankment in the contact area dictated that all large rock

overhangs and protrusions be eliminated by blasting (presplitting or line

drilling) or by filleting so that the resulting surfaces would be suitable

for compaction of embankment material and that no remaining vertical sur-

faces would be more than 5-feet in height. Since this area was characterized

by numerous ledges and overhangs, preparation of the slopes by blasting was

necessary (refer photographs on Page 285 for generalized field condition

prior to excavation).

The sequence, degree and limits of ravine preparation were discussed

and finalized during the Geotechnical Conference on 8 and 9 March 1978.

The foundation treatment consisted of the following.

1. The four ledges shown in photographs on Page 285 were eliminated

by blasting. The rock was removed on a lV:lH presplit plane from the toe of

the ledge to daylight on the upper horizontal surface. A smooth presplit

face was not required since the face would be covered by pervious material.

2. Dental excavation and backfill of the weathered joints and

bedding planes exposed by the removal of the ledges were accomplished

immediately after presplitting. Filled joints and bedding planes were ex-

cavated as deeply as possible, washed and backfilled with mortar or lean

concrete. The purpose being to stabilize any remaining natural fill to

prevent further weathering of exposed surfaces before fill placement.

3. Preliminary dental backfill in the downstream ravine was exempt

from blasting proximity restrictions on the modification specifications.

Damaged or loosened dental backfill from blasting was replaced or repaired

during final foundation cleanup and preparation directly preceding the fill.
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4. The limits of treatment downstream extended from the dam

axis to the toe of the embankment. The area upstream of the dam axis

was treated as the embankment was placed.

The ravine work was conducted by Luhr Bros., Inc., on a two-shift

basisstarting on 14 March 1978 and was essentially completed on

22 June 1978. The work involved presplitting of four ledges, scaling,

dental excavation of the exposed clay seams on the presplit face, washing,

tuckpointing with mortar grout and the placement of dental concrete backfill

(refer photographs on Pages 287 thru 290 for typical treatment surfaces).

The locations of the four ledges are shown on Drawing No. 128/2. Upon

completion of the ravine work, a portion of the Contractor's labor force

continued to perform dental excavation of the clay-filled joints along

the entire embankment contact area until mid-August 1978. In addition,

Cavity No. 3 was cleaned out to the elevation shown on Drawings Nos. 126/2

and 131/2 in order for Massman Construction Co. to be able to form and

place the concrete backfill in conjunction with their fillet work. During

this period, geological mapping along the abutment face was performed. The

results of the field mapping are shown on Drawings Nos. 126/2 through

129/2.

(d] Placement of Concrete Fillets Within the Embankment

Contact Area

In addition to the discovery of extensive solution

chimneys within the left abutment cutoff trench and embankment contact

area, numerous clay-filled and open major joint systems oriented east to

west along the entire abutment face were exposed during the left abutment

excavation in 1977. The development and concentration of these joints
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were especially predominate in the lower portion of the Chouteau Forma-

tion. Due to the orientation and nature of the major and minor joint

systems (refer to the earlier SLD Report entitled "Report on Positive

Cutoff Treatment Cannon Dam, Left Abutment") and the inherent fracturing

from the blasting operation, large detached limestone blocks at the

Chouteau/Hannibal Shale contact were removed by a CAT 245 backhoe during

the 1978 construction season. Their removal generated vertical rock

faces well in excess of the 5-foot contract specification limitation.

In order to obtain an overall lV:lH rock slope for embankment place-

ment, the concrete fillets were placed according to the guidelines pre-

sented in the SLD/LMVD Field Conference on 1 June 1978. The guidelines

are as follows:

1. lV:lH Slope Downstream of Pseudo-Core (area of final founda-

tion treatment).

a. At the limestone-shale contact there will be a concrete

fillet from 5-foot to 10-foot high.

b. The concrete fillet will be vertical and not on a batter.

c. The fillet should be approximately one-half the height

of the vertical rock face.

d. There will be no length restrictions on fillets.

e. Above the limestone-shale contact there will be minor

fillets (5 feet or less) and dental work.

2. Pseudo-Core (area of final foundation treatment)

a. At the limestone-shale contact, fillets will be a maximum

of 5 feet in height.

b. The fillets will be vertical and not on a batter.
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c. The inside corners will have a 1-foot subfillet on a

batter--hand formed--no bond necessary.

d. There will be no length restrictions on these fillets.

e. Intersection of 5-foot fillets or vertical rock faces

with the formed IV:H cutoff wall will have battered fillets in these

corners.

3. lV:IH Slope Upstream of Pseudo-Core (area of final foundation

treatment)

a. At the limestone-shale contact, there will be a concrete

fill 5-foot to 7-foot high.

b. Concrete fillets will be vertical and not on a batter.

c. The inside corners will have a 1-foot subfillet on a

batter--hand formed--no bond necessary.

d. There will be no length restrictions on these fillets.

The above fillet guidelines were generally followed for the left abut-

ment with the only change being the concrete fillet batter requirements.

On 6 August 1980 during a site inspection, OCE/LMVD personnel requested

that all future fillets for the upstream embankment face be placed with a

batter ranging from I/2V:lH to IV:lH. The basal concrete fillets were

formed and placed from late July 1978 until 20 September 1978. Generally,

1-inch or 1 and 1/2-inch top size aggregate concrete was used for protective

slabs and 6-inch top size aggregate concrete was used for the basal fillets.

The scope of work in Modification No. P00085 dealing with the additional

drilling and grouting was eliminated due to difficulties in negotiation with

the drilling subcontractor. The Contracting Officer decided to seek competi-,.--..

tive bids for the additional foundation drilling and grouting work in order
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to obtain a fair price and to expedite settlement of Modification

No. P00085. The work was awarded by competitive bid to Boyles Bros.

Drilling Company of Woods Cross, Utah, in the fall of 1979. The

detail of the program will be discussed in Section 12.

The narratives dealing with foundation treatment for the basal

and cutoff wall concrete fillets are found in Section 6, Foundation

Treatment, Part B, Embankments.
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Diversion channel excavation and temporary construction bridge as viewed
from north abutment.
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SECTION 6

FOUNDATION TREATMENT

A. Concrete Structure

* ** 1. Introduction

Foundation treatment for the concrete structure, powerhouse and

downstream walls began in April 1974 and was completed by August 1975.

Foundation treatment for the stilling basin and tailrace concrete slabs was

completed on 1 June 1976 and 17 November 1977, respectively. Foundation

treatment encompassed foundation preparation (removal of incompetent

foundation rock), and dental treatment (joint preparation and backfill).

Treatment was performed by Massman Construction Co. utili.2ng a 6-man

to 8-man crew and, depending upon the time of year, an 8-hour to 10-hour

shift. The Contractor utilized the following equipment for treatment

and removal:

680C Case Backhoe

580B Case Backhoe

Gardner-Denver 900 Compressor

Gardner-Denver 600 Compressor

966C CAT End Loader

American 9260 Crane

Grove RT 605 Hydrocrane

Washington Revolving Crane

2.5-Ton GMC Service Truck

Terex End Dumps

Hydrobroom

Assorted small hand tools, including several air hammers, air

chisels, rock hammers, blow pipes and spades.

.'- -This Report is subdivided into the following five sections:

(1) Non-overflow Monoliths (D-1 thru D-6 and D-13 thru D-17); (2) Over-

flow Monoliths (D-7 thru D-12); (3) Powerhouse Foundation Sections;

(4) Downstream Walls (Stilling Basin, Splitter and Tailrace) and

(5) Stilling Basin and Tailrace.
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All photographs pertinent to Section 6 are shown in Volume 3,

Section 2, with all pertinent drawings for items referenced in

Paragraph A are found in Volume 4 (Drawings Nos. 67/2 thru 86/2).

In order to gain an insight of the various factors affecting foundation ..

treatment for the monoliths founded on the Louisiana Limestone, a "Memo to

File" (edited) written by the Resident Geologist is presented as an Appendix

at the end of this section.

As shown on the geologic cross sections (Volume 4 Drawing No. 56/2),

treatment within the limits of the concrete structure encompassed the

following four geologic formations: Burlington Limestone, Chouteau Limestone,

Hannibal Shale and Louisiana Limestone.

Foundation preparation consisted of the removal of all weathered,

fractures, drummy sounding rock and the backfill of overdrilled blast holes.

Dental treatment consisted of the veeing and backfilling of all Joints and

blast fractures. Foundation treatment was performed under the direction of

a Government geologist. When the Government geologist was satisfied with

the degree and extent of treatment, the final surface was geologically

mapped and photographed. The final limestone foundation surfaces were left

open up to 15 days before shotcrete and/or concrete placement, whereas the

final shale foundation was covered with a bituminous protective covering or

concrete within one hour to prevent dessication. The specifications allowed

up to 15 days for concrete or shotcrete placement on the final shale surface

after bituminous application. The exception to this usage of bituminous

covering occurred on the tailrace and exit channel pavement foundations.

These two foundations were covered with 6 inches of sand by a Gradall

within one hour of exposure.
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*" 2. Non-Overflow Monoliths (D-1 thru D-6 and D-13 thru D-17)

(a) Monolith D-l/D-2

Foundation treatment began in November 1972 with the removal

(tractor-mounted hydraulic ram) of a large slab of rock which had been

displaced laterally by blasting operations. In addition, considerable rock

removal was required in the corners since the rock failed to "pull" during

blasting operation. Removal of this rock resulted in a relatively flat

foundation surface with minor ridges and domes, the whole of which dipped

toward the northwest. The foundation floor in the northwestern portion of

the monolith consisted of a triangular-shaped bench which was approximately

2 feet in elevation above the lowest portion of the foundation floor. The

length of the north-south leg of this bench was approximately 30 feet and

approximately 45 feet for the east-west leg with the hypotenuse being

slightly concave toward the northwest corner. This bench was comprised of two

sandy limestone beds of approximately equal thickness while the remaining

portion of the foundation floor consisted of thinly bedded, relatively pure

limestones and argillaceous limestones. In addition, the foundation contained

a series of low mounds and shallow depressions, some of which were elongated

east-west. Their height or depth varied between 0.1 foot and 0.3 foot with

diameters or widths of approximately 5 feet, while the lengths of the elongated

mounds were up to 15 feet. Other foundation features included the presence

of asymetric ripple marks, crinoid stems and fossil casts.

Due to changes in the Contractor's plans, foundation treatment was dis-

continued until the second whirley crane was operational. Work resumed on

9 January 1975 and continued until 13 January 1975 when the work area was

covered with plastic and then heated. During the period from 13 January
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to 18 January 1975, the work crews were shifted to foundation work in

Monolith D-7. On 19 January 1975, the protective covering for Monoliths

D-I/D-2 collapsed due to the heavy snowfall. Treatment resumed on

22 January 1975 with final approval of the foundation for concrete place-

ment being given on the night shift of 29 January 1975.

During each period of foundation treatment, considerable work was re-

quired largely due to the fact that the area was subjected to freeze-thaw

cycles on numerous occasions. In addition, because of the confined work

area and the contours of the foundation, ponded water was a continual

problem with complete unwatering occurring only for concrete placement.

The worse area of overdrilling during blasting was located about 15 feet

west of the northeast corner. It is most probable that this was done during

-° redrilling and shooting of this area after it failed to pull on the initial

shots. Further, this was another area where water continually accumulated

and froze, and where workmen could not see what they were doing through

the water/ice.

(b) Monolith D-3/D-4

This foundation was initially exposed to El. 465t feet NGVD in

the late fall of 1974. Some minor excavation was performed to bring the floor

to grade and to remove the fractured rock resulting from blasting. After

that time, the monolith foundation laid exposed until August 1975. Throughout

this period, the foundation was almost continually covered with water and

ice during the winter months.
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When foundation treatment resumed on 9 August 1975, the entire founda-

tion area was unsound to a depth of approximately 6 inches. Visual inspec-

tion revealed the absence of natural jointing; however, two major blast

fractures were noted. The first fracture was located in the northeast

corner while the second fracture was located in the southwest corner of

the monolith; generally, these cracks corresponded to the shot pattern.

Upon removal of the 6 inches of incompetent rock, a very thinly bedded,

shaly limestone was encountered which tended to loosen or "pop-up". Under-

lying this material was a thicker (1 foot±) sandy limestone which was more

competent and remained sound. In many cases, the thin bedded material h~d

to be removed to the thicker sandy unit. The monoliths were worked inter-

mittently until 28 August 1975, when the foundation was approved. Concrete

was placed on 29 August 1975.

(c) Monolith D-5/D-6

The foundation for these monoliths was worked intermittently

during November 1974 but was left exposed until the first part of

December 1974. In the second week of December 1974, final foundation

cleanup began in earnest. Approval was given for concrete placement on

16 December 1974; however, this approval was by area since foundation

treatment was being performed on the western portion.

Bedding within the foundation was almost horizontal with a very slight

dip to the northwest. The eastern two-thirds of the foundation floor, from

approximately 15 feet downstream to 113 feet downstream, were composed of a

bedded limestone, while the western one-third was composed of a sandy lime-

stone. Unlike the other monolithic foundations where the bedded limestone
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occurred, this area contained only a few problem areas within the limits

of the mounds and depressions. Generally, the beds in this area were

thicker than elsewhere and were on the order of 4 inches to 6 inches

thick. The only reason the sandy limestone was exposed was due to over-

excavation which exceeded 1 foot below grade, and even at this depth, the

blast holes were still visible.

In addition to the overdrilled blast holes, there was a lack of proper

drainage. Water entered the monoliths from the powerhouse areas from the

El. 485 feet NGVD bench from precipitation, weeps and an exploratory hole

in the northeastern corner. Consequently, this water collected in the low

areas where it was exposed to numerous periods of freezing; thus, subjecting

many different beds to a wedging action.

(d) Monolith D-13

Foundation treatment began in September 1974 as the monolithic

walls were exposed. Preparation of the foundation floor began on

13 December 1974 and was completed by 17 December 1974. The shale founda-

tion was a sound, competent rock with few joints. Due to the presence of

large joints in Monolith D-14, the floor bolts were installed and stressed

prior to removal of the last two feet of shale above the final foundation.

Final approval was given by area; therefore, concrete was placed in one

section of the monolith while foundation treatment was being performed in

another section. The first placement of protective concrete was on

13 December 1974 with the first regular lift of concrete being placed on

7 January 1975.
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(e) Monolith D-14

On 23 September 1974, the foundation floor of Monolith D-14

was exposed. Two sets of parallel joints trending from upstream to down-

stream, normal to dam axis, were noted with the northwest upstream portion

of the foundation floor being highly fractured. The joints were such that

they posed a possible threat to the integrity of the structure. Consequently,

a stop order was issued by the Contracting Officer. The design elements

decided to have the Contractor install and stress the floor bolts for the

purpose of closing the joints prior to protective slab placement. This was

done but the joints did not close. Considerable dental excavation was per-

formed in the upstream fractured area of the foundation. All joints were

veed out and subsequently backfilled with concrete. Six additional exten-

someters and two load cells were installed to measure possible movement.

The extensometers were installed in the back wall of Monolith D-13 and the

upstream and downstream walls of Monolith D-13/D-14, whereas the load cells

were installed in the foundation floor. Foundation treatment was completed

by 30 September 1974 with the 6-inch protective concrete slabs being placed

from 2 October 1974 to 4 October 1974.

(f) Monolith D-15

The walls of Monolith D-15 extended through the Chouteau

Formation with the floor being founded on the Hannibal Shale. Several

vertical joints were encountered in the upper limestone walls. Numerous

upstream/downstream trending joints occurred in the shale floor; however,

none required special treatment. Foundation preparation began in May 1974

and continued intermittently as the walls and floor were exposed 'v til the

concrete protective slab was placed on 2 July 1974.
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(g) Monolith D-16

The foundation floor for Monolith D-16 rests on the upper

Chouteau Formation, whereas the monolithic walls extended into the

Burlington Formation. Foundation treatment began on 2 April 1974 and

was concluded by 19 April 1974. Dental excavation was performed on a

vertical, clay-filled joint (up to 2 feet wide in the east corner),

striking due east, and the two less pronounced joints branching from it.

The joints were excavated for a distance of 1 foot on either side and

for a depth of I foot. Mud was cleaned from the joints by hand approxi-

mately 6 inches below the joint excavation and then washed with high-

pressure air and water. A considerable amount of rock was removed from

the foundation floor which resulted in a 1-foot to 3-foot protective

concrete slab being placed in order to bring the floor back to grade.

(h) Monolith D-17

This monolith is founded in the Upper Burlington Formation.

The south end of the excavation extended into a sinkhole with the walls

and floor being composed of fractured limestone and chert with residual

Pennsylvanian clay fill. It was necessary to excavate a large amount of

this material in order to ensure satisfactory conditions.

The monolith was brought to grade in September 1973 with no further

work being performed until July 1975 when foundation preparation began.

Due to the long period of exposure, it was necessary to remove several

feet of rock from the south and north edges, and approximately 6 inches

from the remainder of the foundation floor to reach sound rock. A small

concrete lift was then placed to fill the depressions at the south end

and two days later on 15 October 1975 the first concrete lift was placed.
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3. Overflow Monoliths (D-7 thru D-12)

(a) Monolith D-7

Monolith D-7 was excavated to within 6 inches of final grade

on 24 December 1974. No further work was performed until 15 January 1975

when the Contractor began foundation treatment. The foundation surface

was approved on the night of 17 January 1975 with concrete being placed

the following day.

The major foundation feature within Monolith D-7 was the amount of

relief which was present after final cleanup. During preliminary treat-

ment, a ledge was generated while working the foundation surface from the

west-northwest to the south-southeast. The bedding dipped north-northeast,

and thus, as the work proceeded in a southeasterly direction, a ledge of.

1 foot to 2.5 feet high was generated with the greatest relief near the

southeast corner of the draft tube keyway. The bedding sequence (ledge

face) consisted of a cycle of thin limestone beds (each bed 2 inches to

3 inches) overlain by beds of sandy limestones (approximately 1-foot thick).

The lower sequence of thin beds comprised the western half of the final

monolithic foundation, the surface of which was planar and dipped easterly.

The first sandy limestone which formed the initial major ledge extended

from the southern limits of the monolith (30± feet downstream) for a dis-

tance of 14 feet in a northerly direction and then turned back to the east.

Once the ledge turned easterly, it increased in elevation. The upper sandy

limestone bed in the northeastern corner of the monolith was the only rock

at the specified grade elevation of 465 feet NGVD.

The development of the first ledge resulted from blasting operations

within the southern limits of the draft tube keyway sircethis area was

reshot.
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(b) Monoliths D-8 thru D-12

Prior to foundation work, the preliminary foundation surface

contained a number of small ledges (1±) oriented from east to west. This

surface varied from El. 465 feet NGVD to El. 464 feet NGVD with higher areas

existing along the eastern edges, especially in the southeastern corner.

The only area lower than El. 464 feet NGVD was in Monolith D-8 which was

adjacent to and centered on Monolith D-7.

The foundations for Monoliths D-8 thru D-12 were worked sequentially from

south to north. This method resulted in working the rock in a down dip

direction which had its good points as well as bad. On the negative side,

it tended to create constant problems with ponded water in the working area

and probably resulted in the removal of additional rock. However, it

reduced the possibility of having to remove parts of the protective concrete

slabs which might have been necessitated if work on an adjacent area had

loosened a bed of rock underlying the protective concrete.

Treatment and subsequent exposure of the total final foundation surface

with depth revealed the following lithologies:

(1) A light colored, fine grained, sandy limestone with the

upper bedding plane being marked by a thin argillaceous laminea upon which

all of Monolith D-lI/D-12 were founded.

(2) A sequence of medium grey, ar6illaceous, very thin bedded

limestones with discontinuous sandstone lens"-s. The sandstone lenses were

typically cross bedded as shown by their presence in the Monolith D-12

foundation wall.

(3) Overlying the argillaceous unit was another sandy unit

consisting basically of three distinct beds. The upper and lower beds

were approximately 5 inches to 7 inches thick while the center bed varied
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from 10 inches to 18 inches thick. These beds were uniformly light

colored, fine grained, weakly cemented, sandstones with the central bed

being characterized by small, irregular features. This unit formed the

bulk of the foundation for Monoliths D-10 and D-9.

(4) A unit of argillaceous, medium to dark grey, mottled

dolomites, the bedding of which varied in thickness laterally, but ranged

from 3 inches to 8 inches as exposed. This unit formed part of the founda-

tion for Monolith D-7/D-8.

(5) The last unit was composed of generally light grey, fine

grained sandy dolomites and limestones which varied in thicknesses from

3 inches to 5 inches. This unit formed the eastern part of the foundation

floor Monolith D-7/D-8. In general, the sandstones were very similar in

appearance and nature. They tended to thicken where they overlaid troughs

in the argillaceous rocks and were generally thinner up dip and to the west.

The bedding planes were generally finer grained and darker in coloration (refer

Drawings Nos. 73/2 and 73A/2 for geologic cross section and details).

The argillaceous limestones and dolomites were generally medium to dark

grey overall, but normally consisted of lighter and darker laminations.

These laminea varied from even and parallel to discontinuous and contorted

(referred to elsewhere as mottled). Bedding was generally thin, ranging

from a fraction of an inch to 10 inches; the majority of the beds were

2 inches to 4 inches thick. The bedding surfaces were invariably dark

colored and sometimes separated by shaly, dolomitic, argillaceous material

which was quite susceptible to deterioration due to water, ice or excessive

• - heat. Some of the final surfaces were even and smooth, but most surfaces
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had numerous sedimentary features (the most common were rod-like casts

2 inches to 3 inches long and about 0.5 inch in diameter) which generated

"bumpy" surfaces. Absorption of water ranged from 3.2% to 5.8% relative

to dry weight. Only one specimen was tested for swelling and it expanded

0.017 inch/foot perpendicular to the bedding. Specimens of this category

of rock tend to deteriorate rapidly when alternated between soaking and

drying conditions due to separation between laminea.

On 13 June 1975, foundation treatment began within the general con-

fines of Monolith D-11/D-12 with a special emphasis on the 2-foot wall

foundation. The Contractor decided to place protective concrete on all

foundations below planned grade which would receive steel reinforcement.

Since the plans called for steel reinforcement in the area from Station

3+00 to Station 3+85, 34 feet downstream to 111 feet downstream, this area

was worked in conjunction with the wall foundation and was broken up into

four placements lettered A through D, each of which measured about 40-foot

square. The first of these, Placement A, which was located in the south-

eastern corner, was signed off on 30 June 1975. Placements B, C and D were

generally ready by the time Placement A was completed, but they were left

for awhile so that the carpenters and steel workers could work on the forms

for the 2-foot wall placement. The rock removed from these areas and, in

fact, all of Monoliths D-11 and D-12, had been very thin bedded (1± inch)

which made it susceptible to loosening. However, it was found that the

two or three layers upon which Placements A through D were founded were

durable and could be left alone for a long period without adverse affect.

After minor work, Placements B and C were placed on 11 July 1975 followed

by Placement D on 15 July 1975.
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During the first week of July 1975, the Contractor expressed concern

as to how far the same bedding plane for Monoliths D-If/D-12 foundation

would be used as the foundation for Monolith D-10 since a high ledge

"-"(3-foot to 4-foot) had been created in this monolith without any apparent

improvement. The Contractor was directed to clean off the area from

MonolithD-1 through Monolith D-10, and on 9 July 1975, the District and

Division Geologists inspected the exposed foundation surfaces. They con-

curred with the method and extent of treatment. Work continued on the

Monolith D-10 area and consisted mainly of rock removal with a hoe ram.

The amount of work in this area tapered off until 23 July 1975 when all

rock work ceased for a period of five days. By this time, it had been

decided by the Contractor to cover all foundations with concrete from the

on-site batch plant. Expecting to be able to make concrete by 1 August 1975,

work on the foundations in Monoliths D-11, D-12 (western part) and D-10

resumed on 28 July 1975. These areas, subject to a time limitation, were

signed off on 30 July 1975, but due to difficulties, only the southern

40 feet of foundation floor in Monolith D-II/D-12 were covered. The ledge

• 'in Monolith D-10 was ignored while foundation work was shifted to Monoliths

D-8 and D-9 from 31 July 1975 until 2 August 1975.

On 2 August 1975, treatment resumed on the ledge in Monolith D-10

primarily in the downstream area where both vertical and horizontal pre-

existing cracks had separated significantly. The ledge was taken back

beyond the vertical cracks and otherwise excavated until a satisfactory

degree of soundness was achieved. Concrete placement for Monolith D-1O

took place on 4 August 1975 followed by concrete placements for Monoliths

D-9 and D-II/D-12 (remaining portion) during the remainder of that week.
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Work in Monolith D-8 was intermittent from the end of July 1975 to the

early part of August 1975 with the Contractor assigning only a few men

during those shifts when the area was worked.

*, During this period, the foundation in Monolith D-8 was checked daily

by Corps' representatives and appeared to be fairly competent. This is

plausible since the overlying sandstone proved to be non-expansive, but

highly absorptive, while the underlying rock was very expansive. This

is assumed to have put the upper rocks under considerable stress.

On 11 August 1975, new tension cracks were noted on the upstream end of

the foundation floor in Monolith D-8. An exploratory pit was directed and,

during its excavation, the foundation bowed and ruptured along the northwest-

southeast trend. This rupture extended through the sandstone and into the

underlying thinly bedded unit. The hoe ram was brought back into the area

and started breaking and removing the affected rock.

During the morning of 13 August 1975, a meeting was held between the

Corps' project personnel and the Contractor's superintendent regarding the

possibility of placing the protective concrete slab in Monolith D-8 that

night. It was deemed feasible, but not by the start of the second shift.

The area was ready by 0400 hours and concrete was placed on 14 August 1975.

4. Powerhouse Foundation

The powerhouse foundation consisted of several foundation sections

which were designated individually by letter. Those foundation sections

within the erection bay were designated with the letter "E", those within

the pump back unit with the letter "P", and those within the kaplan unit

area with the letter "K". For purposes of this report, the narratives
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dealing with foundation treatment within the powerhouse limits are divided

into the following three areas: (1) powerhouse keyway (foundation

sections P-la, P-ic, K-la and K-lb); (2) upstream foundation sections;

" . and (3) downstream foundation sections. The location of individual

sections are shown on Plate No. 1.

(a) Powerhouse Keyway

The keyway foundation consisted of four sections (P-la, P-ic,

K-la and K-lb) which lie between dam axis Station 5+90, 30.75 feet downstream

to 70.25 feet downstream, and dam axis Station 7+60.75, 30.75 feet downstream

to 70.25 feet downstream. The foundations consisted of fine grain argillace-

ous, thin bedded limestone. The dip of the bedding was in a northerly direc-

tion and the rock was absorptive.

In general, the final foundation surfaces were planar with one or two

bedding planes forming the floor for each of the four concrete placements

which covered the keyway. Due to the dip of the rock, the final grade was

much lower in the northern end than in the southern end. The southern end

was also the only area where sandy rock was encountered. Cracks were

essentially absent except in the southern end (close to design grade) and the

northern end (where the presplit shot was drilled and loaded too deep).

Initial removal of loose rock in the keyway was performed intermittently

from the end of January 1975 through 22 February 1975. During the latter

part of this period, construction of a protective shelter over the southern

two-thirds of the keyway was nearly completed when the batch plant fire

occurred on 22 February 1975 terminating this work. Subsequent foundation

treatment did not resume until the last part of May 1975.
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(1) Section P-la

Foundation treatment started on 22 May 1975 and was

completed by 28 May 1975. Visual inspection of the foundation surface

during preliminary work showed many fractures associated with blast

hole patterns, but these died out with depth. Generally, the final

foundation followed a single bedding plane with the exception of treat-

ment in a single small dome area where a test excavation was made into

the structure which revealed a small sandy lense. The results of the

test excavation indicated further treatment could cause damage to the

surrounding competent rock while only marginally improving the foundation.

(2) Section P-lc

This section was founded on the same limestone bed as

P-la and is unique in that it had no significant features at all. Founda-

tion treatment began on 29 May 1975 and continued until the area was

covered with protective concrete on 3 June 1975.

(3) Section K-la

Final treatment of this foundation section began in

conjunction with work in Section P-lc on 2 June 1975 with concrete being

placed on 5 June 1975. The Contractor was able to "step up" to the next

bedding plane in this section since the foundation was free of defects.

(4) Section K-lb

Foundation treatment for this section involved extensive

excavation of a sandy/argillaceous limestone by the hoe ram. The final

foundation (first above the white porous sandstone encountered in the sump)

was signed off on the night of 9 June 1975 and was covered with concrete

on 10 June 1975.
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(b) Upstream Foundation Sections

(1) Section P-2a

Final work on this foundation section began in conjunction

with foundation treatment operations in P-2b and K-2b on 25 April 1975.

Final foundation approval was given on I May 1975 with the protective con-

crete being placed on 2 May 1975. There were no significant features or

problems encountered during final treatment.

(2) Section K-2a

The foundation for this section was plagued with both

natural and man-made problems from the time it was blasted until the pro-

tective slab was placed. Initial production blasts apparently rifled so the

area required reshooting. The holes drilled for the reshooting were smaller

diameter holes and were placed between the initial 3-inch holes. The result

was a floor showing the two well developed patterns of blast induced frac-

tures connecting the holes. In addition, there was a poor degree of control

on the depth of the holes and the placement of the charges as shown by the

floor being approximately 1 foot below grade and yet many of the holes were

still visible (mostly the 3-inch diameter holes). The area was worked

intermittently between 13 January 1975 and 29 January 1975 with the majority

of the work being accomplished during the period of 17 February 1975 through

20 February 1975. During this period (17 thru 20 February 1975), the pro-

tective plastic covering collapsed twice and the foundation was allowed to

be exposed to freezing. Since the El. 485 foot NGVD bench was allowed to

drain on this foundation and because the foundation had many small and

large depressions, this freezing had a profound, adverse affect on the

competency of the rock. The end result was that each time the area was

worked, a large amount of rock removal was required. Protective concrete

was placed in four placements over a period of time from 20 February 1975

through 16 June 1975.
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A major foundation feature was a deep excavation in the southern

part of this section which was bounded by a 1-foot by 2-foot ledge

composed of poorly bedded sandy limestone except for the top 3 inches

of the ledge. This upper bedding plane formed the final floor along the

western edge of the section. The majority of the floor was founded in

the lower sandy limestone material which was shattered by blasting.

(3) Section K-2b

The first protective concrete slab placed after the

batch plant fire (22 February 1975) was for foundation section K-2b on

30 April 1975. Due to its size and location between two monoliths having

protective concrete, treatment was rather easy and was done on an inter-

mittent basis from 23 April 1975 through 29 April 1975 when it was signed

off. The major problem with this monolith was the presence of a drain

from the El. 485 foot NGVD bench above the western extension which kept

the surface wet and caused significant ponding in the eastern portion.

The rock type was basically sandy limestone and, except in the lowest

areas, lacking any continuous bedding plane. One major crack ran east-

west along the northern portion, but was of little consequence. Generally,

the entire surface required some degree of treatment.

(4) Section E-2a

The foundation for this section was composed almost en-

tirely of poorly bedded sandy limestones/calcareous sandstones, except for

minor remnants of the thin bedded argillaceous limestone. The major feature

of the foundation was a joint set consisting of two prominent joints trav-

ersing the entire east-west dimension of the foundation section. This joint :.:.

set aligned with the major joint running through the north wall of the sump

and also aligned with a row of blast holes. The final surface of Section
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E-2a was rough and undulatory due to lack of bedding planes and blast

shatter affects. Most of the areas removed were of limited extent, many

being created and enclosed by Jack hammer distress marks. Shatter and

propagation cracks tied into joints in some areas and propagation cracks

between holes were common. The foundation was covered with a plastic

enclosure after the first of the year, but was exposed to many periods of

freeze-thaw cycles prior to that time. After its enclosure, it was heated

sporadically which contributed to the thawing of the foundation and then

refreezing when heat was again removed. The freeze-thaw action was aggre-

vated by water being allowed to pour onto the foundation from the El. 485

foot NGVD bench above. The plastic structure repeatedly collapsed due to

snows during January 1975 and February 1975. The structure was again heated

during the period 15 February and 16 February 1975 just prior to placing

the protective concrete on 18 February 1975.

(5) Section P-2c

Foundation treatment for Section P-2c principally occurred

from 8 May 1975 to 15 May 1975 with the protective concrete being placed

the following day. The final planar surface consisted of a series of beds

ranging in thickness from 0.2 foot to 0.5 foot which dipped in a northerly

direction (the rock which was removed eventually created a ledge of con-

siderable thickness by the time "stepping up" was achieved in foundation

section K-2c).

The foundation contained three major cracks or sets of cracks which had

a minor influence on the extent of treatment since all were tight and did

not require dental work. The treatment of the blast holes was limited in
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scope due to the amount of excavation in excess of the design grade.

Initially, the uppermost foundation layer was a thick sandstone (refer

treatment narrative for foundation section K-2c) in which both direc-

tions of the blast patterns and most of the holes could be seen. Once

this thick layer was removed during common excavation, only the major

east-west fractures remained. Few other problems arose since this rock

surface was easily worked with Jack hammers once the sandy cap rock was

removed. The remainder of the rock removed during final preparation was

thin bedded with well defined, continuous bedding planes. These layers

had a fine grained, dark, bedding plane with the majority of each bed

being light colored and arenaceous.

(6) Section P-2e

Final treatment of this foundation section began in conjunc-

tion with treatment operations for Sections Nos. P-2c and E-2b on 5 May 1975.

The section was signed off on 13 May 1975 with protective concrete being

placed on 14 May 1975. There were no significant features or problems

encountered during final preparation since the majority of drummy sounding

rock had been excavated along its eastern downstream permieter. Due to

this, the Contractor began the protective concrete placement on the western

(upstream) portion and placed toward the eastern end.

(7) Section K-2c

The protective slab for foundation section K-2c was placed

on 21 May 1975 and was one of the most difficult foundation sections to pre-

pare. The main difficulty was a high ledge of rock which had first been

encountered in foundation sections K-2a and P-2e. Due to the northerly dip ...

of the beds, the ledge had grown progressively higher as it was removed

entirely from Section P-2e. On 16 May 1975, the ledge was located in the
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southern end of the section and formed a triangle with the southern and

eastern section limits. At this time, the upper surface was deemed

drummy in the western part of the section and the bottom of the ledge was

"making water". Additionally, near the northeastern corner, there was a

deep crack running N320W which was rapidly draining any water available to

it. The decision was made to remove this area and try to save the eastern

portion which waE still sound. This work was successful with very little

extra rock having to be removed due to the excavation of the main mass.

When this excavation was completed, it was apparent that the blast-induced

fractures had completely penetrated the ledge rock and, with one minor

exception, had failed to cross the bedding plane between the dissimilar

rock types. The work in the upper surface was completed with relative

ease since it was spotty and invariably bounded by blast fractures which

eliminated much guesswork for the laborers.

This left the northern or upper part of the foundation in sandy lime-

stone with the lower floor on a thin bedded argillaceous limestone. Only

two fractures penetrated from the upper into the lower unit, both of which

were oriented east-west and were reduced to barely visible hairline frac-

tures in the lower floor.

(8) Section K-2d

This foundation section was worked, mostly in conjunction

with other powerhouse foundation sections, from 7 May 1975 thru 12 May 1975.

The majority of the rock was a sandy limestone with few exceptions. Blast

fractures and blast holes were of local importance with one major fracture

running roughly east-west in the northern one-third of the section.
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In the northeastern corner, a large block of rock had to be removed

and this work continued even while concrete placement was underway. The

block daylighted into the keyway and was founded on argillaceous limestone.

Although water was a constant problem, due in part to the choppy nature of

the floor, excavation problems were minimal.

(c) Downstream Foundation Sections

(1) Section E-2b

Although foundation treatment had been performed on this

area in 1974, it was of an areal nature and specific removal toward a final

foundation did not begin until about 1 May 1975. At this time, Section E-2b

was bounded on the north by several lifts of concrete (Monolith D-5/D-6) and

on the east and west by protective slabs of Sections E-2a, E-lc and E-2c.

Intensive treatment was performed from 1 May 1975 through 6 May 1975 with

protective concrete being placed on 7 May 1975.

The northern portion (Station 7+90 to Station 8+12) consisted of a flat

surface having a dark, fine grained bedding surface with the rock being quite

competent. The rest of the foundation was composed of the "sandy limestone"

which was thickly bedded. Locally discontinuous and irregular fine grained

laminea formed domes or depressions on a small scale.

Prior to final treatment, there were two areas below grade; one was

adjacent to the sump and which was created during the sump excavation, while

the second area was next to Section E-2a. The low area running along Section

E-2a was rectangular with its long axis running N35*W. Both the eastern edge

(in E-2b) and western edge (in E-2a) showed blast holes along the peripheries.

This condition, along with holes within the depression, indicated it to be an

area inadvertently loaded too deeply.
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(2) Section E-2c

The foundation of Section E-2c was worked approximately four

times, including preliminary work done during the latter part of 1974. Loose

rock was removed and steel mats were placed on 27 January 1975, but the founda-

tion was left unprotected. On 28 January 1975, the Contractor asked for a

determination of the soundness of lie rock and was informed that there were

significant areas of unsound rock which would have to be removed. After

receiving this information, the Contractor elected to finish placing the steel

mats which quite effectively reduced the access to the foundation to 1-foot

grids between the bars. On 3 February 1975, foundation work again started

(under a protective plastic shelter) and continued until 6 February 1975 when

the Contractor decided to cease treatment operations due to gradation problems

in the batch plant and the resultant lack of concrete. This area was heated

and protected from most of the snow which fell from 6 February 1975 through

12 February 1975. The Contractor resumed work on 12 February 1975 with final

approval being given at the end of the second shift and concrete being placed

on 13 February 1975.

Most of the rock in this area consisted of a thinly bedded limestone with

the beds varying in thickness from 1 inch to 2 inches. These beds covered a thick

bed of sandy limestone. The final surface was generally flat except for an

area in the center where some of the thin beds, just above the sandy limestone,

were in low domes and basins. Another sedimentary feature noted was the

presence of ripple marks in the uppermost layers, especially in the northern

quarter, which was initially sound.
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• .The major amount of foundation treatment occurred in those areas were

numerous blast holes were present. Generally, these areas were worked back

to a fracture which ran east-west between the northern one-third and the

central one-third of the foundation section. This fracture extended from

the eastern section limits at a point 9 feet from the northeast corner to

a point approximately 22 feet west and 8 feet from the northern section

limits where it died out. This fracture was in line with a row of blast

holes and had a few holes located in its boundary at both ends. The sur-

faces of the fracture were fresh and, in general, typical of a blast-induced

fracture. About 4 feet from the eastern section limits, a deep blast hole

was noted with extensive radial cracking and, at this point, the fracture

showed its greatest relief. This was the only area where the rock was broken

to the north of the fracture.

(3) Section P-2J

Initial foundation treatment was performed during the period

from late 1974 to early 1975. Intensive foundation preparation commenced on

3 June 1975 with the protective concrete slab being placed on 11 June 1975.

It was considered an "easy" foundation to prepare due to the presence of

large slabs in the southern end and a hard, thick, sandy bed in the northern

end. The only problem area seemed to be its western boundary with the keyway

where large blocks of rock bounded by parallel fractures were present.

The southern portion required the removal of a couple of argillaceous

layers approximately 6 inches each. These layers were worked back until

they intersected a long blast fracture. Additional rock was removed from

the southeastern corner where it joined Monolith SP-l since the bedding

planes had been exposed to ponded water.
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The biggest problem in the northern portion was the lack of a bedding

plane to work to and the presence of numerous blast holes and fractures.

Some problem areas were generated by Jack hammers loosening sound rock.

S . ." In general, the drummy areas were spotty, limited in size and normally

associated with blast holes.

(4) Section P-2m

Foundation section P-2m contained the entire spectrum of

lithologies present in the Louisiana Limestone from the brittle undulating

argillaceous limestone to the lighter colored, moderately to poorly cemented

sandstone. Jointing was not a problem since no natural joints were detected

and generally relatively few propagation blast fractures were present.

The foundation floor of Section P-2m was originally exposed in October 1974.

At this time, the Contractor discovered the rock was above maximum grade ele-

vation and worked the floor down to grade. At the conclusion of this excava-

tion, the area was left exposed to freeze-thaw cycles until it was protected

with plastic cover and heated after the steel mats were placed. Between

1 February 1975 and 14 February 1975, heat had been discontinued in Section

P-2m over one weekend and the floor again allowed to freeze. The freeze-thaw

cycles greatly contributed to the volume of rock removed. As in Section E-2c,

the Contractor elected to perform final foundation preparation after the

placement of the lower reinforcing steel mats (8-inch grids), consequently,

this practice increased the treatment duration. Protective concrete was

placed on 14 February 1975.
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(5) Section K-2g

Foundation section K-2g was exposed throughout the winter

of 1974-1975. Foundation treatment started in late spring 1975 with 6-inch

protective concrete placed on 2 June 1975. Treatment involved the removal !.,

of approximately 1 foot of drummy sounding rock. It was discovered shortly

after the commencement of treatment operations that the southern one-fifth

of the foundation floor was approximately 4 inches above grade. This area

was subsequently taken down to grade but the operation was restricted by the

presence of reinforcing steel protruding from foundation section P-2m. As

stated earlier, the resultant foundation floor was normally good after the

removal of the initial 1-foot of rock; however, the exceptions are noted

below. The foundation floor was a combination of thin, discontinuous,

laminated beds of limestone separated by shale/siltstone partings and more

sandy limestone with no apparent bedding being encountered during excavation.

Where the thin sandy unit surfaced, hammer marks were numerous due to the

lack of weak bedding planes to break to; however, they had little affect on

the soundness of the floor. Two extensive blast fractures were noted for

a distance of 5 feet to 7 feet off the southern extent of Section K-2g. Some

rock was lost in the southwest corner of the foundation apparently due to

these fractures. Otherwise, the rock was tight on either side of the cracks

but some dental work was required where they had opened. The other area of

rock loss due to blasting was in the northeast section corner which inter-

sected with Monolith TA-I. A large apparent joint was LiOted running east-

west through this foundation. Its origin as being blast induced was not

supported by observation. The joint was observed to be between two presplit

holes in the east wall and the draft tube keyway. The joint was 0.5 foot

south of a natural joint in the cap rock (foundation wall) which dies out

in a shale seam. It is felt that the joint in the K-2g foundation was an

extension of the joint in the above cap rock.
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(6) Section K-2h

The foundation for this section was exposed through the win-

ter of 1974-1975 with no protection from the weather. When foundation treat-

. -. ment began on 26 May 1975, approximately I foot of extremely drummy sounding

rock existed over the entire floor. After this rock was removed, a sound

foundation was obtained. The drummy rock consisted of a very thin silty

limestone (occasionally shaly) varying in thickness of 1 inch to 2 inches

with the remainder of the unit being a sandy limestone (homogenous). The

foundation was approved on the night shift of 29 May 1975 with the protective

concrete being placed on 30 May 1975.

(7) Section E-2d

This foundation was worked slightly in 1974 and some prepara-

tions were made in February 1975, but when the batch plant fire occurred on

22 February 1975, all work ceased. Due to the fire, placement sequences were

drastically altered to make allowance for the loss of site concrete and the

Contractor directed his work crews to the upstream powerhouse area. Work

resumed in Section E-2d on 17 May 1975 and continued until 22 May 1975 when

approval was given for concrete placement which took place on 23 May 1975.

When foundation treatment started on 17 May 1975, there were numerous

large areas where the beds (0.1 foot to 1 foot) of rock were extremely

drummy. Although underlain by a thick sandy unit, the working surface was

within the thinly bedded and undulating rock. It all areas except the northern

9± feet, and the southwestern corner, excavation to sound rock resulted in

the foundation being formed by a single undulating bedding plane. The northern

foundation area was founded on two bedding planes which overlaid the main sur-

face and was similar in nature but more planar. A small triangular excavation

in the southwestern corner carried through the main layer into the sandy lime-

stone exposed in the sump.
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Fractures were significant within this foundation section, especially

along the eastern edge formed by the deeper excavation of Monolith TA-l.

The numerous blast fractures which passed from Monolith TA-l foundation

wall into the foundation of Section E-2d and the lower elevation of the

floor of Monolith TA-l resulted in the necessity of removing rather large

blocks of rock from the edge. It should be noted that the final blast in

Monolith TA-I was loaded with twice the within accepted powder level;

however, in view of the nature of its foundation and those adjacent to

Monolith TA-l, it can only be concluded that most, if not all, of the

problems during excavation were a direct result of the overloading.

5. Downstream Walls

(a) Stilling Basin Wall

(1) Monoliths SB-I through SB-4

Monoliths SB-I through SB-4 are founded on the Hannibal

Shale at approximate El. 487.5 feet NGVD. Initial excavation was to within

1 foot of final foundation grade in October 1974. The Contractor started

foundation treatment operations in April 1975 and placed protective concrete

in Monoliths SB-l through SB-4 from 10 April 1975 through 21 April 1975. As

the foundation shale surfaces were exposed, they were treated, protected and

covered immediately. Extensive foundation treatment was performed under and

around the shotcrete protection, especially in the keyway.

(2) Monoliths SB-5 through SB-7

Foundation excavation for these monoliths began on

9 October 1974 with foundation treatment beginning in early November 1974

and the placement of all protective concrete being completed by

25 November 1974. Due to the expediency of excavation, the rock surfaces

were not subjected to any undue hardships; hence, no major treatment or

problems resulted.
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(b) Splitter Wall

(1) Monolith B-7

Due to the fact Monolith B-7 is located directly in front of

".. the splitter wall (from Station 5+60 to Station 5+90, Offset 110 feet

to 125 feet downstream), the foundation treatment performed on this

monolith will be discussed in this section.

The foundation of Monolith B-7 was shot to grade during the latter

part of September 1974 and the first part of October 1974. It was left

with a high relief bench in its northwest corner which consisted of a

sandy limestone with no prominent bedding. The bench had a thickness of

approximately 1.5 feet and topped out at El. 465 feet NGVD. Only a small

amount of unsound rock had to be removed from the perimeter of this bench.

The remainder of the floor was composed of thin bedded argillaceous lime-

stone and broke evenly along bedding planes. Generally, the dip of the beds

was very gentle toward the northwest corner. The lowest elevation encoun-

tered was El. 463.2± feet NGVD in the extreme northeast corner, whereas the

remaining major part of the floor was at an average elevation of approxi-

mately El. 464 feet NGVD. Overdrilled blast holes were noted in the lower,

southeast section of Monolith B-7 and along its eastern boundary, but blast

shatter and propagation fractures were not present even though the holes

ranged up to 0.6 foot in depth. The floor was exposed to freeze-thaw action

but this had little affect in the area. As a whole, the foundation was

quite sound with only a few minor areas of drummy rock being removed. The

foundation of Monolith B-7 was approved on 7 January 1975 with the protective

S -.... concrete being placed the same day.
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(2) Monoliths SP-1 and SP-2

The foundation for these two monoliths were worked on

numerous occasions in the latter part of 1974 and the beginning of 1975

with the majority of work being performed through reinforcing steel mats. *

Initial work had left a foundation surface composed primarily of two large

bedding planes which dipped in a northerly direction. However, after a

number of freeze-thaw cycles, it became apparent that the upper layers of

rock had become loosened. Additional cycles of intermittent treatment

exposed more beds and, thus, the Contractor decided to remove the reinforcing

steel prior to the final treatment in early June 1975 with the foundation

being signed off on 16 June 1975, but was not covered with protective con-

crete due to a lack of sufficient concrete. The foundations were flooded

by rain the same night (16 June 1975). Cleanup and labor problems prevented

protective concrete placement until 20 June 1975 and 24 June 1975. During

this time, the foundation was relatively untouched and well maintained.

The only adverse affects noted were the slight loosening of a 1-inch thick

layer in an area having approximately a 2.5-foot diameter and characterized

with Jack hammer pits.

Final exposure revealed that the foundation was composed of 4-inch to

8-inch beds of sandy limestone having well defined bedding planes marked by

dark argillaceous material. The northern end consisted of thicker bedded

sandy limestone while only in the southern end near the wall were there any

thin layers of siltstone. Consequently, the overall foundation surface was

planar with a uniform dip toward the north. In general, working practices

were satisfactory and at least during the final treatment, little damage

was done to the rock.
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(3) Monolith SP-3

The Louisiana Limestone in this monolith was exposed

at approximate El. 470 feet NGVD on 19 August 1974. The rock was sub-

sequently drilled and shot to grade (or below) in numerous separate

blasts from the period 19 August 1974 to the latter part of October 1974.

Preliminary cleanup of the foundation was performed on 31 October 1974

with minor amounts of unsound rock being removed through the steel re-

inforcing mats on 8 January 1975 and 9 January 1975. The foundation was

approved on 10 January 1975 with protective concrete being placed the

same day.

The foundation surface of Monolith SP-3 was largely composed of the

sandy, porous, coarse-grained limestone with a bed of the more coarse-

grained laminated limestone occupying the northern one-fourth to one-third

. of the floor. A number of beds was observed in the foundation floor which

dipped very gently to the west-northwest. A few overdrilled blast holes

were noted in the northern quadrant of the foundation, but these holes did

not damage the foundation.

No major problems were observed in the floor. One major joint or

possible blast propagation fracture was observed. All things considered,

the foundation of Monolith SP-3 at the time of protective concrete place-

ment was sound and in excellent condition for receiving concrete.

(4) Monoliths SP-4 through SP-6

Excavation of these foundations began on 1 July 1974

and continued intermittently through July 1974 and August 1974. The

-'. Contractor performed final foundation treatment and placed protective

concrete as the foundations were exposed and approved. Very little

treatment was required on the monolithic shale foundations with no major

problems being encountered.
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Final approval for approximately half of the foundation for Monolith

SP-6 was given on 30 July 1974 with the protective concrete being placed

on 31 July 1974. The remaining portion of the foundation for Monolith

SP-6 was approved on 1 August 1974 with the protective concrete being

placed the same day. The greater part of the foundation for Monolith SP-5

was signed off on 6 August 1974 along with placement of the protective con-

crete. The remaining foundation was approved concurrently with the place-

ment of protective concrete on 8 August 1974. The majority of the foundation

for Monolith SP-4 was approved on 16 August 1974 with protective concrete

being placed the same day. The remaining portion was approved and protective

concrete placed on 19 August 1974.

(c) Tailrace Wall

(1) Monolith TA-I

The initial limestone foundation for Monolith TA-I was

in poor condition. This was due to three factors: (1) the foundation was

exposed from September 1974 through May 1975 when foundation treatment

began; (2) the foundation was continually used as sump and (3) overloading

of blast holes. The combination of these factors required considerable

foundation treatment. The area of principal concern was in the center

two-thirds of the foundation where 2 feet to 3 feet of rock excavation

occurred due to blasting. There were also several joints which discharged

groundwater. These were subsequently sealed. Final approval for approxi-

mately two-thirds of the foundation was given on 27 June 1975 with protective

concrete placed the same day. The remaining portion of the foundation was

approved and convered with concrete on 10 July 1975.
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r (2) Monoliths TA-2 and TA-3

Foundation preparation for Monoliths TA-2 and TA-3

began on 29 October 1974 and continued through 5 November 1974 when

the foundation was approved. Protective concrete was placed the fol-

lowing day, 6 November 1974.

The majority of the rock was thin bedded limestones having little

or no dip. The only area where the thicker bedded sandy limestone was

encountered was in an area of overexcavation in the northeastern corner.

This area extended from dam axis Station 7+60 to Station 8+00± and was

approximately 8 feet wide with its long axis parallel to the centerline

200 feet downstream. It was within this area that numerous blast holes

occurred.

The major problem during foundation treatment was the presence of water

which entered along the eastern wall and ponded in areas such as the one

noted above. In the northern part of the monolith, water was entering

from a crack in the floor which ran along dam axis Station 7+96. In the

southern portion, water was entering from the keyway in Monoliths TA-4 and

TA-6, and to a much lesser extent, from a crack at the base of the eastern

wall at Station 7+35.5. Pipes were installed over the fractures to prevent

water from accumulating under the placement but control of the water during

foundation preparation was inadequate. Fortunately, there were no freezing

temperatures so a minimal amount of work was required on 5 November 1974

and a good foundation was obtained.
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V
(3) Monoliths TA-4 and TA-5

Monoliths TA-4 and TA-5 are founded on the Hannibal

Shale. Work progressed very rapidly on these monolithic foundations.

The Contractor excavated, treated and placed the protective concrete

in approximately one month (from 26 June 1975 to 29 July 1975). No

problems were encountered during these operations. It should be noted

that the north wall of Monolith TA-5 gave a slight indication of a small

shear zone in the shale just downstream of Monolith D-5/D-6.

(4) Monoliths TA-6 through TA-9

These monoliths are also shale founded. The Contractor

began excavation of all four foundations on 6 June 1974. Protective con-

crete for Monoliths TA-7, -8 and -9 was placed on 10 July 1974 and

11 July 1974. Monolith TA-6 received protective concrete on 27 July 1974

and 29 July 1974. No problems were encountered during the work performed.

Treatment was minimal with little rock having to be removed and few joints

treated.

6. Stilling Basin and Tailrace

(a) Stilling Basin

Foundation excavation for the stilling basin began on

27 April 1976 and was completed by 1 June 1976. Excavation was conducted

to within 6 inches of the final foundation surface by Luhr Bros., Inc.,

while Massman Construction Co. removed the remaining shale during founda-

tion treatment operations. Massman Construction Co. commenced foundation

treatment on 19 May 1976 with the first placement of 6-inch protective

concrete being placed on 1 June 1976. Each cycle of foundation treatment

was followed by protective concrete placement due to the 1-hour exposure

limitation for shale. The final placement of protective concrete occurred

on 9 July 1976. Very little treatment was required on the shale foundation

since no major problems were encountered.
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(b) Tailrace

Foundation excavation for the placement of the tailrace

pavement commenced in July 1977 with the Contractor (Luhr Bros., Inc.)

. - excavating to within 2 feet of final grade. The shale was left above

grade until 19 September 1977 at which time the Contractor resumed excava-

tion operations, and by the following day, an additional 18 inches of

shale had been removed. The final 6 inches of shale were removed by

Massman Construction Co. using a Gradall.

Foundation treatment began on 22 September 1977 and was completed by

17 November 1977. The amount of foundation preparation was greatly reduced

when the contract was modified to cover the foundation shale with 6 inches

of sand within one hour prior to concrete placement. The Contractor

generally prepared a relatively small (20-foot by 20-foot) portion of the

foundation at one time.

The shale was sound except around the perimenter. For approximately 3 feet

out from the shotcrete-covered excavations for the splitter wall, tailrace

wall and powerhouse, approximately 2 feet of shale were removed. The con-

crete placements began on 21 September 1977 with the final concrete being

placed by 22 November 1977.
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B. Embankment

1. Diversion Channel

An extensive foundation shale preparation for the earthen embank-

ment within the limits shown on Drawing No. 120/2 (pseudo-core) was con-

ducted from 11 September 1979 to 6 November 1979. The foundation work

started after the closure of the third-stage cofferdam and after the com-

pletion of all mucking operations within the diversion channel upstream

of the pseudo-core. The foundation work involved the removal of all highly

weathered shale, surface preparation, treatment of all open iron stained

joints and the placement of dental concrete or slush grout. The foundation

treatment was performed by Luhr Bros., Inc. (subcontractor) utilizing the

following equipment:

One (1) CAT 245 Backhoe

One (1) CAT 14G Motorgrader

One (1) Gardner-Denver 900 Air Compressor

One (1) John Deere Model 410 Rubber-tired Backhoe (end loader)

One (1) Allman Portable Light Plant

One (1) Electric Sump Pump

One (1) Gasoline-powered Hand Compactor

Assorted Small Tools (including Jack hammers, sledge hammers,

shovels, brooms, buckets, picks, rock hammers, wheelbarrows, bullhoses

and small air hoses)

The sequence of operations for all foundation work within the pseudo-

core can be chronologically divided into three sections: the diversion

channel, the left bank of the diversion channel and, lastly, the shale

bench adjacent to the limestone embankment IV:IH contact.

The first priority of work was the treatment of the Hannibal Shale

within the limits of the diversion channel from dam axis Station 15+00±pJ

to Station 17+00±. Work commenced in the extreme northwest corner of

63
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this section on 11 September 1979 with Luhr Bros., Inc., preparing an

area approximately 30-foot wide by 65-foot long. Upon completion of

all foundation treatment and the covering with an initial loose lift of

18 inches of impervious material, a second area to the east was excavated ...

and prepared. This sequence continued until the downstream limit of the

pseudo-core was reached. The Contractor could then move to the south of

the last prepared area and work in a westerly direction. In this manner,

after several passes back and forth, the shale was exposed, prepared and

covered with impervious fill until the tie in with the Phase I fill. The

Contractor finished the last area in the extreme southeast corner on

28 September 1979. During this period, Luhr Bros., Inc., labor personnel

worked two 10-hour shifts, six days per week. The two shifts allowed the

Contractor considerable flexibility as the night shift could initiate

foundation treatment in a new area or could complete all foundation treat-

ment so that the day shift could cover the final surface within the 12-hour

specification requirement. Occasionally, the Contractor would excavate an

area larger than the labor crew could prepare. In this case, the shale was

covered with impervious fill or weathered shale to prevent or reduce the

depth or dessication. The final shale surfaces were generally covered

within at least eight hours of first exposure and those areas left open for

more than eight hours required additional dental treatment.

The Contractor utilized a CAT 245 backhoe to strip the highly weathered

shale down to the top of firm shale. The backhoe generally worked in a

north-south direction so that all bucket grooves were parallel to the dam

axis centerline. The laborers would then use blow pipes to remove the

remaining rock fragments or the thin scale of shale due to dessication.
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The exposed shale surface was then sounded by a Government geologist

who painted the drummy areas to be removed, joints to be veed and over-

hangs to be eliminated. Laborers using Jack hammers, rock hammers,

sledges, picks and shovels then removed the appropriate rock and blew

down the surface again. Occasionally, the CAT 245 backhoe was used to

remove an overhang or a large block of shale which had been separated from

the rest of the shale mass by open joints and/or bedding plane partings.

The geologists then checked the surface again for final approval. If the

shale surface was not ready for approval, the process of sounding, painting,

excavating and blowing was repeated until a satisfactory final surface was

reached.

The surface was then mapped uisng either plane table and telescopic

alidade or transit and tape (refer Drawings Nos. 121/2 through 125/2).

Photographs were taken of the final surface and any unusual feature (refer

Volume 3, Section 3).

Shortly after the initiation of foundation preparation, the use of

the "bull" air hose was generally discontinued and small diameter blow

pipes and brooms were used to remove debris from the foundation in order

to reduce the degree of dessication.

Open or weathered joints were veed to a depth of four to five times

their width and backfilled with dental concrete or mortar grout (piable

mixture of concrete, sand, water and l%± expansive agent). Overhangs

that developed during dental excavation were eliminated either by further

excavation or tuckpointing with mortar grout. Depressions at joint inter-

*! sections with seeps were filled with concrete, whereas the depressions

generated from excavation of drummy rock were filled with hand compacted

impervious fill. Bedding plane seeps at the base of ledges (joint faces)

were tuckpointed. The Hannibal Shale in the diversion channel is a
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compaction shale normally bluish grey to greyish green when slightly to

moderately weathered. The formation is thin bedded with no appreciable

dip and highly jointed. Occasional fossil molds of brachiopods, horn

corals, pyritized cephalopods and nodules of pyrite and calcite varying

in diameter from 1/4 inch to I inch were found. The major (high angle,

850 to 900) and minor joint systems were well developed as evidenced by

their concentration and latitude as shown on Drawings Nos. 121/2 through

123/2. The mineral joint filling (1/20 inch to 1/2 inch in width) ranged

from calcite, pyrite to silica. In a number of cases, the joints were

found to be open or partially filled with either rust colored, yellow or

grey clay, oxidized pyrite or weathered calcite. Typically deep weathering

occurred at the intersection of major and minor joint systems which allowed

small seeps or springs to develop during dental excavation.

On 1 October 1979, after completion of the tie in to the Phase I fill,

Luhr Bros., Inc., began work on the left bank of the diversion channel.

The Contractor worked one 10-hour shift, six days per week during this

period. The area worked extended approximately from dam axis Station 17+00

to Station 18+00 (refer Drawings Nos. 124/2 and 125/2). Generally, a crew

of approximately six laborers performed the foundation preparation.

The Contractor utilized a CAT 245 backhoe to excavate the bulk of the

weathered incompetent shale. In several cases, a motorgrader was used to

strip the remainder of the weathered shale along the near vertical faces

down to firm shale. This practice eliminated unnecessary excavation. The

preparation and mapping procedure outlined earlier was followed. Due to

concentration of open (1/10 inch) closely spaced relief joints, slush grout .. "

was applied in order to seal these joints. A grout mix of 3:1 water/cement

ratio was applied and then the excess grout was broomed off.
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This section was previously the north bank of the diversion channel

excavated by the Phase I Contractor. Due to the steep slope and formation

jointing characteristics, the Contractor was forced to excavate the bank in

a series of steps which generated a series of benches and high angle slope

faces (generally 5 feet high). This practice allowed for the development

of an overall lV:IH slope. The degree of weathering and jointing necessitated

considerable shale removal which generated concern that the left abutment

concrete fillet would be undercut. Consequently, some variance from the

5-foot face limitation for embankment compaction was waived by SLD Founda-

tion personnel.

Embankment compaction against the high angle slope was performed

principally with a motorgrader, whereas in the diversion channel, the Caron

wheel roller was used. This change of procedure for compaction drastically

reduced the amount of hand compaction.

The lithology of the Hannibal Shale in this section was basically the

same as the diversion channel with a few exceptions. Fossil molds of crinoids

were found and the concentration of brachiopods was more abundant. An

essentially continuous I 1/2-inch thick bed consisting of pyrite, calcite

and silica was found at approximate El. 512 feet NGVD. The predominate

jointing in this area was stress-relief which created a cleavage-like

appearance in the shale. These joints were founded in essentially parallel

sets with a spacing of as little as 1 inch between joints. Common spacing

was 4 inches to 12 inches. These stress-relief joints varied from tight to

open and occasionally were filled with clay. Jointing in this area was also

more often associated with yellow to brown staining as the depth of primary

weathering varied from 4 feet to 6 feet deep (refer Drawings Nos. 121/2

through 123/2).
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The last section from approximate dam axis Station 18+00 to the

Hannibal-Chouteau contact was worked on a 10-hour per day shift, six

days per week. The preparation of this area was completed by

6 November 1979 when the last of the shale was covered with impervious

fill. The only appreciable difference in preparation of this shale was

the use of the motorgrader exclusively to blade off the incompetent shale.

Stress-relief jointing was also very prominent in this area and, as such,

was treated accordingly. As a last order of foundation treatment, any

drummy protective fillet slab concrete or concrete at the shale/limestone

contact was removed and replaced with mortar grout.

Due to the depth of primary weathering and the high concentration of

joint systems in each section, an approximate 300% overrun in shale

excavation occurred.

2. Left Abutment Basal Concrete Fillets

Foundation preparation for the left abutment basal concrete fillets

began on 27 July 1978 and was completed on 7 September 1978. The Contrac-

tor generally utilized a single 10-hour shift for foundation preparation

and protective concrete placements. The principal equipment utilized by

Massman Construction Co. during foundation preparation consisted of the

following:

One (1) Gardner-Denver 600 Air Compressor with Air Tools

One (1) CAT 14 Motorgrader

One (1) CAT 977 End Loader

One (1) CAT 980 End Loader

One (1) CAT 955 End Loader

One (1) Case 680 End Loader

Jack Hamers, Blow Pipes and Other Assorted Small Tools
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The procedure implemented by Massman Construction Co. concerning

foundation preparation for the basal fillets consisted of the removal

of the highly weathered Hannibal Shale in a downstream-upstream direction

by the use of a CAT 14 motorgrader so that foundation preparation could

precede the fillet forming operation. A foundation strip approximately

12-foot to 25-foot long and a width of one-half the vertical joint face was

excavated under the direction of a Government geologist using a Case 680

end loader and jack hammers to remove the remaining incompetent foundation

shale. The final surface would then be blown down, geologically mapped

and photographed (refer Volume 3 Photographs, Section 4 and Volume 4

Drawings Nos. 126/2 thru 129/2). Just prior to the placement of the

protective concrete, the surface would be blown down again. Generally, the

final surface was covered with protective concrete within the one-hour

specification limitation (refer Drawings Nos. 13/2 thru 133/2 for the location

of the basal fillets and comments on the orientation and spacing of the relief

joints within the fillets' foundation).

3. Left Abutment Cutoff Wall Foundation

Foundation preparation for the cutoff wall was done by Massman

Construction Co. from 11 August 1978 through 22 August 1978. The Contractor

used the same labor force and equipment for this operation that was used in

foundation preparation for the left abutment basal fillets.

The Contractor began foundation preparation at the rear of the cutoff

wall by excavating all drummy or fractured foundation shale as outlined by

a Government geologist from Station 20+00 to Station 19+87. The unsuitable

foundation shale was excavated by a Case 680 end loader and jack hammers.

When the Government geologist was satisfied with the foundation, the final

surface would then be blown down, geologically mapped and photographed,
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and covered with protective concret. (1-inch top size aggregate) within

one hour. The Contractor followed this same procedure as outlined above

for the remainder of the shale preparation within the cutoff wall. Due

to the bedding characteristic of the Hannibal Shale, most final surfaces

were uniform in elevation and free of joints (refer Drawing No. 136/2

for the final shale elevations and the location/orientation of the various

joints).

4. Left Abutment Contact Area

Foundation treatment of the left abutment embankment contact area

(Burlington and Chouteau Limestone Formations) began on 11 September 1980

and was completed during the 1983 construction season. The limits of the

foundation treatment are shown on Drawings Nos. 120/2 and 126/2 thru 130/2.

Foundation treatment was performed by Luhr Bros., Inc., by utilizing two

3-man crews with the appropriate equipment and, depending upon the time of

year, an 8-hour to 10-hour shift. The Contractor utilized the following

equipment for abutment treatment and rock removal:

One (1) CAT 245 Backhoe

One (1) CAT D9 Dozer

One (1) CAT D8 Dozer

One (1) CAT D6 Dozer

One (1) Euclid End Dump

One (1) CAT 988 End Loader

One (1) CAT 977 End Loader

One (1) CAT 951 End Loader

One (1) Terex End Dump 33-05

Three (3) Portable Light Plants

One (1) Grove Hydrocrane R/T

One (1) Gardner-Denver 900 cfm Air Compressor

One (1) John Deere Rubber-tired Backhoe

Assorted Small Hand Tools (including several air hammers, air chisels,

rock hammers, blow pipes and spades)
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Foundation treatment within the limits of the left abutment embank-

ment contact area was divided into two major areas. The first area was

all foundation rock within the confines of the core trench (pseudo-core)

and the second area was all foundation rock outside the limits of the

pseudo-core. The division of the embankment contact was based upon the

type and degree of foundation treatment required by the specifications.

The area within the pseudo-core received the most elaborate treatment

(foundation preparation, removal of all drummy rock, dental treatment

and joint treatment), whereas the area outside received principally

dental treatment. Due to the long exposure of the abutment face (since

1977), considerable rock removal was required to provide a competent

surface for embankment placement.

Generally, the Contractor's labor force performed foundation treatment

by working from upstream to downstream for a height of 5 feet. The founda-

tion treatment was supervised by a Government geologist. The final surface

was mapped and photographed, and all approved surfaces were covered with

embankment prior to the 7-day limitation in the specifications (refer

Photograph Volume No. 3, Section 4).

Foundation preparation of the abutment surface of the foundation rock

within the psuedo-core consisted of removal of all weathered, fractured,

loose or drummy-sounding rock, and the veeing of all joints, blast fractures

and weathered bedding planes to a depth four to five times their width. All

veed areas were subsequently backfilled by using a dry pack mortar grout

mixture or concrete. In addition, battered (I/2V:lH to IV:lH) concrete

fillets were placed to eliminate overhangs or to maintain the lV:IH abut-

ment slope where large amounts of rock had to be removed (refer Drawings

Nos. 131/2 thru 133/2 and Photograph Volume No. 3, Section 4 for location

and details).
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L
The treatment of the upstream foundation section consisted of the

removal of highly weathered, fractured, loose or drummy-sounding rock.

When the removal of rock was so extensive an overhang or vertical

face greater than 7 feet in height was created, battered (I/2V:lH to lV:IH)

concrete fillets were placed to maintain a lV:lH slope (refer Drawings

Nos. 131/2 thru 133/2 for locations). The veeing of open joints, cracks

and bedding planes to a depth of four to five times their width was also

performed with these areas being subsequently backfilled with a mortar grout

mixture or concrete. Foundation treatment in the far upstream reaches of

the left abutment and areas near (with 2± feet) the embankment template did

not receive as high a degree of treatment as the pseudo-core, but received,

in general, a greater degree of treatment than the downstream section of

the left abutment outside the pseudo-core.

Treatment of the Burlington and Chouteau Limestone Formations downstream

of the pseudo-core received the lowest degree of treatment because the rock

surface was covered with a 10-foot wide pervious blanket (refer Drawings

Nos. 107/2 and 108/2). Treatment consisted of the removal of detached rock

slabs, removal of extremely drumy-sounding rock, treatment of the overhangs

and the sealing of clay-filled joints and bedding planes by dental concrete.

The same method of foundation treatment for drummy rock, joints or fractures

and overhangs was followed as outlined in previous paragraphs. The criteria

for fillet placement was the presence of a 10-foot vertical rock face.

Foundation treatment performed on the Chouteau Limestone during the 1980

construction season was minimal. Work started on 11 September 1980 and

completed on 31 October 1980. Two problem areas were encountered which

required extension foundation excavation and dental treatment. The large

amount of excavation resulted in the placement of two battered concrete
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fillets (390 feet upstream, El. 567± feet NGVD and 20 feet upstream,

El. 575± feet NGVD) (refer Drawing No. 131/2). The final approved

limits for the 1980 construction season are shown on Plate No. 2.

* Foundation treatment for the 1981 construction season began on

7 April 1981 and continued intermittently until 20 October 1981. Luhr

Bros., Inc., began by removing up to 5 feet of impervious fill against

the left abutment embankment contact area due to frost damage and to

tie into the upper limits of the previously prepared surface. The

principal area of foundation treatment occurred between dam axis Station

18+35 and dam axis Station 18+40 at approximately 165 feet upstream due

to the presence of extremely drummy rock and the intersection of several

major joints. Foundation treatment resulted in the removal of approxi-

mately 5 feet of rock and the establishment of several benches. The

quality of rock improved only slightly with depth and concrete wedges were

placed around the perimeter of the benches to stop any potential seepage

through the bedding planes (refer Drawings Nos. 126/2 and 127/2 for loca-

tions). Between 23 July 1981 and 17 August 1981, all foundation work was

suspended due to the July flood.

The second period of foundation treatment for the 1981 construction

season began with the re-examination and treatment of the foundation rock

within the Embankment Protection Zone (EP) template (refer Section 10, Part

D). Since the EP was designed to control a flood of the July 1981 magnitude,

foundation treatment within the EP Zone paralleled that within the pseudo-

core. No major rock removal was required due to flood damage although much

of the dental tuckpointing and dry pack required removal with subsequent

backfill. By 15 September 1981, the Contractor had prepared the rock sur-

face to El. 590 feet NGVD (refer Photograph Volume No. 3, Section D for

examples of the final foundation surface within the EP). Luhr Bros., Inc.,

finished the 1981 construction season by treating the foundation surface
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upstream of the EP (from 450 feet upstream to 270 feet upstream) (refer

Plate No. 2 for the limits of final approved limits on the left abutment).

Foundation treatment for the 1982 construction season began in June 1982

and continued intermittently until 11 November 1982. The Contractor worked

the entire length of the abutment and raised the extreme upstream and down-

stream portions of the embankment up to finished main dam template. There

were several areas which required extensive foundation excavation within

psuedo-core and downstream of the pseudo-core (centerline to 225 feet down-

stream). The extensive excavation required the removal of large detached

limestone blocks by a CAT 245 backhoe and CAT D8 dozer in order to expose

and treat several clay-filled to open major joints. In addition, a continu-

ous battered concrete fillet was placed at Station 18+40 from 90 feet to

110 feet downstream at El. 585 feet NGVD in order to seal off several

major/minor joints and to eliminate an overhang.

A 4-inch diameter drill hole was encountered within the pseudo-core at

Station 18+52, Offset 65 feet downstream, El. 590 feet NGVD, which extended

to El. 555.5 feet NGVD. The drill hole was No. 638C drilled by Government

forces. It was backfilled using non-shrink grout poured down a 2-inch

diameter PVC pipe.

The final approved limits of the left abutment embankment contact area

for the 1982 construction season are shown on Plate No. 2.

During the 1983 construction season, foundation treatment on the left

abutment commenced in late April 1983 and was completed by 20 August 1983.

The Contractor's labor crews (under Government direction) prepared the

remaining portion of the left abutment/embankment contact zone, the cutoff
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trench and the right abutment water temperature control weir embank-

ment/rock contact. The Contractor shifted his labor crews between the

abutment face and the cutoff trench in order for foundation treatment

to be performed on a continual basis and to maximize fill placement

operations.

As described in earlier portions of this narrative, the same treat-

ment procedures for drummy rock, joints and overhangs were followed and

the degree was dictated by the location of rock defect. The area within

the limits of the pseudo-core received the maximum amount of treatment

(refer Drawing No. 120/2).

On the abutment face, there were several battered concrete fillets

(22.50 to 450) placed for the purpose of sealing the solutioned feature,

eliminating overhangs or vertical faces by extensive rock removal (refer

Drawings Nos. 131/2 thru 133/2). A typical example would be exposure

and treatment of the solution feature at Station 19+05, 50 feet upstream,

El. 628 feet NGVD. This joint was an extension of Cavity No. 5 which had

been backfilled and sealed off with concrete. The joint/cavities were

cleaned out to El. 623 feet NGVD and backfilled with dental concrete.

Foundation preparation and dental treatment within the limits of the

cutoff trench were performed up to El. 638 feet NGVD on the upstream and

downstream faces, and El. 640 feet NGVD on the rear face. Generally, the

downstream face was blown down using a blow pipe with very little, if any,

Jack hammering being performed due to its contact with the sand drainage

system. Treatment on the upstream face consisted principally of the removal

of the highly fractured chert with consideration given to the elevation

and the fact the chert seams did not improve significantly with depth.
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The floor received full dental treatment. Joints and drill holes,

regardless of their location, were cleaned out and backfilled with

dental concrete and grout, respectively. The exposure of a solutioned

major joint at Station 19+55 on the upstream and downstream faces re-

quired the placement of battered concrete fillets (refer Drawing

No. 132/2 for fillet locations and Drawing No. 129/2 for strike and dip

of the major/minor joint systems within the limits of the cutoff trench).

In order to prepare for closure in August 1983, the Contractor's labor

force prepared the right abutment limestone face within the limits of the

water temperature control weir contact. The limits of treatment ranged from

El. 552± feet NGVD to El. 565± feet NGVD for an approximate width of 30 feet

upstream and downstream of the water temperature control weir centerline

(refer Drawing No. 57/2 for general contact limits and photographs for the

general condition of the limestone face prior to and after foundation treatment).

Foundation treatment consisted of the removal of some very loose limestone

block and the cleaning of the rock surface with shovels and brooms. Only a

minimal amount of rock was excavated due to the interconnecting of the rock

block and the fact that the joints were clay filled. In addition, hand com-

paction was performed to ensure a good bond between the rock and earthen fill.
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APPENDIX

MEMO TO FILE

1. The purpose of this memo is to consider the factors which contributed to

the difficulty in obtaining a sound foundation in the Louisiana Limestone.

The prime considerations are as follows: (1) the various lithologies with-

in the Louisiana Limestone; (2) the sedimentary and structural features which had

a bearing on the excavation procedures; (3) the activities of the contractors

and (4) the natural forces which were acting on the foundations.

2. The Louisiana Limestone, as exposed in the excavation, may best be

divided into the following three distinct units: a thin upper lithographic

limestone unit and a lower unit comprised of a sequence of calcareous silt-

stones, limestones, dolomites and a sandy dolomitic limestone. The division

between these units was marked by a thin (3-inch to 8-inch) horizontal and

continuous layer of shale similar to the Hannibal Shale Formation. The

upper unit and shale were of limited importance since they formed part of

the foundation walls. However, this shale seam did affect the charge

distribution within the presplit and production shot for the first lift.

3. The upper unit is 2-foot to 3-foot thick and consists of a tan, homogenous,

aphanitic limestone (lithographic) which includes scattered pyrite cubes and

occasional inclusions of secondary crystaline calcite and dolomite. This

unit may be considered as one continuous horizontal bed of rock having the

appearance and brittleness of chert. Underlying the lithographic limestone

is a thin layer of shale which is dark grey in color, weathers easily, con-

tains rounded, black, cherty pebbles, pyrite and a few fossils. Occasional

stringers of this shale run up into the first unit for a short distance.
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4. Beneath this shale seam lies a series of beds varying in thickness

from 0.25-inch to a few feet thick. Generally, these beds range from

0.75 inch to 6 inches if fine grained, and 8 inches to 2 feet thick if they

are medium grained, e.g., limestones. Most of these beds are argillaceous

limestones and fine grained limestones, but other coarser grained and/or

less calcareous layers are fairly common, especially south of the powerhouse

sump. In the bottom half of the sump excavation, El. 455.0± NGVD, a nearly

white, porous calcareous sandstone was encountered, but it is thought to be

of limited extent since it was not shown in the exploratory logs and was not

encountered elsewhere in the excavation. It may be said that the foundation

forming rocks varied in color from very light grey to dark grey with the

majority being medium to dark grey. The sandy limestones are invariably

light grey, while the finer grained rocks owe their variation in color to

variable amounts of darker grains which usually occur in bands. Bedding

planes were generally marked by thin shale laminae between beds. This

feature is well shown in the cores of this limestone which also show the

uneven nature of the bedding; however, these are not unusually weak zones

as was shown by the integrity of the cores after considerable handling,

storage and direct shear tests performed. The interface between the shale

layer and the lower unit shows pitted and mineralogically darkened surface

indicating a hiatus which is consistent with the change in lithologies above

and below the shale seam.

5. The physical properties of the rock had a limited affect upon the exca-

vation procedure; however, they did have an affect upon blast design and

certain methods of hand excavation. Although the upper unit exhibits a

different response to blasting (a shattering due to its homogenous and
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brittle nature), it has little significance for excavation considerations.

The important feature is the bedding of the lower unit in which the founda-

tions are based and their response to shock waves, vibration and wedging action.

Its presence is an obvious advantage especially since its near horizontal state

provides for clean and even breakage with a minimum of effort and explosive.

The incorporation of the presence of these bedding planes into the blasting

design could have effectively eliminated the need for subdrilling. The

presence of these bedding planes facilities excavation with jack hammers since

the rock will break at the bedding planes. The only detrimental aspect of

this bedding is its susceptibility to water absorption and the wedging action

of ice if continually flooded and allowed to freeze.

6. Jointing within the limestone was conspicuously rare. Those joints

which were present were marked by coatings of calcite and pyrite and were

of minor structural importance. When the limestone was first exposed, two

preferred joint directions were noted with the most persistent joints oriented

N25 0-30OW with the second set striking perpendicular to these with lengths on

the order of 50 feet. Both sets were tight and can best be described as

hair line. These sets were highly localized with most of them occurring

between dam axis Station 6+00 and Station 8+00; furthermore, they were

restricted to the cap rock and did not continue into the underlying units.

7. When first exposed, the top of the Louisiana Limestone showed a very

slight anticlinal nature which had an axis trending N15*W, and a very gentle

plunge northward. Dips on the flanks and nose never exceeded one degree and

the structure was limited to Monoliths D-8, D-7 and draft tube keyway. The

remainder of the cap rock was essentially horizontal.
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8. The lower limestone unit (all rock below the cap rock and separated by

a thin shale bed) had its own structure which was unrelated to that of the

cap rock. The bedding in this unit dipped 10 to 70 toward the north in the

area of the upstream powerhouse. The only other dipping strata (north-

westerly 1 to 50) was located in the northwestern corner of Monolith D-1.

The reason the local features were considered sedimentary rather than

structural was shown by their flattening as they approached the upper lift.

9. Thus, the overall condition of the lower portion of the Louisiana Lime-

stone was conducive to obtaining sound foundations with a minimal amount of

effort. Structural problems inherent to the rock, such as open joints or

soft beds, were essentially non-existent as exhibited by the integrity of

the foundation rock cores after extended storage and visual examination of

the foundation areas themselves. The only physical properties of the rock

which were significant were their layered nature and absorption of water

which could not be considered unusual or different from core log descriptions.

10. The Contractor was responsible for the shot design and the sequence of

blasting. His standard blasting plan for the 2-foot and 3-foot production

lifts called for one cartridge of I 1/8-inch by 8-inch (40% Special Gelatin)

or I 1/4-inch by 8-inch (70% Red Arrow) placed at the bottom of the hole

with the remainder of the hole being backfilled with stemming. The Contractor

elected to use 3-inch diameter holes and to space the production holes between

2 feet and 3 feet. The main problem with the selection of the 3-inch diameter

holes and spacing was the continued rifling of the shots with resultant poor

breakage. Toward the end of their blasting operations, smaller drill bits

were used with slightly inclined holes which resulted in the elimination of

the rifled shots and better rock breakage.
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11. Basically, the Contractor used two methods of controlling hole depth

for blasting operations. The most precise method was the installation of

a string line which had been surveyed into the work area. From this, the

drillers would drill a prescribed distance stopping when a mark on the

drill steel matched the string. An alternate method was to cease drilling

when a mark on the steel reached the top of the rock. Problems occasionally

arose when it was intended that the drillers stop when their marked steel

reached a string line, but due to misunderstanding, lack of supervision,

etc., the drillers drilled until the mark reached the top of rock.

12. Final foundation treatment was divided into three phases. During the

initial phase of work when relatively large quantities of rock were to be

removed, a hydraulic ram mounted on the back of a tractor was used in con-

junction with large (50-pound) Jack hammers. The rock was then removed

with front end loaders. The foundation was cleaned by washing with high-

pressure water hoses.

13. The second phase involved the most time and required the largest crew.

Equipment included hand tools, Jack hammers (30-pound to 50-pound), high-

pressure air and/or water hoses and 5-foot pry bars. The pry bars were used for

sounding out "drummy" areas and removing layers under 2 inches thick while

Jack hammers were used for removing layers in excess of 2 inches thick.

Throughout this phase, the working areas were washed whenever debris in-

terferred with the workers. Loose rock was loaded into skips by hand and

removed by the "whirley" or other equipment. Once the foundation had most

of the "drummy" areas removed, then final cleanup was performed.

Sheet 5 of 6
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14. The last phase involved the cleaning of any walls, trimming of loose

parts of ledges of rock and removal of any loose or unsound rock found

during the final inspection. Any loose or unsound rock was generally

removed in pails. The foundation was washed, followed by air cleaning,

to remove puddles of water.

15. This sequence of operations proved to be quite effective when followed;

however, it was often interrupted between the second and final phase. Areas

which were allowed to freeze became loose with the amount of additional work

being generally proportional to the number of cycles of freezing and thawing.

J
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Photograph A depicting condition of rock before treatment is performed on
right abutment water temperature control weir embankment/rock contact.

Photograph B depicting condition of rock before treatment is performed on

right abutment water temperature control weir embankment/rock contact.
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Photograph C showing wheel rolling for compaction on rock/embankment
contact of water temperature control weir.
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Photograph D showing rolling of fill using sheepsfoot roller near
rock/empankment contact of water temperature control weir.
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SECTION 7

ROCK BOLTS AND STILLING BASIN ANCHORS

A. Rock Bolts

1. Introduction

The contract specifications for the rock bolt and rock anchor

program required the Contractor to perform a rock bolt and rock anchor

test program, to install and tension production bolts of varying

lengths, and to install rock anchors. The specified locations for the

pattern bolting and rock anchors are designated on Drawings Nos. 65/2

and 66/2 and Table No. 1 shows a comparison between 3timated quantities

and as installed quantities. The specifications required a rock bolt

and anchor test to assure that the Contractor's systems and installation

techniques satisfied the specified criteria. The entire program was con-

ducted by Luhr Bros., Inc. from October 1973 to June 1975. A complete

installation sequence for the production rock bolt/anchor required the

drilling of a boring to the specified depth, gaging of the hole diameter,

insertion of the resin cartridges, installation of the 1-inch diameter

bolt/anchor, installation of the bearing plate, bevel, flat washer,

hexagonal nut, and lastly the stressing of the bolt. Rock anchors were

not stressed. The purpose of the rock bolts was to compensate for unload-

ing and to prevent or minimize the development of relief jointing in the

limestone and shale. The rock anchors were used primarily to hold wire

mesh in place for shotcreting.

2. Rock Bolt and Rock Anchor Test Program

• -See Appendix A.
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3. Production Bolting

The Contractor began production bolting in October 1973 and

installed the last bolt by June 1975. The Contractor used a single

shift operation until April 1974, and a double shift operation for the

remaining period of time. Principal equipment used was as follows:

ATD 3100 A Gardner Denver Drill

AT 3700 Gardner Denver Drill

750 Gardner Denver Compressor

900 Gardner Denver Compressor

977 CAT Front End Loader

Inland-Ryerson Center Hole 50 Ton Hydraulic Jack

Simplex Forceback Centerhole Jack Model RC3025B

Maxi Light Plants

All rock bolts and rock anchors used were of hot rolled and proof

stretched alloy steel, with a rolled-in pattern of deformations for the

entire length, and referred to as a "Dywidag Bar". They were manufactured

by Inland-Ryerson Construction Products Company of Chicago, Illinois. See

Appendix A, Page 4, for characteristics of the "Dywidag Bar". The bars

were delivered in stock lengths and cut to the appropriate length in the

field.

The installation procedure for the rock bolts as determined by the

test program required the Contractor to drill a 1 and 7/8-inch diameter

hole to within the final 10 feet of the hole. Rock anchor holes were

1 and 3/8-inch in diameter for the entire length. The last 10 feet of

the hole (anchorage zone) were drilled by using a 1 and 3/8-inch drill

bit to help ensure a greater bond between the rock bolt and rock. The

hole was blown clean using a minimum of 50 psi compressed air.

7-2
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Generally, only those holes in the foundation walls or floors were

gaged for proper diameter. See Appendix A, Figures 5 and 6. The

Contractor next installed a sausage shaped fast set polyester resin

(set time 0-1 minute) manufactured by Celtite Inc. of Cleveland, Ohio,

into the anchorage zone of the hole. A slower setting polyester resin

(set time 2-30 minutes) was installed in the remainder of the hole. It

was found that wet drill holes did not affect the bond of the celtite

to rock, however, the celtite was very temperature sensitive, i.e., the

greater the temperature the faster the set of the celtite. Celtite was

generally used in place of grout, however, the only exception to this

was on the upstream and downstream walls in the right non-overflow

section (Monoliths D-13 thru D-16), where the anchorage zone was

celtited with the rest of the hole backfilled with non-shrink grout,

and on the upstream 1V:1H slope where a sinkhole was encountered. In

these areas the bolts were grouted. The resin cartridges consisted of

a reinforced polyester resin component together with its catalyst in a

single sausage shaped package isolated from each other by a reacted

interface (Apperndix A, Page 5). The 5 types of Celtite Resin used were:

1. 3212 HV 0001

2. 3212 MV 0510

3. 3512 HV 0001

4. 3512 MV 0204

5. 4012 HV 1530

The bolt or anchor was then placed into the drill and spun into the

hole at a minimum of 40 rpm as recommended by the Celtitie representative.

7-3
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The bolt was spun in order to mix the catalyst agent and polyester resin

in the celtite package. The bearing plate, bevel, flat washers and hexagonal

nut were then placed on the bolt or anchor. Due to the low compression

strength of the shale, a 14-inch by 14-inch by 1/2-inch hearing plate was

used, whereas a 5-inch by 7-inch by 1/2-inch plate was used in the lime-

stone. The bolts were then stressed with a 50-ton center hole Jack (refer

Photographs I and J). In stressing, the hydraulic ram and gages were

checked regularly with a Terrametric Load Cell which was calibrated on

a regular basis in the concrete lab on the compression testing machine.

Bolts were actually overstressed to approximately 35,000 pounds to ensure

at least a 25,000-pound load transfer onto the bolt. The procedure for

stressing was as follows:

1. Apply a load of 35,000 pounds on gage

2. Use a wrench to tighten hexagonal nut until 5,000 pounds

to 10,000 pounds were removed from the gage reading

3. Release load

It should be noted that very few of the bolts failed the load trans-

fer.

Rock bolts and anchors were installed in the pattern bolting design

area in the proper lengths and sequence as the rock excavation progressed

on the right abutment IV:lH slope and within the perimeter of the concrete

structure with two exceptions (refer Drawings Nos. 67/2 thru 86/2 for as-

installed locations of bolts and anchors). The length of the bolts in

Monolith D-15 was increased from 15 feet - 20 feet to 20 feet - 25 feet

so as to have a 10-foot anchorage zone in the shale. The rock bolts

installed in the upstream and downstream faces of the right abutment

monoliths were horizontal instead of at a 10' angle below horizontal

to avoid intersecting rock bolts installed on the IV:lH slope 40 feet
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upstream and downstream from the outside corners of the monoliths, and

avert those rock bolts installed on the upper back face of the next lower

monolith. Additional rock bolts were required to be installed in

Monolith D-14 due to the presence of parallel joints which highly frac-

tured the foundation of the monolith. The rock bolts were installed in

an attempt to close the joints prior to the protective slab placement.

Additional rock bolts and anchors were installed outside the limits

of the pattern design area due to the presence of solution features and

extreme fracturing/jointing. The bolts installed on the upstream portion

of the right abutment (directly upstream of Monolith D-17, El. 640 feet

NGVD to El. 625 feet NGVD) were to stabilize the rock adjacent to the

sinkhole, whereas bolts installed on the downstream abutment lV:lH face

pinned large loose limestone blocks.

On the upstream right abutment slope, open joints trending N70E were

encountered in front of the above-mentioned sink. Both rock bolting and

grouting of the voids were necessary in this area for slope stability.

The objective of grouting rock bolts instead of using celtite was to grout

the bolt instead of the foundation. After grouting several of the bolts,

the Contractor was allowed to use the celtite resin in the holes. The

bolts were generally not stressed. It was felt that the stressing of the

bolts could initiate movement and precipitate a slope failure. The bolts

installed on the downstream portion of the right abutment IV:lH slope

primarily acted as dowels to hold the limestone blocks in place (refer

Drawing No. 67/2 for exact locations and details).

7-5
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ROCK BOLTS AND ROCK ANCHORS

COMPARISON OF BID QUANTITIES TO FINAL QUANTITIES

" Bid Items Bid Quantities Final Quantities

1. 15 Foot Rock Bolts
A. First 25 Bolts 25 25

B. All Over 25 Bolts 15 17

2. 20 Foot Rock Bolts
A. First 70 Bolts 70 70

B. All Over 70 Bolts 15 360

3. 25 Foot Rock Bolts
A. First 140 Bolts 140 140

B. All Over 140 Bolts 45 224

4. 30 Foot Rock Bolts
A. First 195 Bolts 195 195
B. All Over 195 Bolts 60 185

5. 35 Foot Rock Bolts
A. First 200 Bolts 200 200
B. All Over 200 Bolts 60 62

6. 40 Foot Rock Bolts
A. First 100 Bolts 100 100
B. All Over 100 Bolts 30 24

7. 4 Foot Rock Anchor
A. First 1,800 Anchors 1,800 1,068
B. All Over 1,800 Anchors 0 0

8. 8 Foot Anchors
A. First 600 Anchors 600 600
B. All Over 600 Anchors 200 1,008

9. 12 Foot Anchor
A. First 300 Anchors 300 300
B. All Over 300 Anchors 300 970

10. Testing Rock Anchors
A. First 25 Tests 25 25
B. All Over 25 Tests 25 1

TABLE NO. 1
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Stressing rock bolt with a 50-ton stressing jack thru back wall of Monolith D-13.
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PREFACE

This report describes Contractor field tests of a rockbolting
system utilizing continuously threaded bars anchored and
grouted with polyester resins. As demonstrated at the
Clarence Cannon project in both the tests and subsequent
production work, the system is effective, economic, and
simple to install. It was successfully tested and used in
both limestone and shale formations.

The purpose of this report is to give dissemination to
information concerning thread bar/resin rockbolting applica-
tions. The trade names used in the report for the resin and
bars (i.e., "Celtite" and "Dywidag") refer to products
actually used in the work, and does not imply endorsement of
these over any competitive resins or thread bars.

The successful rockbolt and rock anchor tests and the
accurate data records of the tests are the result of
cooperative efforts of Contractor personnel, manufacturer's
representatives, and Corps of Engineers personnel from

* St. Louis District, Lower Mississippi Valley, and Missouri
* River Divisions, and the Office of the Chief of Engineers.

Massman Construction Company is the prime contractor on the
job, and Luhr Brothers, Inc., are subcontractors for the
rockbolting work. Mr. Gary N. Greenfield of Celtite, Inc.,
and Mr. Eugene A. Lamberson of Inland-Ryerson Construction
Products Company furnished useful technical advice and
assistance concerning their products.
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I. SUMMARY.

Extensive use is being made of rockbolts and anchors at
the Clarence Cannon Project in both limestone and weak
shale formations. Difficulty was experienced in obtaining
sufficient anchorage for required prestressing during
preconstruction rockbolt testing in the Hannibal shale
formation. The problems in that test program were
evaluated as resulting from installation and drilling
techniques in the case of grouted anchors and from
insufficient strength of the shale in the case of mechani-
cal anchors. A few 4-foot anchors were later installed
encapsulated in polyester resin. This type of anchorage
seemed to be promising; however, due to the insufficient
amount of testing, rockbolt performance was sp ecified
rather than an end product. The Contractor elected to use
"pywidag" thread bars anchored and grouted with polyester
resins. The system formed by the combined use of these
two products exceeded design requirements by a wide margin.
The test program provided a large amount of useful data
which revealed the system to be simple, econocical,
versatile, and effective.

"- K

I. INTRODUCTION.

Limited rockbolt testing at the Cannon damsite prior to
preparing plans and specifications for the main dam indi-
cated that as much as 10 feet of bonded anchorage might be
necessary in the Hannibal shale to assure sufficient
anchorage for stressing the bolts. Prestressed pattern
bolts are designed to reinforce this weak formation in the
right abutment where vertical shale cuts and oversteepening
of the abutment are necessary to accommodate the structures.
Exploration and foundation investigations revealed the
shale to be an air-sensitive, compaction shal.=., essentially
unjointed except in the valley and near the abutment
slopes, where extensive valley relief jointing is apparent.
Horizontal borings into the abutment encountered numerous
high angle joints parallel to and dipping toward the
valley for about 25 feet. The shale was practically
unjointed after the first 25 feet.

The prestressed pattern bolts are anchored, stressed,
and fully grouted. Bolting is required from the top of
the cut after each lift of excavation to compensate for
the excavated material and to minimize the development of

-" relief jointing. Unstressed anchors, or dowels, are used
on high angle shale slopes in the valley, which exhibit
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well developed relief jointing. The :hale is temporarily
protected from drying out prior to installation of rock-
bolts by spray applied bituminous material, and after the
bolt or anchor installations by a 6-inch layer of shotcrete.

Rockbolts are also utilized in the right abutment for
slope stability in the jointed Chouteau and Burlington
limestone formations. Both prestressed bolts and unstressed
dowels or anchors are used in the limestone, depending upon
geologic conditions.

Since insufficient testing was completed prior to the
preparation of plans and specifications for the main dam,
performance was specified rather than particular rockbolting
systems. A test program for rockbolts and anchors was
specified in the contract to assure the Contractor's systems
and installation techniques produced the required end
results. The rockbolt and anchor systems which were tested
and approved for production work consist of continuous
thread bars (trade name "Dywidag"), anchored and grouted
with polyester resin (trade name "Celtite"). Deformations

K of the Dywidag bar form threads over the entire length of
bar. By installing fast-set resin in the bottom of the

" - hole and slow-set resin in the remaining portion of the
hole,' a rockbolt can be installed, stressed, and fully
grouted (with resin) in one operation. Stressing is accom-
plished after the fast resin sets but before the slow resin
sets. The tests were conducted in both limest',ie and in
some of the weakest shale at the damsite, i.e., a weathered,
jointed valley section (FIG. 1 & 2). Results were very good,
and a stronger than designed system was demonstrated. A
total of 22 tests was conducted: four in limestone and 18
in shale.

Provisions were made to vary the system in badly
jointed or cavernous limestone and in installations which
are to be stressed and grouted at a later date. In these
installations, anchorage is achieved in sound rock using
the resin, but the remainder of the hole is grouted with
cement grout after stressing. Cement grouting of the
pattern bolts which are inclined downward 100 is accom-
plished through a " tube extended to the anchorage zone.
The hole is drilled or reamed to a 3-inch diameter in the
portion which is grouted with cement grout.

2



-FIGURE 1. SHALE TEST SECT10N

FIGURE 2. CLOSEUP OF HANNIBAL

* SHALE AT TEST STATION
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III. PURPOSE.

The purpose of this report is to disseminate
- information to other Corps of Engineers offices on the

* - rockbolting system used at Clarence Cannon Dam. The system
holds considerable promise for wide application in the
rockbolting field. It is hoped that the information
included in this report will be useful as a guide for
designing rockbolt and anchor systems for other projects.
The "Dywidag"/"Celtite" system has proved to be economic,
simple, and effective. It may be adapted to many rockbolt-
ing situations with possible cost savings.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS - ROCKBOLT AND ANCHOR SYSTEMS.

A. "Dywidas" Bar. The Dywidag thread bars are
specially produced tendons developed for post tensioning
applications. They are hot-rolled and proof stretched
alloy steel, conforming to ASTM A-322 and ASTM A-29, with
a rolled-in pattern of deformations along the entire
length. These deformations serve as threads, permitting
anchorage, coupling, or stressing hardware to be screwed
onto the bar at any desired point without end preparation.
Bar deformations are designed to give strong mechanical
bond with surrounding grout or concrete. The bars are
available either cut to length to meet specific job require-
ments or in stock lengths to be field cut. Stock lengths
of No. 8 bars are used for all rockbolt and anchor require-
ments at the Cannon project. Characteristics of this bar
are as follows:

Diameter 1.000 inch

Ultimate strength 150 ksi

Allowable stresses
Ultimate 127.8 Kips
Temporary 102.2 Kips
Lock off 89.5 Kips
Maximum Effective 76.7 Kips

2
Cross sectional area 0.852 in.
Weight 2.960 lbs/ft

.._Elongation/100' at 102 Kips 4-7/8 inches

Young' s modulus 29.5x106 psi

4
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B. Bearing Plates and Nuts. A special nut designed
for use with the thread bar has a conical seat and slotted
construction to assure accurate centering and extra clamp-
ing action on the bar. Initially, bearing plates used at

* ' the Cannon project were 5" x 7" x 1 " for limestone and
8x 8"x 1" for shale. Because of the low strength of the
shale, a 14"x 14" x " bearing plate is presently required
in the shale.

C. "Celtite" Resin. The resin cartridges consist of
a reinforced polyester resin component together with its
catalyst in a single sausage shaped package (FIG. 3)
isolated from each other by a reacted interface. The
cartridges come in a variety of sizes to fit different
sized holes. Setting times can also be varied; and by
using cartridges with different setting times, an installa-
tion can be anchored with resin and fully grouted with
resin in one continuous operation. If required, stressing
can be accomplished after the fast resin sets up but before
the slow resin sets up. Setting times are based on a
temperature of about 700F. They vary with temperature, and
are substantially slower at extreme cold temperatures; how-
ever, the relative time differences between fast and slow
resins remain the same. The resin manufacturer's repre-
sentative should be consulted concerning setting times for
use in extremely cold weather. Care is recommended during
hot weather to avoid exposing resin or bars to direct sun,
since high temperatures would accelerate setting times.
Properties of the cured "Celtite" resin include the
following:

Unconfined compressive strength: 16,000 psi
Shear strength: 7,500 psi
Tensile strength: 2,500 psi
Young's modulus 0.3844 xlOfsi

Resin rockbolt and anchor systems are reported to compare
favorably with mechanical or cement grout systems in regard
to resistance to weathering, aging, vibration, shrinkage,
and creep.

D5
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:-. V. TEST EQUIPMENT.

Equipment used in the testing included center-hole,
hydraulic jacks with hand and electrically operated pumps,
jack chairs, wrench with 4-foot cheater bar for load
transfer, "Terrametric" load cells and readout box, Ohio
Brass Company, 40-foot hole gage (1 " to 1-5/8"), Ohio Brass
Company, 36-foot hole gage (1-5/8" to 2 "), 3-inch travel
extensometer dial gages, air-track drills, and special
spin-in equipment mounted on an articulated end loader for
installing long bolts. See FIGURES 4-22 for photographs of
rockbolt installation and test equipment.
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VI. GEOLOGY AND ROCK PROPERTIES.

A. General Geology.. The site of the Clarence Cannon Dam
is at Mile 63.0 on the Salt River in northeastern Missouri,

*" approximately 20 miles southwest of Hannibal, Missouri. The
Clarence Cannon Dam and Reservoir Project is located in the

*Dissected Till Plains Section of the Central Lowland Physio-
graphic Province. The damsite is in a glaciated, maturely
eroded plain, preserving only occasional remnants of the
original glacial features. Glacial features significant to
the project design include a till-filled saddle in the left
abutment upland and a buried channel in the valley beneath
the embankment section of the main dam. The channel was
scoured through some 50 feet of shale to the underlying lime-
stone. Fill in the buried channel consisted of sands and
gravels with large boulders at the bottom. Side slopes in
the shale were nearly vertical. Paleozoic rocks underlie the
project area, varying in age from Ordovician to Pennsylvanian
with the Ordovician rocks exposed in the lower reaches of the
Salt River. They are overlain by Siluvian or Devonian forma-
tions and at the damsite by unassigned Mississippian-Devonian
rocks. Mississippian formations crop out extensively in the
reservoir area and at the damsite. Sinks filled with Pennsyl-
vanian sediments and Pennsylvanian outliers of clay, shale,
sandstone, and coal are found on the uplands. The Lincoln
Fold is the nearest major structure to the project and lies
a short distance to the southeast. The effects of this north-
ward plunging anticline on rocks at the damsite is slight,
and the bedding is practically horizontal. No faults are
known in the immediate area and joint patterns are fairly well
defined in the formations at the damsite. The pattern most
significant to the rockbolt design is the valley relief system
which is well developed in the valley shale but rapidly dis-
appears about 25 feet into the right abutment where loading
has not been relieved.

B. Stratigraphy and Lithology.

1. General. The stratigraphic succession of bedrock
formations at the damsite in descending order are the Mississipian
Burlington and Chouteau limestones, Hannibal shale and Louisiana
limestone. Pennsylvanian sandstone boulders occur as float on
the uplands of the right abutment and Pennsylvanian sediments
occur in filled sinks in the Burlington and Chouteau formations.
Upland soils are a mixutre of Pennsylvanian or Mississippian
residual materials and thin glacial deposits. At the damsite,
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a thin topsoil layer of silt and clay overl a considerable
thickness of residual chert which lies upor anc grades intoI the Burlington limestone. Valley soils are comprised of

* .channel fill and sand, talus, colluvial and alluvial flood
plain deposits.

2. Burlington-Chouteau Limestone. The youngest and

highest bedrock formations exposed at the damsite are the
Missisdippian Burlington and Chouteau limestones. The upper
section of the Burlington is a coarsely crystalline, cherty
limestone with the chert occurring in nodular form and in
beds ranging in thickness from 0.2 to 0.9 foot. The lower
zone consists of some 20 feet of massively-bedded, very
coarsely crystalline, chert-free limestone. A maximum of
85 feet of the Burlington is exposed, and the contact with
the underlying Chouteau Formation occurs at approximate ele-
vation 600. Thin-bedded (0.1 to 0.5 foot), gray limestones
that weather to an earthy texture characterize the approxi-
mately 50 feet of Chouteau exposed at the damsite. Consid-
erably less chert occurs in the Chouteau than in the Burling-
ton, but a varied amount of argillaceous material is present
in the matrix and on bedding planes. The contact with the

*underlying Hannibal occurs at approximate elevation 550.

3. Hannibal Shale. At the damsite, the general
thickness of the Hannibal shale is 80-85 feet. It is a dark,
moderately hard, sublaminated shale, containing some siltstone
lenses and numerous pyrite concretions. The siltstone layers
are slightly calcareous and are less air-sensitive than the
shale mass. Zones of the shale are extremely sensitive, and
will begin to crack within 30 minutes of air exposure and com-
pletely crumble when desicated, or will disassociate upon
immersion in water. The contact with the underlying Louisiana
occurs at approximate elevation 470. Underlying the alluvial
deposits of the flood plain, the Hannibal shale has been wea-
thered to a depth of from 3 to 8 feet, and has physical prop-
erties resembling those of a medium clay (CL). There is a
gradual transition into the firm shale, and the weathered sec-
tion frequently contains fragments of unweathered shale.

4. Louisiana Limestone. Approximately 70 feet of
Louisiana limestone unconformably underlies the Hannibal shale
at the damsite. Here it may be divided into three localized
zones: the upper limestone, the dolomitic zone, and the lower
limestone. The upper limestone is a light gray, moderately hard
rock, about 3 feet in thickness containing a rather persistent
shale layer at its base. The dolomite, of varying magnesium
carbonate content, ranges from undulating thin beds to thick beds

18



if hard dolomite. Much of the dolomite is sandy textured and
contains up to 25 percent quartz sand. The lower limestone,

which constitutes the majority of the formation, is a very
light gray, fine-grained limestone, medium to massively bedded.

C. Engineering Properties of Rock Formations - Design
Assumptions.

1. Burlington-Chouteau Formations.

2 1 a. Engineering Properties. Although the Burling-
* I ton and Chouteau limestones differ considerably in many of their

geologic properties, their engineering behavior is sufficiently
strong as to present no problems, in bearing capacity or sliding

- stability, to monoliths founded upon them. During early design
studies, some concern was expressed over the possibility of
sliding failure occurring along the argillaceous or shalY zones
within the Chouteau Formation. A sufficient number of tests
were performed to conclude that these shaly zones do not, in
fact, constitute planes of significant weakness within the forma-

-. I tion. Joints and fractures constitute the principal zones of
weakness in these formations.

b. Design Assumptions.

Property Burlington Fm. Chouteau Fm.

Unit weight 151 pcf 15R pcf
Modulus of elasticity 6.6x10 psi 3.6xi0 psi
Unconfined compressive strength 9,500 psi 9,500 psi

Shear Strength:

Peak c = 16.2 TSF c = 16.2 TSF
= 450 = 450

Residual c = 3.0 TSF c = 3.0 TSF
0 450 = 450

Concrete-Rock c = 16.2 TSF c = 16.2 TSF
= 450 = 450

2. Hannibal Shale.

a. Engineering Properties. The single, most critical
. factor in the design of Clarence Cannon Dam has been the Hannibal

• -. .- shale. In addition to its low strength, the air-sensitivity of the
shale and the existence of soft zones within it have exercised pro-
found influence on the design of the dam. The air-sensitivity of

19
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this shale varies widely within the limits of the project area.
Several studies have been made in an attempt to recognize some
system in the occurrence of this phenomenon, but no clear pattern
has emerged. Isolated samples of shale have disintegrated com-
pletely after one cycle of wetting and drying, while others are
relatively inert to moisture fluctuations. Fractures occur in
the valley shale at almost all angles with the majority of frac-
tures occurring at angles of more than 45 degrees from the hori-
zontal. The fractures are frequently filled with calcite . In
the abutments, fractures are most common only in the upper 5 to
10 feet of the shale, and are scarce in the remainder of the
formation. Several studies have been made in attempts to cor-
relate soft zones within the Hannibal shale. Three distinct
zones of soft shale can be detected. The first occurs at the
top of rock, and is synonymous with the weathered shale zone
in the valley. In the abutments, a second zone of softening
occurs near the Chouteau-Hannibal contact, and is apparently
caused by ground water migration occurring at the contact; this
zone is limited to the area near the abutment face. The third
zone occurs in the lowest 10 feet of the shale, and is apparently
a reflection of both original lithology and subsequent weathering.
In the valley, the shales have been softened by water migrating
within the upper 5 feet of the Louisiana Formation. In the valley,
shales in the lower 10 feet have compressive strengths as low as
140 psi. The shales in the abutments have been more protected.
The upper shales in the abutment have compressive strengths around
1,000 psi, while the lower shales fracture at approximately 600
psi. No other persistent zones of soft shale have been detected.

b. Design Assumptions.

Unit weight: 150 pcf

Modulus of elasticity:

Abutment: 200,000 psi
Valley: 27,000 psi

Unconfined compressive strength: 140 psi

Shear strength:

Peak Undrained: c = 4.5 TSF, 0 = 260
Residual Undrained: c = 1.6 TSF, 0 = 200
Peak Drained: c = 1.4 TSF, 0 = 190
Residual Drained: c = 0.0, 0 = 190
Concrete-Shale: c = 0.0, 0 = 190
Anchor Grout-Shale: c = 2.25 TSF

20
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3. Louisiana Limestone.

a. Engineering Properties. Laboratory testing has
indicated that the Louisiana Formation is a competent foundation
member and that the numerous shale partings, being extremely

2- "irregular, do not constitute any real plane of weakness within the
formation. However, near the top of the formation a persistent
zone of shale or sha] y limestone occurs which varies sufficiently
in its properties as to cause some concern. Limited testing indi-
cated this shale zone is relatively sound. Although the Louisiana
Formation is highly solutioned in other areas, there is little evi-
dence of solution, even along fractures, at the damsite.

b. Design Assumptions.

Unit weight: 155 pcf

Unconfined compressive strength: 9,500 psi

Modulus of elasticity: 3.0x106 psi

Shear strength:

• ". Peak: c - 16.2 TSF, 0 = 450
Concrete to rock: c = 16.2 TSF, 0 = 450
Residual: c = 3.0 TSF, 0 = 450
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VII. DESCRIPTION OF ROCK REINFORCEMENT AN' ?ROTECTIVE MEASURES.

The main structures of the Clarence Cannon Dam will consist

of an embanlnent section tying the left abutment to the concrete

dam, and the concrete dam consisting of a left non-overflow section,

powerhouse section, spillway section, and right non-overflow sec-

tion. Concrete retaining/training walls will be provided on the

right side of the spillway and left side of the powerhouse tail-

race with a splitter wall between the two. Except for the right

non-overflow, the main dam will be founded on the Louisiana lime-

stone. Most of the retaining wall and splitter wall monoliths will
be founded on valley shales. The right non-overflow section will
have a large monolith founded on the Louisiana limestone and the
remaining monoliths founded successively higher in the right abut-

ment with three on the Hannibal shale, one on the Chouteau lime-
stone and one on the Burlington limestone. Slopes contiguous to
the abutment monoliths will be essentially vertical. The vertical

steps between monoliths will be as much as 35 feet in the shale
and 60 feet in the limestone. Other excavation slopes include

1 on 1 slopes for most of the right abutment downstream of the
main dam where oversteepening of the abutment is necessary for
the stilling basin retaining wall foundation and 4V on IH slopes

for valley shales contiguous to the concrete structures. Some( of the upper valley slopes will be excavated to I on 1 above a
10-foot berm. These slopes will be left unprotected. Most of
the shale founded monoliths will require passive wedges to meet

sliding stability requirements. Excavation of the limestone is
primarily by presplitting and primary blasting; however, shale

excavation is by ripping, sawing, and line drilling.
Because of its air sensitivity, the Hannibal shale is

normally protected from the air immediately upon exposure (one-
hour time limit). In addition, the critical right abutment shale

foundations and slopes are protected from rebound, differential
stresses, freezing, and damaging excavation techniques such as
blasting. Both limestone and shale, high-angle slopes are rein-

forced with prestressed rockbolts and unstressed rock anchors
depending on geologic conditions. Approximately 50,000 linear

feet of pattern rockbolts and anchors are required for the pro-

ject in addition to a less specific but significant amount of
safety bolts and anchors installed as needed.

Initial shale protection applied within one hour after
exposure consists of spray applied bituminous material ("sika
seal") on high-angle sawed or line drilled slopes or a 6-inch
layer of protective concrete on horizontal foundations. Rock-
bolts or anchors are then installed on high-angle slopes, followed
by 6 inches of shotcrete with drains installed on a maximum spac-
ing of 10-foot centers. Approximately 100,000 square feet of shot-

crete is estimated for the project. In addition to shotcreting
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all high-angle shale slopes, the Chouteau li,.estone is also
shotcreted for slope stability and safety as well as protection
of the underlying shale.

Generally speaking, prestressed rockbolts are required in
the abutment shale after each step of excavation to compensate for
unloading and prevent or minimize the development of relief jointing.
In the valley where valley relief jointing is already well developed,
unstressed anchors are used in the shale for slope stability.

In addition to the protection described above, the three right
abutment main dam monolith shale foundations and vertical slopes
will receive the following protection and reinforcement. Initial
2-1/2-foot reinforced concrete lifts for the monoliths will be
placed over the 6-inch layer of protective concrete and stressed
to the foundation with rockbolts. Following this, a 2-foot rein-
forced concrete wall will be constructed next to the shotcreted
vertical slopes and stressed to the shale with rockbolts. Winter
protection of spray-applied urethane foam insulation will then be
applied to the wall and initial lift of the monolith surfaces.
The specified thermal conductance value of no greater than 0.10 BTU
per hour square foot degrees Fahrenheit is designed to prevent the
shale from freezing. Thermometers will be installed in the shale
to monitor wintertime temperatures.

The details of rock excavation requirements, rock reinforce-
ment, rock protective measures, and instrumentation requirements
are purposely avoided in this report. The above description is
intended to furnish only enough detail to better understand the
rockbult and anchor test program.
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VIII. DESCRIPTION OF ROCKBOLT AND ANCHOR TLaT PROGRAM.

The total test program consisted of two series of tests -

one in limestone and one in shale. The tests were designed to
verify anchorage and stress/strain relationships; and to evaluate
materials and installation techniques. In addition, if the "Cel-

*. tite-Dywidag" system proved effective in the weak shale, test
" results would provide in-situ measurements of the shale compressive

strength, shear strength and Young's modulus of the shale. The
tests in limestone were conducted in November 1973 in a vertical,
production limestone cut. The shale tests were conducted in May
1974 prior to any production excavation in the shale.

A. Limestone Tests. The limestone tests consisted of the
installation and testing of two 30-foot and two 35-foot bolts.

1. Test L-1 was a 30-foot installation to determine
anchorage, load transfer, stress/strain relationship, and for
obtaining long term periodic load cell measurements of the anchor-
age. It was anchored with 3 feet of fast-set resin and stressed
to 75 kips in maximum increments of 2,000 lbs. Bolt elongation
measurements were made for each increment. The load was then

* transferred and the load cell was left intact for long term
periodic readings4

2. Tests L-2, L-3, and L-4. These tests were to
evaluate anchorage, materials and installation techniques. The

- hole was drilled and gaged for each test and approximately the
back 5 feet charged with fast-set resin and the remainder with
slow-set resin. The bolts were spun in, in one operation and
stressed in increments after the fast resin set up but before the
slow resin gelled. Measurements of the bolt elongation were made
for each stressing increment. After load transfer and removal of
the Jack, the load cells were read periodically for 24 hours and
the stress level recorded. Tests L-2 and L-4 were in 35-foot
holes and L-3 a 30-foot hole.

B. Shale Tests. The tests in shale were performed on the
installation of four 35-foot bolts; four 40-foot bolts; two 4-foot
anchors; six 8-foot anchors; and two 12-foot anchors. The anchors
were all stressed incrementally to failure with a record made of
the bar movement for each stressing increment. Four of the long
bolts were fully encapsulated with both fast and slow resin and
the other four were anchored with fast-set resin only. The holes
were all drilled with an air-track drill and gaged prior to the
tests. A spinning rate of 120 rpm was initially required during
bar installation. A slower spinning (40 rpm) race was later
tested and found to be satisfqctory. Details of the individual
tests are given in Table 1.
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IX. TEST RESULTS.

* . °Summaries of the rockbolt and anchor tests are shown on Tables
2 and 3. Figures 34-55 show for each test individual plots of bar
displacement and stressing increments. Generally speaking, the*
test results verified the manufacturers' claims for the components
of the "Celtite/Dywidag" System; and provided some very useful
in-situ testing of the Hannibal shale, which tended to confirm
the design assumptions.

A. Limestone Test Results. The limestone tests verified the
stress/strain curve of the "Dywidag" bar, proved the adequacy of
the system for limestone applications, and demonstrated satisfactory
installation techniques. In addition, test No. L-1 is still being
monitored by periodic readings of the stress level as indicated by
the lead cell. This bolt is still (after 10 months) maintaining
its load even after near-by blasting operations and excavation.
Figure 23 is a plot of the load cell readings vs. time since its
installation. Most of the variation is considered to be the
result of blasting effects, temperature variations, and read-out
sensitivity. Sufficient load has been maintained since installation
to conclude the anchorage may be permanently bonded in the limestone
and no creep of the resin, nor anchorage failure, is apparent after
almost a year.

No relationships between the length of encapsulation and -

the amount of anchorage could be established since the 5-feet of
encapsulation used in the limestone tests probably provided anchor-
age stronger than the system. None of the limestone test bolts
were pulled to failure. Based on information furnished by Mr. Gary
Greenfield, the "Celtite" representative, and preliminary testing
at this project, one ton per inch of encapsulation is a reasonable
estimate of anchorage capacity in the lower Burlington limestone
formation.

A preliminary test at this project was anchored by 60-
inches of resin and stressed to 105 kips, without producing failure.

Figures 24 and 25 may be used for preliminary guides in
estimating the anchorage factor or length of anchorage needed for
various rocks based on unconfined compressive strengths.

A comparison of the design stress/strain of the "Dywidag"
bar and the field determination of stress/strain is shown in Figure
26. The field value determined from Test L-1 falls on the design
stress/strain curve.

Installation techniques of the "Dywidag/Celtite" system
proved to be quite simple in the competent Burlington limestone.

"-" In accepting the system, however, reservations were made to require
grouting of bolts with cement grout when cavernous conditions or

*large open joints were encountered. Such conditions were encountered
during production work. The procedure adopted for these conditions
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consisted of obtaining anchorage in 5-feet of good rock even if
the hole depth had to be adjusted. The remainder of the hole was
reamed to a larger diameter (3-inches) to assure the practicality
of installing a 1/2-inch grout tube to the anchor zone at the back
of the hole. Normal grouting procedures were then used to grout
the hole with nonshrinking cement grout. One area had to be con-
solidated with grouting prior to bolting. It had open joints and
was in a critical location by virtue of the fact that behind the
limestone to be bolted was a large filled-sink structure almost
100-feet in depth.

B. Shale Test Results. Test results of rockbolts and anchors
installed in the Hannibal shale proved the system to be effective
in this formation and provided sufficient data to allow extending
anchorage factor estimates to include weaker materials. (See
FIG. 24 and 25). FIG. 33 shows a plot of Resin Encapsulation
vs. Failure Loads for anchors pulled to failure. Failure in all
these tests was shear failure in the shale rather than failure of
components of the system. This allowed calculation of in-situ
values of direct shear strength, stress/strain, and Young's modulus
for the shale. An estimate of the unconfined compressive strength
of the shale was based on observations of the first sign of failure
of an 8-inch-square bearing plate at 13,000 pounds stress. The
average in-situ values of the shale strength compared to design
assumptions are as follows:

In-Situ Design
Value Assumption

Modulus of elasticity: .036xi06 psi .027xi0 psi

Unconfined compressive strength: 200 psi 140 psi

Average direct shear strength: 101 psi --

Average strain at 101 psi stress: .0030 in/in

The test values compare reasonably well with the design assumptions,
which were based on tests of valley shale.

Rockbolting in the Hannibal shale was considered a very
critical item in the Main Dam contract prior to the tests. The
ability of the Contractor to obtain more than adequate anchorage
in the weak valley shales and the demonstrations of a simple,
efficient installation procedure for rockbolts and anchors vir-
tually assured the success of the rock reinforcing program at the
Clarence Cannon project. The "Dywidag/Celtite" system is con-
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siderably stronger than the design requirements; thus providing

an increased safety factor in a critical phase of the project.
Based on the test results in the shale, a 12-foot anchor zone
is required for long bolts, and the bearing plate size was
increased to 14" x 14". Overstressing from the required 25
Kips to 35 Kips is a general procedure presently used to
allow for any loss in stress due to load transfer.

FIGURES 27, 28, and 29 show bearing surface failure which
was due both to conducting the tests in the weak valley shales
and to stressing the test installations well above design re-
quirements. Since the system is stronger than required in the
design, a positive advantage is achieved with the larger size
bearing plates now being used.

FIGURES 30, 31, and 32 show extracted anchors. These
anchors all exhibited an intimate mixing of resin with the

catalyst. They also served to verify that failure was due

to shear failure in the rock itself. An excellent mechanical
bond was apparent between the bar and resin and a combination
of chemical and mechanical bond seemed to exist between the
resin and shale. Apparently, the spinning during installation
and mixing in the weak shale served to cause slight deforma-
tion of the hole walls, which served to increase the mechanical
bond between the resin and the hole wall. Test No. S-17 was
filled with water 2 hours before installation, and test No.
S-18 was spun-in at a reduced rate (40 rpm) from the 120 rpm
required by the specifications. These tests were both

effective and neither the wet hole nor the reduced spinning
rate seemed to have any adverse effect in the one test.

Based on the design modulus of elasticity, E, for valley
shale and a 1-inch bar in a 1-3/8-inch hole, the strain value
for shale was computed using the relationship Stress = Strain

x E. The Young's moduli as previously given in paragraph IV
were used for the resin and bar. Of the total strain, 85.7%
could be attributed to the shale in the fully encapsulated
anchor installation. TABLE 3 shows both total strain and
the adjusted value for the shale.

Plots of the stress-displacement curves are shown on
FIGURES 34-55. These curves reflect movement at both the
bearing surface and anchorage zone. In weak materials, such
as the Hannibal shale, a reference independent of the bearing
surface should be considered as a basis for test measurements
of displacement. This would enable more accurate evaluation

of test results.
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B. Stilling Basin Anchors

1. Introduction

The contract specifications for the stilling basin anchor program

required the Contractor to perform an anchor test program and to install

287 permanent anchors as shown on Drawing No. 89A/2. The specifications

required a test program to ensure that the design requirements for the

permanent anchors were satisfied. The purpose of the stilling basin

anchors was to anchor the stilling basin concrete slab securely to the

shale foundation. Massman Construction Co. performed the entire operation

except for the drilling of the permanent anchor borings which was done by

Test Drilling Service Company. Work began in May 1976 and was completed

on 14 September 1976.

2. Anchor Test Program

The Contractor began work in May 1976 and completed the program

on 6 July 1976. The anchor test program consisted of drilling eight

6-inch diameter borings 21 feet in depth from El. 503± feet NGVD to

El. 482± feet NGVD with an Ingersol Rand CM 250 air drill (refer Table

No. 2 for exact locations). The boring was cleaned with compressed air

and partially backfilled with non-shrink grout (mix design: 94 lb. cement,

124 lb. sand, 39 lb. water and 0.75 lb. Interplast N). The Contractor

installed the anchor (No. 18 rebar) and completed backfilling the anchor

boring. It was determined after tension testing that Test Anchors

Nos. 1, 2 and 3 were improperly installed. The anchor borings were not

partially backfilled with grout prior to installation of the anchor as

required by the contract specifications. As a result of the improper

installations, the Contractor was directed to install two additional

anchors (Test Anchors Nos. 7 and 8) for testing.

7-6
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Prior to the tension tests, calibration of pressure gages and dial

indicators was performed by Industrial Testing Laboratories, Inc., and

Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory, both of St. Louis, Missouri. The next

step of the test program was to tension the anchors with a 50-ton hy-

draulic Jack as shown on Plate No. 1. Stressing of the anchor did not

commence until at least seven days after grouting. The testing sequence of

the anchor was as follows:

a. Add one dial micrometer to measure deformation between

reference angle and bottom of Jack support.

b. Increase tension on test anchor in 1,000-pound increments and

record deformation of all dial micrometers (per the contract specifications).

c. Tensioning shall not proceed above the following levels until

pressure indicators show no loss of Jack force for a period of two minutes

2,000 psig ( 40,000 pounds), 2,500 psig (...50,000 pounds), 3,000 psig

(-.60,000 pound), 3,500 psig (-70,000 pounds), 4,000 psig (-80,000

pounds), 4,500 psig (--90,000 pounds). Deformation and pressure (force)

shall be recorded each time jacking is required immediately prior to and

after jacking to obtain a no loss condition.

d. If pressure indicator shows a loss of Jack force at 5,000 psig

(-100,000 pounds), the test anchor shall be jacked back to the 5,000 psig

level a minimum of three times with a 5-minute waiting period between each

reapplication of pressure (force). Deformation and pressure readings shall

be taken prior to and after jacking.

e. After completion of the above phase, the jacking force shall be

reduced to nearly zero, wait five minutes then increase the load to

5,000 psig and wait five minutes. This procedure shall be repeated a

minimum of five cycles. Deformation and pressure readings shall be required

before and after loading or unloading.

7-7
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Upon completion of tension testing, it was found that the test anchors

did not fulfill the necessary design requirements (refer Plates Nos. 2, 3

and 4 for test results). Consequently the Contracting Officer directed the

' ". Contractor to pull Test Anchors Nos. 1, 3, 6 and 8 in order to determine

the cause of failure. Test Anchors Nos. 2, 4, 5 and 7 were cutoff and left

in place. The Contractor began extraction operations with Test Anchor No. 6

pulling to the capacity of two 50-ton hydraulic jacks with no success.

Removal of Test Anchor No. 6 required the drilling of five 3-inch diameter

borings around the anchor and the use of the jacks to pull the anchor. This

was found to be a slow process; thus, when the load dropped to approximately

30 tons, the Contractor utilized a motor crane to remove the anchor and grout

column. The resultant boring was backfilled with non-shrink grout. Because

of the difficulties encountered in removing Test Anchor No. 6, it was de-

cided to forego extracting Test Anchors Nos. 1, 3 and 8. The anchors were

cut off and left in place.

Due to the failure of the test anchors, on 21 June 1976, the Contractor

was directed to suspend further anchor testing until the anchor system was

redesigned. On 24 June 1976, the Contractor was directed to install, grout

and tension test three additional test anchors with a tip elevation of

463± feet NGVD. This increased the anchorage length from 21 feet to 40 feet

(refer Table No. 2 for location and detail).

As a result of the three additional anchor tests, it was determined that

the anchorage length (40 feet) was adequate (refer Plate No. 5 for test

results). Accordingly, the tip elevation of all permanent stilling basin

anchors was lowered to El. 463 feet NGVD. This change in the contract

necessitated the issuance of Modification No. P00067, which in addition to

7-8



o/ the increased anchorage length, required the Contractor to immediately

plug the anchor boring upon completion of drilling in order to exclude

surface water and air circulation and to install the anchor within 60

hours of drilling the boring. The design elements felt this would give

greater grout-shale shear strength.

3. Permanent Anchors

Drilling began on 4 August 1976 and was completed on 2 September

1976. Grouting of the anchors commenced on 6 August 1976 with the final

anchor being grouted on 3 September 1976. The anchors were grouted at

least six days prior to the placement of concrete as required by the

contract specifications.

The installation procedures were the same as those used during the

anchor test program with two exceptions. The first was the absence of

anchor tension testing upon completion of grouting and the second was the

drilling of the 6-inch diameter anchor borings by Test Drilling Service

Company utilizing an Ingersol Rand 1-4 Truck-Mounted Drill Rig. This was

necessary due to the increased anchorage length of the borings (from

21 feet to 40 feet).

7-9
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pressure gages used for anchor test program in June 1976.
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SECTION 8

POST TENSIONING

A. General

The post tensioning program required the drilling of 32 anchorage

holes into the monolithic limestone foundation, installation of pipe

forms during powerhouse concrete placements, installation of post ten-

sioning units, grouting of the rock anchors and the tensioning of units.

The purpose of such tendons was to induce a compressive stress into the

upstream face of the powerhouse and intakes, thereby eliminating the

need for an excessive amount of tension reinforcement in the upstream

concrete face.

B. Drilling

The first post tensioning boring was drilled during the latter part

of August 1974, with the remainder of the borings being drilled during

the months of November and December 1974, by Continental Drilling

Company. The 8-inch diameter borings were collared in the Louisiana

Limestone at El. 465 feet NGVD and the inclination of the borings was

either 5.95* upstream, normil to axis, or 900. Upon completion, the

borings were then washed (30 minutes to 1 hour), pressure tested

(15 minutes) and, if necessary, grouted. The specified depth of the

post tensioning boring was increased by Modification No. P00042 due

to inconclusive data from the specified anchor test which indicated

possible anchor slippage (refer Drawing No. 92/2 for the general loca-

tion and original or modified depth of the A and B post tensioning

borings).
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Grouting of the post tensioning borings was performed by utilizing

a combination of gravity and pressure grouting techniques. The borings

were initially filled with neat grout to the surface and thlen injected

under pressure by utilizing a Chemgrout Grout Plant (Modei No. CG-500,

7 cubic foot mixes). The grout mixes varied from a water-cement ratio

of 2:1 to a water cement ratio of 0.6:1 (typically 2:1 to 1:1) with a

maximum gage pressure of 8 psi. Each post tensioning boring was grouted in

a single stage with the packer being placed at the collar of the hole.

Grouting refusal criteria was the placement of 0.5 cubic foot or less for

a 5-minute period. The maximum grout take (31 bags) occurred in borings

at Station 7+38.5, Offset 45.58 feet upstream. Upon completion of grouting,

the borings were redrilled, washed and plugged until concrete placement

was started. A list of grouted/redrilled post tensioning borings is shown

on Table No. 1 at the end of this Section.

The initial segment of each post tensioning casing (20-gage galvanized)

was seated by reaming the top 8 inches of each foundation boring and then

sealed by the placement of grout. The remainder of the casing for each

monolithic concrete placement was not allowed to vary more than 0.5 inch

in a 10-foot section or 2 inches over the total height of the structure.

C. Installation

Installation of the post tensioning units was performed by Inland

Ryerson Company of Melrose Park, Illinois. The post tensioning units

were designated as either "A" Unit (128 strands) or "B" Unit (109 strands)

depending upon the number of strands. Each strand of the "A" or "B"
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Units consisted of a prestressed steel which was an uncoated seven

wire stress relieved strand for prestressed concrete. By Modifica-

tion No. P00089, the top anchorage of the post tensioning units was

raised from El. 645 feet NGVD to a blockout 2 feet 5 inches below

the top of the concrete except for the vertical tendons located in

the spillway pier portion of the pump turbine unit which remained

as previously indicated (refer Plate No. 1 for typical installation

details and Table No. 2 for the as-built data on tendon installation).

The tendons were coiled in such a manner that the top of the tendon

came off the drum first. This was to enable the tendon to be uncoiled

from the drum by lifting up and uncoiling the tendon by its top and then

lowering it into its hole. As a result of there being nothing available

with the necessary reach required to raise the top of the tendon high

enough to then lower it into the hole, the Contractor attempted to lower

the tendons in the hole by uncoiling them directly from the drum into

the hole. A great deal of difficulty was encountered on 10 and

11 October 1978 while attempting to install Tendon Sequence Nos. 32, 29 and

31 in this manner. On 12 October 1978 when attempting to install Tendon

Sequence No. 30, the tendon slipped from the drum and free fell into the

tendon hole breaking several wires. Following this, a second drum was

brought to the job site to allow a tendon to be uncoiled from the first

drum onto the second drum then uncoiled from the second drum directly into

the tendon hole. Tendon Sequence No. 30 was removed from the site on

23 October 1978 and replaced with a new one.
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The dates of tendon installation are listed below.

Tendon
Date Sequence No.

10 October 1978 32 (started)

11 October 1978 32 (completed)

11 October 1978 29 and 31

12 October 1S78 30

24 October 1978 27

26 October 1978 30, 23 and 28

27 October 1978 19 and 21

28 October 1978 15 and 17

30 October 1978 9 and 13

31 October 1978 11

1 November 1978 5, 2 and 4

2 November 1978 1, 6 and 3

3 November 1978 8 and 10

4 November 1978 12 and 20

7 November 1978 14 and 22

8 November 1978 16 and 24

10 November 1978 18, 26 and 25

Tendon Sequence No. 25 was placed in Hole No. 30 on 25 October 1978.

When the new tendon replacing the broken No. 30 arrived on site, it

was placed in Hole No. 25.

In placing Tendon Sequence No. 8 on 3 November 1978, it was found

that the grout pipe could not be lowered to the proper depth. Immedi-

ately following this, when Tendon Sequence No. 10 was placed, it was

found to protrude from the top of the hole. Tendon Sequence Nos. 8

and 10 were measured and it was concluded that the factory numbering

had been reversed on them. Tendon Sequence No. 10 was partially pulled

and 8 feet of tendon was cut from the top in accordance with the
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manufacturer's recommendation; the tendon was then field button headed

and then replaced in the hole. An attempt was made to pull Tendon

Sequence No. 8. While pulling it, the tendon slipped from the drum and

free fell into the hole damaging several strands. On 10 November 1978,

Tendon Sequence No. 8 was pulled and replaced on 16 November 1978 with

a new one.

D. Primary Grouting

Upon completing the placement of the post tensioning tendons, primary

grouting (first-stage grouting) of the anchorages of the post tensioning

tendons commenced. As per specifications, the post tensioning unit was

securely fastened in place to prevent any movement during the grouting.

This was accomplished by centering devices placed every 20 feet on the

tendon along the weight of the suspended cable itself.

The first-stage grouting used one sack of cement, five gallons of

water and one-half pound BBRV expansion agent per batch, and was placed

as indicated on Table No. 3.

The grout was placed using a 250 psi Chemgrout Model No. CG-500 Grout

Pump and two 7 cubic foot mixers. In checking the depth to top of grout,

it was found that additional grout had to be placed in several of the holes to

bring it to the required elevation.

E. Stressing

The Contractor started the prestressing operations on 24 November 1978.

Each post tensioning tendon was given a sequence number to indicate the

order in which it was to be stressed. The sequential number order was

changed by Modification No. P00089 as follows: "Tendon stressing will

begin with Mark A2 in the middle pier of the Kaplan Unit, then right and
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left Mark A2 of the Kaplan Unit, Mark Al in the middle pier of the Kaplan

Unit, thereafter alternate right and left tendons except stress Mark A2 in the

Pump Turbine Unit prior to Mark Al. Thus, stressing will begin with the

tendon nearest the centroid of the total post tension force continuing out-

ward approximately in order of distance from the centroid. A minimum of

seven days after completion of the tensioning of each tendon, the prestress

force shall be subjected to verification testing. A satisfactory test

will be one in which a force equal to the long term working force is

sustained without unseating the tendon."

The normal sequence for stressing a tendon was as follows:

1. The Jack is lowered over the tendon and the head is screwed onto

the top of the tendon.

2. The tendon was jacked to about 1,000 psig to seat the Jack.

3. Temporary 1-inch plates were installed under the tendon head.

4. The Jack pressure was reduced to zero.

5. The tendon was then stressed to first-stage transfer taking

gage and elongation readings at predetermined points.

6. The temporary plates were removed and two 4-inch thick plates

were inserted under the head of the tendon.

7. The Jack pressure was released and the ram lowered and the

lifting nut lowered to contact the ram.

8. Jacking was then continued with measurements taken at the

appropriate points until the initial prestress force was reached.

9. Steel plates were added to a height sufficient to maintain

elongation at the transfer stress.

10. The head of the tendon was lowered onto the steel plates

and the pressure on the Jack released.
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11. A check was then made of the transfer force by rejacking until

liftoff occurred.

12. The Jack was then removed and moved to the next tendon where the

-?. process was repeated.

The Contractor used a 750-ton Pine Ram with a ram area of 149.5 square

inches. The gage used was calibrated in increments of 100 psi from 0 to

10,000 psi.

Readings for the tendon stressing taken and recorded by Inland

Ryerson Company are as follows:

Gage Elongation Transfer

Date Tendon psi Inches psi

24 November 1978 A2-1 8,050 13.05 7,200

25 November 1978 A2-2 8,050 13.60 7,200
A2-3 8,050 13.15 7,150
AI-4 8,050 13.10 7,125

27 November 1978 Al-S 8,050 13.15 7,150
Al-6 8,050 13.45 7,125
Bl-7 6,850 12.70 6,150
B9-8 6,850 13.20 6,150
B3-9 6,850 13.20 6,050

28 November 1978 B1O-1O 6,850 12.80 6,125
B2-11 6,850 12.60 6,050
B9-12 6,850 12.85 6,100
B4-13 6,850 13.15 6,000
A2-14 8,050 13.00 7,125

29 November 1978 B5-15 6,850 13.20 6,100
A2-16 8,050 13.45 7,125
B6-17 6,850 12.80 6,025
A2-18 8,000 13.10 7,200
B5-19 6,850 12.70 6,100
Al-20 8,050 12.90 7,150

30 November 1978 B6-21 6,850 12.75 6,125
Al-22 8,050 13.25 7,100
B5-23 6,850 12.85 6,100
A1-24 8,050 12.80 7,125
B6-25 6,850 13.15 6,100
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Gage Elongation Transfer
Date Tendon psi Inches psi

1 December 1978 Bll-26 6,850 12.20 6,150
B5-27 6,850 12.60 6,150
B6-28 6,850 12.60 6,150
B5-29 6,850 12.85 6,125
B6-30 6,850 12.95 6,100
B7-31 6,850 12.75 6,150
B8-32 6,800 12.50 6,150

During stressing, load and elongation readings were taken at the initial

1,000 psi gage reading and then at .2, .3, .4, .5, .6 and .7 of ultimate

maximum load. All elongation readings were noted to fall on the straight

line portion of the stress-strain curve. During stressing, it was necessary

to reset the ram at approximately the midpoint of each stressing operation

due to the limit of the ram travel. Most transfer loads were set on the

high side of .7 of ultimate maximum load.

After the required seven day waiting period, the tendons were check-

stressed by loading to liftoff as indicated below.

Tendon December Original Final
Sequence Liftoff Transfer Liftoff
No. Date Force psi psi

1 2 7,200 7,200

2 2 7,200 7,200

3 2 7,150 7,150

4 2 7,125 7,125

5 4 7,150 7,150

6 4 7,125 7,050

7 4 6,150 6,050

8 4 6,150 6,050

9 4 6,050 6,050

10 5 6,125 6,100

11 5 6,050 6,025

12 5 6,100 6,050

13 5 6,000 6,025

14 5 7,125 7,100

15 6 6,100 6,025

16 6 7,125 7,050
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Tendon December Original Final
Sequence Liftoff Transfer Liftoff
No. Date Force psi psi

17 6 6,025 6,025

18 6 7,200 7,075

19 6 6,100 6,050

20 6 7,150 7,100

21 11 6,125 6,050

22 11 7,100 7,050

23 11 6,100 6,050

24 11 7,125 7,075

25 11 6,100 5,950

26 11 6,150 6,100

27 11 6,150 6,050

28 11 6,150 5,975

29 11 6,125 6,050

30 11 6,100 6,050

31 11 6,150 6,000

32 11 6,150 5,950

F. Secondary Grouting

Following check-stressing, the tendons were grouted with the same grout

mix and equipment used for the first-stage grouting. In some cases, it was

necessary to return to the tendon hole to complete the fill up of the hole.

On 4 and 5 December 1978, a great deal of difficulty was experienced due to

inability of the grout pump to overcome the grout head and fill the hole.

The apparent problem was that the grout pump, which was in a temporary

enclosure, was freezing up and losing the necessary revolutions per minute

required to overcome the grout head. On 6 December 1978, a heater was

installed in the temporary grouting enclosure and thereafter the grouting

operation proceeded smoothly. The grouting dates were as follows:
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Tendon December December Date
Sequence Date Additional Grout
No. Grouted Was Added

1 4 and 5 15 and 16

2 5 15 and 16

3 6 15 and 16

4 4 15 and 16

5 5 15 and 16

6 4 15 and 16

7 6 15 and 16

8 7 None

9 12 15

10 7 15 and 16

11 6 None

12 7 None

13 12 15

14 6 None

15 12 15

16 11 15 and 16

17 13 15

18 12 None

19 13 None

20 6 15 and 16

21 13 None

22 11 15

23 13 15

24 11 15 and 16

25 13 15

26 11 None

27 14 None

28 14 15

29 14 15 and 16

30 14 15

31 14 None

32 15 16

Upon completion of secondary grouting, the top of the anchorage blockouts

were cemented.
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GROUTED/REDRILLED POST TENSIONING
ANCHORAGE BORINGS

Duration Pressure
Offset of Washing Test Grout Take

Station (U/S) (Min.) (Cu.Ft./Min.) (Bags/Mix)

6+81.00 46.83 30 0.2 12/2:1(8) - 1:1(4)

6+81.00 50.80 50 0.4 16 Bags

7+04.00 46.83 75 0.16 12/2:1(8) - 1:1(4)

7+04.00 50.83 20 0.4 8 Bags

7+27.00 46.83 35 0.5 1:19 (Injected)/1:1

7+27.00 50.83 105 0.4 0 (Injected)/1:1

7+32.00 35.74 30 0.8 18/1:1

7+32.50 45.58 30 0.3 12 Bags

7+38.00 34.75 35 1.5 8.5/1:1

7+38.50 45.58 30 18.8 31/2:1 - 0:6

7+44.00 34.75 55 1.0 5/1:1(4) - 2:1(1)

7+50.00 34.75 45 2.1 29/2:1 - 1:1

7+56.00 34.75 40 1.6 5.5/2:1

7+62.00 34.75 35 2.1 2/5/2:1

7+74.00 34.75 35 0.12 6/1:1

6+68.00 34.75 60 0.2 5/1:1(1) - 2:1(4)

7+80.00 34.75 40 0.12-.02

7+86.00 34.75 30 0.3 9.5/1:1

7+92.00 34.75 30 1.4 10/2:1(8) - 1:1(2)

8+03.25 15.75 55 0 8/2:1

8+08.25 15.75 60 0 8 Bags

Notes: 1. The majority of the pressure tests were conducted for 15 minutes.

2. Grout take generally includes the volume of cement required to

fill the 8-inch diameter boring.

TABLE NO. 1
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SECTION 9

STRUCTURAL CONCRETE

A. General

On 17 March 1973, the contract for the Construction of the Main

Dam, Spillway, Power Plant Substructure and Intake was awarded to

Massman Construction Co. of Kansas City, Missouri.

The contract called for the placement of approximately 422,000

cubic yards of concrete. The mass concrete was to contain aggregates

up to 6 inches in diameter and the major portion of the structure to

be placed using concrete not exceeding 50°F temperature when measured

20 minutes after placement. These requirements were major factors in

the Contractor's plant type, size, location, aggregate sources, cement

type, pozzolan, ice making facilities, etc. In addition, the Contractor

was responsible for the establishment of a Quality Control Program.

Concrete placements for the structure began on 9 December 1974 and

continued through August 1979. The batch plant fire, strikes, extreme

cold weather and other delays occurred which caused the extensive

period of time for completion of concrete under the Phase II contract.

B. Materials

1. Aggregate Sources

(a) Coarse Aggregates

The coarse aggregates were required to be produced in four

sizes: 6-inch to 3-inch, 3-inch to 1 and 1/2-inch, I and 1/2-inch to

3/4-inch and 3/4-inch to No. 4. The coarse aggregates were produced by

Central Stone Company at their Huntington, Missouri plant (Central

Stone No. 1). The aggregates were of crushed limestone obtained from
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Upper Kimmswick Formation which was an approximate 40-foot to 42-foot face.

The aggregates from this source were evaluated during 1967 and again in

1974 when a portion of the Lower Kimmswick Formation was approved to be

included in the production of concrete aggregates. The upper 14 feet of

the Upper Kimmswick Formation were very vuggy and contained clay filled

vugs. In 1974, the quarry was asked not to include the upper 10 feet in

their shots for quarrying. This allowed an approximate 40-foot face to

be shot for coarse aggregate production and consisted of approximately

30 feet of the Upper Kimmswick and approximately 10 feet of the Lower

Kimmswick Formation to be used. The inclusion of the Lower Kimmswick

aggregate caused work difficulties with absorption during mixing and

degradation of the coarse aggregate sizes during handling and stockpiling.

(b) Fine Aggregates

The Contractor elected to use manufactured iand as the fine

aggregate. Central Stone Company's Huntington Quarry utilized an existing

stockpile of screenings to produce a fine aggregate through a washing and

screening process. The fine aggregate produced met the contract require-

ments without the use of an admix sand as generally required of river

sands in the project area. The control of gradation and fineness modulus

was somewhat difficult due to the variation of the material used in manu-

facturing the fine aggregate.

(c) Samples for Mixture Designs

Samples of aggregates were obtained during June 1974 and

were sent to Waterways Experiment Station at Vicksburg, Mississippi, for

use in the design of the various concrete mixtures.
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2. Cement and Flyash

The contract bidding schedule allowed the Contractor to bid

one of three options for cementing materials: Option 1, for concrete

made with Portland cement; Option 2, for concrete made with a blend of

Portland cement and flyash; and Option 3, for concrete made with Type

IP Portland cement. The Contractor bid the contract exercising Option 3.

Later investigation by the Contractor revealed problems were likely to

occur with availability and transportation of Type IP Portland cement

to the project site. In July 1973, the Contractor proposed the substitu-

tion of Option 2, using Type II Portland cement and flyash. The change

was considered to be acceptable and the contract was modified (giving

the Government a credit for the substitution) by Modification No.

P00027.

The Portland cement was to conform to Federal Specification SS-C-192g,

Type II, with requirements for Low Alkali, Heat of Hydration and False

Set. The flyash was to conform to CRD-C-262, Class F. The Contractor's

sources for Portland cement and flyash were Universal Atlas Portland

Cement Co., Independence, Kansas Plant and the flyash was to be furnished

by the Walter N. Handy Co. of Springfield, Missouri, with the flyash

coming from the Montrose Plant at LaDue, Missouri.

The Portland cement was shipped from Independence, Kansas by rail

to the Universal Atlas Plant at Hannibal, Missouri, where it was unloaded

directly into trucks for shipment to the project. The trucks were

furnished by Schwerman Trucking Co. and were of the type normally used

in handling cement in bulk form. The flyash was shipped by truck directly

from the Montrose Plant to the oroject site. Walter N. Handy Co. and

Tiona Truck Lines were charged with the hauling operation.
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All cement and flyash shipments were made from previously tested

and approved silos located at the point of manufacture. All testing

was accomplished by the Waterways Experiment Station.

3. Air Entraining Admixtures

The Contractor proposed the use of a powdered material to be

mixed with water at the site for air entraining admixture. The material

was pulverized Vinsol NVS as manufactured by Hercules, Inc., and as

described in their technical data bulletin PC-178. The Foundations and

Materials Branch, St. Louis District, felt that field mixing of air

entraining admixtures was not acceptable; that the intent of the contract

specifications was the admixture was to be supplied in a solution ready

to batch. They felt that field mixing would allow too much variation in

the admixture strengths and would thus affect the uniformity of the con-

crete mixtures. The use of powdered admixture was disapproved in June 1974.

However, in September 1974, the Contractor voiced objection to this deci-

sion and again set forth procedures, etc., to be followed by his Quality

Control Organization, and asked that the Government reconsider its position.

In October 1974, approval was given for the use of the powdered admixture

provided that the procedures would be followed and other conditions were

met. Also, the job-mixed solution was to be sampled by project personnel

and shipped to Waterways Experiment Station for testing.

Job site mixing of the air entraining admixture was accomplished and

samples obtained and sent to Waterways Experiment Station in late

October 1974. Initially, it was felt that testing of each batch would
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be required; however, the quantity of material being used would require

an unrealistic amount of sampling. It was then determined that periodic

samples would be obtained and sent to Waterways Experiment Station and

that each batch would be tested by project personnel using a hydrometer

to assure uniformity in the solution's specific gravity. The checking

of specific gravity of the job-mixed admixture by project personnel was

performed and results indicated the Contractor was able to control the

uniformity within acceptable limits.

In August 1975, due to a strike at the Hercules Plant, the supply of

Vinsol NVX became short and the Contractor requested the approval of

"Air-In", a liquid admixture manufactured by Hunt Process Corporation

of RLdgeland,Mississippi, for use through the completion of the project.

Approval was given and the use of Hunt Process "Air-In" began in

September 1975. The admixture was used in the double-strength solution.

4. Curing Compound and Curing Water

Due to limitations on the use of water curing in areas of the

shale foundation exposure, the Contractor used a white pigmented curing

compound as manufactured by Hunt Process Corporation of Ridgeland,

Mississippi.

Water for curing in other locations was obtained from an on-site

well located upstream of the structure in the buried channel of the

Salt River. The water was tested and approved for use by Waterways

Experiment Station.

5. Mixing Water

-"" Mixing water was obtained from the same well as mentioned in

Paragraph 4 above.
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C. Concrete Mixture Designs

1. General

The design mixtures were proportioned by the Waterways Experiment

Station for the St. Louis District. Preliminary concrete mixtures were

furnished in September 1974. Final mixture proportions were furnished

when the 90-day strength tests were completed.

Eight concrete mixtures were proportioned and were designated as

follows:

Type A Exterior Concrete, I and 1/2-inch maximum size aggre-

gate, maximum water content of 5.0 gal./bag of cement,

slump 1 1/2 ±1/2-inch, air content 5.0 ±.05 percent,

25 percent of volume of cement replaced with flyash

and have a compressive strength f'c 5,000 psi using

coefficient of variation of 10 percent. 1 1/2" T.S.A.

Type B Exterior Concrete, 3/4-inch maximum size aggregate,

maximum water content of 5.5 gal./bag of cement, slump

3 ±1/2-inch, air content 6.0 ±0.5 percent, 25 percent

of volume replacement of cement with flyash and have

a compressive strength f'c 4,000 psi using a coefficient

of variation of 10 percent. 3/4" T.S.A.

Type C Concrete for Walls, 3-inch maximum size aggregate, maxi-

mum water content of 6.0 gal./bag of cement, slump

1 1/2 ±1/2-inch, air content 5.0 ±0.5 percent on minus

1 1/2-inch fraction, 25 percent of volume of cement

replaced with flyash and have a compressive strength

f'c 3,000 psi using a coefficient of variation of 15 per-

cent. 3" T.S.A.

Type D Exterior Concrete, 6-inch maximum size aggregate, maximum

water content of 6.0 gal./bag of cement, slump 1 1/2

±1/2-inch portion, air content 5.0 ±0.5 percent on minus

1 1/2-inch portion, 25 percent volume of cement replaced

with flyash and have a compressive strength f'c 3,000

psi using a coefficient of variation of 15 percent.

6" T.S.A.
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Type E-1 Interior Concrete, 6-inch maximum size aggregate,

maximum water content of 9.0 gal./bag of cement, slump

1 1/2 ±1/2-inch on minus 1 1/2-inch portion, air con-

tent 5.0 ±0.5 percent on minus I 1/2-inch portion, 35

percent volume of cement replaced with flyash and have

a compressive strength f'c 2,000 psi using a coefficient

of variation of 15 percent. 6" T.S.A.

Type E-2 Exterior Concrete, 6-inch maximum size aggregate, maxi-

mum water content of 8.0 gal./bag of cement, slump

1 1/2 ±1/2-inch on minus I 1/2-inch portion, air con-

tent 5.0 ±0.5 percent on minus 1 1/2-inch portion,

30 percent volume of cement replaced with flyash and

have a compressive strength f'c 2,500 psi using a

coefficient of variation of 15 percent. 6" T.S.A.

Type G "Ogee Cover" High Velocity Concrete, 3-inch maximum

size aggregate, maximum water content 5.0 gal./bag of

cement, slump 1 1/2 ±1/2-inch on minus 1 1/2-inch

portion, air content 5.0 ±0.5 percent on minus

1 1/2-inch portion, 25 percent volume of cement

replaced with flyash and have a compressive strength

f'c 3,000 psi using a coefficient of variation of

15 percent. 3" T.S.A.

Type H Channel Paving Concrete, 1 1/2-inch maximum size aggregate,

maximum water content of 5.0 gal./bag of cement, slump

1 1/2 ±1/2-inch, air content 5.0 ±0.5 percent, 25 per-

cent volume of cement replaced with flyash and have a

compressive strength f'c 3,000 psi using a coefficient

of variation of 15 percent. 1 1/2" T.S.A.

Note T.S.A. is abbreviation for Top Size Aggregate.
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Batch weights for one cubic yard in pounds, S.S.D. basis were

as follows:

Materials A B C D E-1 E-2 G H

Cement 458 423 289 213 129 161 352 405 ""

Flyash 126 116 80 59 58 57 97 112

Sand 1121 1204 1095 793 865 840 1039 1172

Stone 2004 1812 2345 2916 2916 2914 2326 2005

Water 227 265 198 147 147 147 200 230

A.E.A. F i e 1 d D e t e r m i n a t i o n

Characteristics A B C D E-1 E-2 G H

CM/F (bags/cu.yd.) 6.5 6.0 4.1 3.0 2.1 2.45 5.0 5.75

W/CM (gal./bag) 4.2 5.3 5.8 5.8 8.3 7.2 4.8 4.8

W/CM (weight) 0.39 0.49 0.54 0.54 0.78 0.67 0.445 0.44

S/A(%) 36 40 32 22 23 23 31 37

Air % (-1 1/2"
portion) 5.0 6.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Slump (inches)
(-1 1/2" portion) 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1

'Unit Weight

(lb./ft.3) 145.8 141.5 148.4 152.9 152.4 152.6 148.7 145.3

2. Additional Interior Concrete Mixtures

After the placement of concrete mixtures had been initiated in the

structure, the Contractor expressed concern regarding the strength of interior

mixtures. The anchorages for forming required a strength of 1,000 psi and

the time required to accomplish such strength was in excess of what the Con-

tractor had anticipated. Several factors were apparent--one being the cold

weather placement, and secondly, the total cementing material content of

the Interior Mix E-1 was below the specified minimum in the contract

specifications. In order to correct this problem, it was decided to
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eliminate the E-1 and E-2 concrete mixtures and have only one mixture

instead. The new mixture design was designated as Type E.

""Mix Type E Batch Wt. Lb. S.S.D. Basis

Cement 165 )
Flyash 59 )

Sand 819 )

Stone 2,922 )

Water 150 )

CM/F 2.50 ) 18 January 1975

W/CM 7.2 )

W/CM 0.670)

S/A 22 )

Air 5.0 )

Slump 1 1/2)

Unit Weight 152.4 )

3. Changes to Concrete Mixtures

To assure design strengths during the cold weather and initial

shakedown of concreting operations, the concrete mixtures in use (C, D,

I and H) during February 1975, an increase was made in the cementing

materials content. This was a temporary change and the cementing materials

content was reduced in all except the Type E mixture at a later date.

4. Concrete Mixtures "CH" and "J"

(a) It became apparent that a mix similar to C and D but

with smaller aggregate was needed for various locations in the

structure where placement became difficult to accomplish due to

congestion and/or poor access. A mixture designated as type C11 was

designed for this purpose and used 1 1/2 inch maximum size aggregate.
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This mixture could be tremied or placed by buckets.

One Cubic Yard S.S.D. Batch Weights and Characteristics of Mix

Cement 330

Flyash 89

Water 222

Sand 1,047

Stone 2,236

A.E.A. Field Determination

W/C (by weight) 0.530

S/A (percent) 32

Air (percent) 5.0

Slump (inches) 2

Strength f'c 3,000 psi

Concrete mixture Type "CH" was used throughout the various portions of the

structure and performed as expected.

(b) The need for a concrete mixture requiring a compressive

strength f'c of 5,000 psiand 3/4-inch maximum size aggregate became apparent

when concrete repairs were needed in the highly congested areas of the

trunnion girders and trunnion anchorages. The mixture would be available

as a substitute for the 1 1/2-inch maximum size aggregate mixture Type "A".

The new mixture was.designated as Type "J".

One Cubic Yard S.S.D. Batch Weights and Characteristics of Mix

Cement 525

Flyash 136

Water 280

Sand 1,142

Stone 1,720

A.E.A. Field Determination

W/C (by weight) 0.400

S/A (percent) 40

Air (percent) 6.0

Slump 2

Strength f'c 5,000 psi
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NOTE: Concrete mixtures "CH" and "J" were proportioned by the Resident

Ilaterials Section, with approval fron the Engineer Division, Haterial

and Exploration Section.

5. Ready-Mix Concrete

Concrete mixtures from local concrete plants were approved for use

several times throughout the construction of the structure. Protective

concrete for the foundation shale, the El. 485-foot NGVD berm concrete,

backfill concrete, foundation wall and concrete placed in the structure

during 1979 (following the dismantling of the batch plant) all consisted

of concrete manufactured by L.W. Riney Co., Hannibal, Missouri; Paris

Concrete, Paris, Missouri; and Bleigh Concrete, Monroe City, Missouri.

The mix designs, in general, were the same as previously used with the

exceptions that Type I cements and natural river sands were used.

D. Concrete Batching Facilities

1. Batch Plant Type and Location

The Contractor elected to erect the concrete manufacturing facilities

in the river valley rather than either abutment. The plant was located

approximately at Station 12+00 and 140 feet downstream of the centerline

of the dam. The plant was erected on earthfill placed on a portion of the

Phase I embankment. H-piling was driven to refusal to support the batch

plant proper, cement storage silos and flyash storage silo.

The concrete plant was a C.S. Johnson 1,100 cubic yard Octobin Batch

Plant with Serial No. 60739. The plant had been used on several mass

concrete projects over the period of 15 to 20 years. Due to the age of

the plant, it was necessary to do considerable maintenance and rehabilita-

tion during erection.
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The storage bins for aggregates were located on top of the plant and

had capacities of 160 cubic yards of 3/4-inch - No. 4 stone, 112 cubic

yards of 1 1/2-inch - 3/4-inch stone, 224 cubic yards of 3-inch - 1 1/2-inch

stone, 224 cubic yards of 6-inch - 3-inch stone and 168 cubic yards of sand. .

The storage capacity of cement and flyash were 685 barrels each. The

storage of cement and flyash was accomplished by using one circular storage

bin divided into two parts and was located in the center of the aggregate

storage bins.

Located above the aggregate storage bins was the coarse aggregate re-

screening plant which is discussed in Paragraph 2 below.

Material batching and weighing facilities were provided for each stone

size, sand, cement, flyash, water, ice and air entraining agent. The batching

was controlled by a mix control panel capable of 12 separate mixes by selec-

tion of the plant operator. The materials after weighing were discharged to

one of four Koehring Tilt Mixtures (four cubic yard capacity each). After

mixing, the concrete was discharged into a holding hopper with a capacity

of 16 cubic yards. The holding hopper was divided with two mixers dis-

charging into each one half. This allowed several mixtures to be batched

and loaded out for various placements simultaneously. Loading of buckets

was accomplished directly under the holding hopper. The mixing time for

four cubic yards of concrete was 90 seconds based on results of Mixer

Performance Testing performed by Waterways Experiment Station.

2. Aggregate Stockpiling, Washing, Rescreening and Testing

Aggregate sources, their locations and routes for transportation

of aggregates to the project site led the Contractor to select the left

or north abutment as the location of the aggregate stockpiles. Excavation

of a portion of the abutment where State Route J was to be relocated was

accomplished to facilitate the construction of the conveyor "tunnel".
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The stockpiling of aggregate was over this tunnel through the use

of an overhead belt conveyor with a tripper to discharge at the various

stone size compartments. A belt conveyor located in the C.M.P. "tunnel"

was loaded by gravity feed and/or Syntron vibratory feeders. The loading

of the aggregates on the conveyor from the stockpiles was controlled by

the operator of the rescreening plant. All sizes of coarse aggregates

were conveyed at the same time to the washing facilities and then to the

rescreening area where they were once again separated into the various

size ranges. In order that sand would not interfere with the conveying

of stone, the Contractor constructed a smaller sand storage facility near

the wash plant. This allowed sand to be conveyed from the stockpile area

during slack periods of production. All aggregates were transported from

the stockpile area across the diversion channel via a conveyor belt

suspended from cables anchored on the left abutment and near the wash

plant.

The coarse aggregates were washed prior to rescreening. The washing

plant was located downstream of the batch plant and consisted of two

double-deck 5-foot by 14-foot screens with spray bars. The washing

process removed a large percentage of the -3/16-inch materials present

in the aggregate.

From the washing plant, the coarse aggregates were conveyed to the

rescreening plant located at the top of the concrete batch plant.

The rescreening facilities consisted of a dual screening plant made

up of two 6-foot by 16-foot double-decked units for each one half of the

plant. The upper units produced the 6-inch - 3-inch and 3-inch - 1 1/2-inch

stone sizes while the lower units produced the 1 1/2-inch - 3/4-inch and

3/4-inch - No. 4 sizes. Screen sizes were adjusted periodically to

9-13
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accomplish the required gradations of the stone as delivered to the

mixes. The -No. 4 size screenings were wasted into a sump at the base

of the plant for ease in removal. From the rescreening plant, the

coarse aggregates were deposited into the aggregate storage bins lo-

cated directly below.

The contract specifications called for the aggregates to be within

prescribed grading limits as delivered to the mixers. Also, the speci-

fications required the Contractor to furnish a sampling and test screening

device capable of screening large samples of all of the corase aggregate

sizes. The unit was to be furnished for acceptance testing by Government

Quality Assurance personnel. Engineering Technical Letter No. 1110-2-46

dated 12 July 1968 sets forth requirements and describes a unit capable

of performing the required testing. The concrete batch plant, as provided

for use on this project, had as part of its auxiliary equipment a sampling

device as described by the ETL. The device was manufactured by the Curtis

Manufacturing Co. of Spokane, Washington. The device had been used pre-

viously at the Lower Granite Dam Project with less than satisfactory

performance. After considerable problems, meetings and correlation,

operational procedures were developed which led to satisfactory performance

of the device for this project. The Curtis Sampler will be discussed in

this Report, Paragraph E.5.
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3. Storage at Site for Cement and Flyash

Storage of cement was in two each 5,846 barrel capacity silos

located at the base of the concrete plant. Flyash was stored in a

4,753 barrel capacity silo also located at the base of the plant. The

transport trucks pneumatically discharged the cement and flyash into

the respective silos. From the silos the cement and flyash were delivered

to the storage silo at the top of the plant by a Fueller-Kenyon cement-

flyash system with attendant dust collector systems.

4. Shaved Ice - Production, Storage, Conveying and Batching

The specifications required that all massive concrete maintain a

temperature between 400F and 500F within 20 minutes after placing. Con-

sequently, the use of shaved ice in the mixing process was required.

Depending on the season of the year, relative humidity, ambient tempera-

tures, etc., the use of the shaved ice varied from approximately 100

pounds per cubic yard to none.

The Contractor, in anticipation of the use of ice in large quantity,

provided nine North Star Model 60 Ice Makers. The ice makers shaved ice

from freezing coils and had a production capacity of approximately 20 tons

each per day. The Contractor constructed an ice storage area directly

below the ice makers with a storage capacity sufficient to maintain a

stockpile of shaved ice at all times. The stockpiled shaved ice was

removed by an ice rake to a twin screw conveyor where the ice was con-

veyed and discharged into a pneumatic conveying system which transported

the shaved ice to an insulated surge bin at the weighing level of the

concrete plant. The ice in the surge bin was conveyed by a screw con-

veyor to the ice scale where it was weighed and then discharged with

the other ingredients into the mixer. The batching of ice presented a

few problems due to freeze-ups and accuracy of the batching equipment.
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5. Refrigeration Plant, Water Chiller and Air Conditioning of

Aggregate Bins

The use of ice makers, the need for chilled (400 F) water and

the need to cool the coarse aggregates as much as possible, required

a refrigeration plant capable of providing cooling during the production

of concrete up to 300 cubic yards per hour. Each of the four coarse

aggregate storage bins was capable of being cooled by cold air forced

through the aggregates from near the bottom of the bin. This allowed

the aggregates to be exposed to cold air for the longest amount of time.

Chilled water and shaved ice were used as the mixing water in order to

attain further cooling of the concrete mixture. The refrigeration plant

was of the liquid ammonia type.

6. Batch Plant Fire

On 22 February 1975, the concrete batching plant and other re-

lated facilities were destroyed by fire. Concrete production did not

resume until 1 August 1975. During the time of rebuilding, some ready-

mix concrete was placed as protective concrete. A report of the investi-

gation of the fire is available at the District Office.

7. Operational Problems of the Concrete Batching Plant and Related

Facilities

(a) General

Much time could be spent on discussion of the problems that

arose during the production of concrete; however, many were of the type

that normally occur when equipment is being used for long periods of time

with minimal maintenance being performed. A large percentage of the

delays, cold joints, etc., can be attributed to equipment failure.
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A few of the operational problems were unique to this project and are dis-

cussed in this Report. Some problems such as those involving shortages of

materials will not be discussed.

-'.'- (b) Shaved Ice Batching and Weighing Accuracy

The batching of shaved ice is somewhat difficult due to the

simple fact that ice will freeze together if it remains exposed to warmer

temperatures for a short length of time. Freeze-ups occurred in the surge

or temporary storage bin and in the screw conveyor which fed the ice into

the scale hopper. The weighing accuracy of ice was less than desirable.

The contract specifications allow an accuracy of ±1% for mixing water.

The Contractor experienced many difficulties in attempting to attain this

degree of accuracy. Changes were made in the rate of feed by the conveyor

as well as a more rapid cutoff gate. Ice, due to its own qualities, may

or may not fall onto the scale in the same amount each time as is experi-

enced by other ingredients for concrete. Approximate variations in batch

quantities were from 10 pounds to 20 pounds over or under on each batch.

This amounts to a variation of 2.5% to 5.0% in accuracy. However, a

variation of one gallon to two gallons of mixing water per 4-cubic yard

batch did not appear to be detrimental to the quality of concrete produced

for the project. Future plant design perhaps will see improvements in the

batching facilities for ice.

(c) Graphical Record of Batching

Problems were experienced throughout the production of con-

crete with the graphical record of batching. The printing of graphs was

somewhat troublesome due to lines not being straight, too little or too

much ink, tearing, poor quality paper, etc. Large rolls of the graphical

records also presented storage and handling problems.
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(d) Gradations of Coarse Aggregates

A great many of the problems associated with the grading of

aggregates can be attributed to maintaining stockpiles, rescreening

plant operation and maintaining adequate levels of aggregate in the

plant bins. The overhead feed belt for the stockpiles resulted in

"cone shaped" piles, while the gates for the tunnel recovery belt

under the stockpiles resulted in inverted cone feed to that gate. Both

contributed greatly to segregation of the aggregate. Concrete place-

ment usually was at night, and by morning the stockpiles were normally

very low. The stockpiles were then built up to a high cone during the

day by trucks hauling from the quarry. This rapid depletion and filling

also contributed to segregation.

E. Sampling and Testing of Materials

1. Quality Assurance by Government

Quality Assurance Inspection and Testing requirements for this

project were contained in a report entitled "Engineering Considerations

and Construction Control Report", published by the Engineering Division,

St. Louis District. The report pointed out areas of construction requiring

special attention and also gave an indication of the amount of testing

and inspection required for the proper control of concrete production

and placement in the structure.

The Quality Assurance inspections and testing of all materials, fresh

concrete, hardened concrete, mixing of concrete mixtures, proper placement,

curing and protection were performed by personnel of the Main Dam Project

Office and the Materials Section of the Resident Office. To assure that

all personnel were aware of the role of the Government, a Quality Assurance

Plan for Concrete Batching and Mixing was prepared. A flow chart of all

operations for concrete production was prepared showing testing location,

as well as points of inspection. A copy of the Quality Assurance Plan and

a copy of the flow chart are attached at the end of this Section.
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Quality Assurance inspections of placement of concrete and all related

items were performed and records kept.

2. Quality Control by Contractor

The contract called for Quality Control inspections and testing

to be performed by the Contractor as outlined in the specifications.

.*-'**." The specifications required a minimum number of personnel to be furnished

and that certain personnel have the necessary experience, education and

registration to assure adequate control of the construction. The Contrac-

tor was generally able to furnish the qualified personnel as part of the

program. The portion of quality control that was responsible for the

proper production of concrete had more consideration by the Contractor

than'other features of work. However, the Contractor did have a quality

control program that worked to accomplish the proper construction of the

structure. Attached at the end of this Section is an outline of the

Contractor's Quality Control Plan for tests and inspection of concrete

production.

3. Concrete Strengths

(a) Concrete Mixture Design

The concrete mixture designs called for the following

minimum compressive strengths to be attained:

Mix Minimum Compressive Maximum Compressive
Type Strength, f'c Strength, ftc

A 5,000 psi 5,800 psi

B 4,000 psi 4,600 psi

C 3,000 psi 3,500 psi

D 3,000 psi 3,800 psi

E 2,000 psi 2,550 psi

E-1 2,000 psi Not Used

"'- E-2 2,500 psi Not Used

G 3,000 psi 3,600 psi

H 3,000 psi 3,750 psi

CH 3,000 psi 3,600 psi

J 5,000 psi 5,800 psi
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In order to obtain a more true reflection of concrete strengths, a

random method of sampling fresh concrete mixtures was adhered to by

Quality Assurance personnel. Test specimens were cast and cured within

the applicable provisions of the CRD Test Procedures. The coefficient ."

of variation was higher than hoped for, but is believed to present a

true view.

The use of computer printouts was made available by a computer program

set up by the Foundations and Materials Section, St. Louis District. Test

results from specimens cast for each concrete mixture were forwarded to the

F&M Branch on a biweekly to monthly basis. Plots at the project were main-

tained on a daily to weekly basis. The computer plots indicated test number,

date, location in the structure, slump, air content, 7-, 28- and 90-day

compressive strengths.

The final printouts for this project indicate the following data:

Mix Average Average Average 90-Day
Type Slump Air Content Strength

A 2.29 inches 5.4% 6,828 psi

B 2.66 inches 6.0% 6,325 psi

C 2.36 inches 5.2% 5,071 psi

D 2.29 inches 5.2% 4,441 psi

E 2.50 inches 5.3% 3,542 psi

G 2.22 inches 5.1% 5,907 psi

IH 2.23 inches 5.3% 5,977 psi

CH 2.33 inches 5.2% 4,571 psi

J 2.64 inches 5.8% 7,837 psi
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Mix 90-Day Tests
Type Coefficient of Variation

A 7.39%

B 13.62%

C 12.54%

D 13.87%

E 15.88%

G 12.21%

H 12.03%

CH 12.86%

J 13.36%

Refer ACI 214-65 for the rating given for :he above.

(b) Record Samples

LMVD-G Regluation No. 1110-1-300 dated 2 June 1966 required

that 5% of the concrete control samples be tested at the Waterways Experi-

ment Station Concrete Laboratory, Vicksburg, Mississippi. To comply with

this regulation, two additional specimens were cast on every 20th set of

specimens cast for a particular concrete mixture. For example, Set No. 20

for Mix Type H required the casting of six rather than the usual four test

specimens. The two additional specimens were cured at the project for

approximately 60 days prior to shipment. Shipment of the specimens was

accomplished through the use of metal curing cans sealed to prevent

moisture loss and crated in wooden crates for shipment by commercial

truck line to Vicksburg, Mississippi. At the concrete laboratory in

Vicksburg, the specimens were cured until the specified testing date.

Results of the tests performed at Vicksburg vs. ,esults of tests performed

at the project indicated little or no difference in compressive strength

determinations.
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(c) Accelerated Curing of Concrete Test Specimens

At the request of OCE through LMVD, this project performed

accelerated curing in accordance with Method CRD-C-97, Procedure A

-" (using warm water). Three concrete mixtures were selected for the

accelerated curing study. Mix Types C, E and H were selected and 20

sets of each mixture were tested. The results and findings of this program

were reported to LMVD-G and a copy of the report is made a part of this

Report.

4. Mixer Performance Tests

(a) As Performed by Contractor Quality Control

The contract called for complete mixer performance testing

to be performed by the Contractor as part of his Quality Control Testing.

The tests were to be in accordance with Method CRD-C-55. The complete

tests were to be performed at the start of concrete production and once per

year thereafter. An abbreviated mixer performance test was to be performed

approximately six months following the complete test. The Contractor pro-

vided the necessary equipment and facilities for the mixer performance

testing and was very competent in accomplishing the tests.

(b) As Performed by Government (W.E.S. Personnel)

Following the rebuilding of the batching plant due to the

fire in February 1975, the Government, in August 1975, performed complete

mixer performance testing to determine the minimum mixing times needed to

produce concrete of the required uniformity. The mixing time was reduced

as a result of this mixer performance testing. A copy of the testing per-

formed by W.E.S. is attached as a part of this Report.
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5. Curtis Sampler for Coarse Aggregates

As stated previously in Paragraph D.2. of this Report, the contract

specifications required the Contractor to furnish a sampling device capable

. .of performing grading analysis on large samples of coarse aggregates. The

unit furnished was manufactured by the Curtis Manufacturing Co. of Spokane,

Washington.

Engineering Technical Letter No. 1110-2-46 dated 12 July 1968 described

the Curtis Aggregate Sampler; however, the requirements for screen sizes,

operational procedures, correlation of results with existing standard

sieving methods, etc., were not covered in sufficient detail. The Contrac-

*tor purchased the Sampler as a part of the concrete batching plant and did

not obtain any guidance pertaining to the use of the Sampler. Also, some

features for operation and control were absent. The Contractor erected the

Sampler and related equipment, along with the batch plant during 1974.

The Sampler was initially used by the Contractor to determine the

necessary screening requirements of the rescreening plant. The Sampler was

used to perform acceptance testing of coarse aggregates during the produc-

tion of concrete. Failures of aggregates to meet the specifications for

grading led to investigation of the results obtained from the Curtis Sampler

vs. those obtained from a Gilson Laboratory Sieve Shaker. It was found that

failing tests on the Sampler were actually passing tests on the Gilson.

Screen changes were thought to be necessary and were made with no apparent

success. After many problems, delays, etc., a meeting was held with

representatives from the manufacturer, the Government and the Contractor.
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As a result, proper screen sizes were installed, proper operational proce-

dures developed and correlation testing performed. The correlation testing

provided the necessary information and data needed. The Curtis Sampler

usage for testing throughout the remainder of concrete production was satis- :.>

factory for the control of gradations. The contract was modified to include

the periodic correlation testing. The use of such a device on contracts

using aggregates in the 6-inch - 3-inch and 3-inch - I 1/2-inch sizes is

recommended. The ability to perform sieve analysis on large samples in a

short period of time is considered very beneficial to the control of

concrete manufacture.

Results of correlation testing are maintained in the project files for

future reference and the results of one correlation test are made a part

of this Report.

F. Placement, Curing and Protection

1. Placement

(a) Transportation and Placement of Freshly Mixed Concrete

Two methods of transporting the concrete mixtures in 2-cubic

yard and 4-cubic yard bottom dump hydraulic or air-operated buckets were

used. Trucks capable of transporting three 4-cubic yard buckets (one

empty, two loaded) were used where the placements were inaccessible by

the other method and to supplement the other method. Self-propelled rail

cars with a capacity of five 4-cubic yard buckets (one empty, four loaded)

were used to transport fresh concrete to a point of pickup by one of two

Washington gantry cranes. The gantry cranes operated from a construction
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trestle erected downstream of the stilling basin wall near the right

abutment. The trestle also contained a dual-track system for the rail

cars. Concrete was routed to the proper pickup point by switches. Each

car load of concrete was identified as to mixture type and destination

through the use of tags and lights, respectively. A dispatcher at the

plant loaded the proper mixtures from the plant holding hopper into the

buckets. He was responsible for the proper identification and destination.

Upon arrival at the proper pickup point, the concrete was transported

to the placement site by the crane.

Placement of concrete, for the most part, was accomplished through the

use of cranes and buckets. Some areas of placement required the use of

tremies. Placement of concrete in 7 and 1/2-foot lifts in the massive

sections required the Contractor to carry five 18-inch benches of fresh

concrete.

(b) Temperature Restrictions of Freshly Placed Concrete

Ultimate strain capacity tests and computer thermal

studies were conducted by the Waterways Experiment Station during the

design stage. Results of these studies are reported in Supplement No. 1

to Design Memorandum No. 5, Availability of Construction Materials.

These studies developed optimum lift thickness and placing

temperature of the mass concrete to control cracking associated with the

heat of hydration. Based on these studies the mass concrete placements

were required to be placed at a maximum concrete temperature of 50OF

when measured twenty minutes after mixing. Thin slabs, generally less

than 3 feet thick, had a maximum allowable placing temperature of 85*F.
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(c) "Ogee" Section

The placement of concrete in the overflow monoliths called

for the use of the 3-inch MSA concrete mixture, Type G. This mixture

was to be placed as the surface concrete. Initially, this mixture was -,

used; however, the development of "honeycombed" areas and a large amount

of surface voids led to the use of the 1 1/2-inch MSA mixture, Type H,

in the outer shell of the Ogee Section.

2. Curing and Protection

Curing of concrete was accomplished by water, water and burlap,

and white pigmented curing compound. Curing during cold weather required

the use of insulated blankets, as well as heat, to protect the concrete

during the curing period.

The placement of concrete during cold weather also required the use

of insulated forms.

G. Concrete Cracking

A concrete condition survey was completed in September 1983.

This survey included inspection of the stilling basin which had been

dewatered, at the time of closure, after several large flows through

% the diversion sluices. A report has been prepared documenting the

extent of cracking in the completed structure. The cracking observed

is very minimal for such a large and complicated structure. The few

cracks are in the fine category, less than Imm in width.
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H. Sluices

As the result of numerous periods of high water after diversion of

the river through the three sluices, the protective coverings for the

'.,,,. waterstops were torn away, the PVC waterstops were destroyed, the con-

crete in the area of waterstop blockouts was moderately eroded and the

dowels embedded in the surrounding concrete at the downstream end of the

sluices were damaged. Repair work performed by the Contractor,-as

directed, included patching of eroded concrete, replacement of damaged

dowels, and relocation and replacement of the PVC waterstop with

stainless steel.

Installation of the steel blukheads and repair described above were

performed in August and September 1983.

The sluices were filled by two methods as shown on the sketch attached

at the end of this Section; the upstream portion by preplaced aggregate

concrete and the downstream segment by pumped concrete. The upstream

34 feet 2 inches of the sluices were filled with preplaced aggregate con-

crete in two placements each; the upstream placement being 14 feet 2 inches

and the second placement 20 feet. Coarse aggregate was supplied by

Central Stone Co. from their quarry at Huntington, Missouri, and was crushed

limestone graded from 3-inch to 3/8-inch. Intrusion grouting was performed

under the supervision of the Prepakt Concrete Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Two

simplex (2.5-inch single piston) grout pumps were used with normal working

pressure of 10± psi. Grout design used was as follows:

9-27
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1,303 lb. Type IP cement per cubic yard

1,194 lb. masonry sand per cubic yard

796 lb. blow sand per cubic yard

69.3 gal. water per cubic yard

13 lb. fluidifier per cubic yard

Suppliers of grout materials were as follows:

Cement - Dundee Cement Co., Clarksville, Missouri

Masonry Sand - Missouri Sand and Gravel Co., LaGrange, Missouri

Blow Sand - Missouri Sand and Gravel Co., Marcelline, Illinois

Fluidifier (Intrusion Aid Type R) - Prepakt Concrete Co., Cleveland,

Ohio

Bleigh Ready-Mix Co., Monroe City, Missouri, delivered the grout to the

job site in ready-mix trucks.

Preplaced aggregate concrete was started in September 1983 and was

completed in November 1983.

In areas other than those described above, the sluices were filled with

pumped concrete. A Schwing Model BPI 801 pump with 5-inch lines was used.

Concrete design used was as follows:

564 lb. Type IP cement per cubic yard

1,103 lb. #4 - #100 sand per cubic yard

123 lb. blow sand per cubic yard

1,838 lb. 1-inch crushed limestone per cubic yard

32.5 gal. water per cubic yard

*64 oz. superplasticizer per cubic yard

6% entrained air

*Superplasticizer was used only in the top 2 feet to 3 feet.
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Sources of concrete materials were as follows:

Cement - Dundee Cement Co., Clarksville, Missouri

Sand (#4 - #100) - Missouri Sand and Gravel Co., LaGrange, Missouri

Blow Sand - Missouri Sand and Gravel Co., Marcelline, Illinois

Coarse Aggregate - Central Stone Co., Huntington, Missouri

Superplasticizer (Melment Type A) - American Admixtures & Chemical

Corporation, Chicago, Illinois

Air Entrainment (MB-AEA-10) - Master Builders Co., Cleveland, Ohio

Bleigh Ready-Mix Co., Monroe City, Missouri, delivered the concrete to the

job site in ready-mix trucks.

Concrete was pumped in November and December 1983.

Following mass filling of the sluices, the Ogee section forms were

covered with insulated blankets and a period of curing and cold weather

protection was provided in accordance with contract requirements.

On 5 January 1984, the insulated blankets were removed and the Contrac-

tor commenced shrinkage grouting operations along the sluice ceilings as

required by the contract. Grouting was performed through a system of

3/4-inch galvanized pipes installed in each sluice prior to mass filling.

The piping arrangement consisted of eight groups of pipes for each sluice

as shown in the sketch attached at the end of this Section. Each group was

composed of two grout pipes placed near the outside corners of the sluice

ceilings and one vent pipe located near the center. Four groups were placed

in the four mass placement zones and the remaining four groups were located

upstream and downstream of the two stainless steel waterstops. The system

resulted in 16 grout and 8 vent pipes available for each sluice.
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Grout and vent pipes were installed with 1/8-inch holes drilled on

approximately 6-inch centers along each particular placement zone. Grout

pipe holes were covered by expandable rubber sleeves to preclude intrusion

of mortar during mass filling but to allow extrusion of grout during that

operation. Vent pipes were similarly perforated and protected by masking

tape; tape seals were broken with air pressure prior to grouting.

Shrinkage grouting was performed using a ChemGrout CG-500 grout plant

with two mixing tanks (eight cubic feet each) and a Moyno pump. Grouting

was controlled at the header of each grout pipe by use of ITT Grinnell ball

valves.

Initial grout mixes of 3:1 and 2:1 (water to cement by volume) were

examined and determined too thin for job conditions. Actual grouting was

performed using a 1:1 mix proportioned by volume as follows:

94 lb. cement (1 cubic foot bulk)

7.5 gal. water (1 cubic foot)

.75 lb. intrusion aid fluidifier

Batching and grout takes were monitored using a calibrated dipstick.

Grouting was initiated at the upstream end of each sluice and was ad-

vanced progressively downstream. No specific contract requirements were

established to regulate grout takes; however, the shrinkage grouting was

continued until return flow appeared at vent pipes or until grout takes

dropped below 0.1 cubic foot per minute and, in most cases, below 0.05 cubic

foot per minute under header pressures ranging from 35 psi to 50 psi. Total

grout take was 128 cubic feet in Sluice D8 where a previously delayed pump-

crete placement had resulted in a large void. Total takes in Sluices D

and D1O were 15 cubic feet and 9 cubic feet, respectively, indicatinc

little shrinkage.
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Following completion of shrinkage grouting and form removal, the

Ogee section surfaces were inspected and unsatisfactory areas were

chiseled, ground and smoothed or veed out and filled with SET 45 as

.*-:- manufactured by Set Products, Inc. Form bolt holes were similarly

repaired.

I. Attachments

1. Concrete Materials Flow Diagram

2. Quality Assurance Plan for Concrete Batching and Mixing

3. Contractor's Quality Control Plan

4. Mixer Performance Test by W.E.S

5. Correlation of Curtis Sampler

6. Piping Arrangement for Shrinkage Grouting and Concrete Placement

Sequence for Sluices
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QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN
for

CONCRETE BATCHING AND MIXING

I. AGGREGATES

II. FRESH CONCRETE

III. CEMENT AND FLYASH--

IV. AIR ENTRAINING AGENT

.V. BATCH PLANT INSPECTION

VI. DOCUMENTATION
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I. AGGREGATES

A. PRODUCTION - Periodic checks of the producers' facilities
will be made to assure that materials come from approved
ledges or pits. Samples may be obtained for Sieve Analysis,
Specific Gravity, and Absorptions.

B. STOCKPILING AT JOBSITE - The contractor's operations in-
volving stockpiling of all aggregates will be monitored (for
such items as segregation of individual sizes, maintenance of
sufficient quantities for making placements, degradation of
sizes, etc. Samples again may be taken to check the change in
gradation due to handling.

C. WASHING AND RESCREENING FACILITIES - A daily inspection will
be made to check the adequacy of the washing and rescreening
processes. Coarse Aggregates will be checked for cleanliness
immediately after going thru the washing process. Rescreening
facilities will be checked for maintenance of screens and re-
moval of fines.

D. ACCEPTANCE TESTING OF AGGREGATES - Tests for acceptance will
be made on all aggregates as they are delivered to the mixers.
This will be accomplished by obtaining samples from the scales
at the Batching Plant. The schedule of tests are as follows:

1. Coarse Aggregate - Each size of coarse aggregate
will be tested for gradation once per 8-hour shift.

2. Fine Aggregate - A sieve analysis and fineness mod-
ules determination will be made once per 8-hour shift.

A FM Control Chart is maintdned.

E. MISCELLANEOUS TESTS PERFORMED ON AGGREGATES - The following
tests will be performed and at the frequency stated below:

1. Particle Shape - Once per week.

2. Bulk Specific Gravity - Once per month.

3. Absorption - Once per month.

4. Material finer than #200 sieve - Once per month.

5. Moisture Contents - One per size each day.

2
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II. FRESH CONCRETE

A. AIR CONTENT - Tests for air content will be performed at
the rate of two tests per mix used per 8-hour shift. A con-

* trol chart will also be maintained.

B. SLUMP - Tests for slump will be performed at the rate of
two tests per mix used per 8-hour shift. A control chart
will also be maintained.

C. UNIT WEIGHT - A test to determine unit weights will be per-
formed on each mix used at the rate of one test per week.

D. TEMPERATURE - Constant checks of temperature of the fresh
concrete will be made to assure compliance with the specifica-
tion requirements.

E. TEST SPECIMENS FOR STRENGTH - A set of four 6"x12" specimens
will be cast for each mix used at the rate of one set per shift.

III. CEMENT AND FLYASH

A. All shipments of these materials wil be checked to assure
they are from tested and approved sources.

B. TEMPERATURE - Cement will be checked once daily for temperature.

C. All test reports of these materials will be reviewed so that
changes in mix strength, workability, air content, etc., may
be anticipated and proper action taken.

IV. AIR ENTRAINING AGENT

A. Air Entraining Agent on this project is job mixed.

B. MIXING - The mixing of air entraining agent will be inspected

to assure proper procedures are used.

C. TESTING AND SAMPLING - The testing and sampling procedures as

set forth by the Resident Office will be followed.

3
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V. BATCH PLANT INSPECTION

A. MIX PROPORTIONS - These will be furnished to the contractor
based upon determinations made by the review of all data re-

garding gradations of aggregates, strength of concrete, changes
in cement, and flyash and workability.

B. WEIGHING, BATCHING, AND MIXING - As follows:

1. Scales - They will be checked for accuracy every 20
batching days by the contractor under the supervision

of the Corps Inspector. An additional scale check will
be performed anytime repairs are made to the scales or
it is apparent that a problem exists.

2. Batching and Recording - A check of batching accuracy and

recording accuracy will be performed a minimum of four times
per 8-hour shift by the Plant Inspector. The record of
batching (graph) will be removed and checked in detail at
the end of each placing day.

3. Mixing - An abbreviated Mixer Performance Test may be per-

formed in addition to the contractor's tests to assure properU ,mixing action and time so that uniformity is maintained.

C. MONITORING OF CONTRACTOR QUALITY CONTROL - As folbws:

1. The Corps Inspection force will constantly monitor the con-
tractor in his performance of the specified Quality Control

Testing and Inspection.

2. All records maintained by the contractor and equipment used

in testing will be subjected to a daily review and inspection
for completeness and operation.

VI. DOCUMENTATION

A. RECORDS - All testing performed for Quality Assurance will be

recorded on appropriate standard forms and local forms.

B. OTHER DATA - Miscellaneous data regarding problems with spec-
ifications, materials, etc., will be compile..

4
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CONCRETE PRODUCTION - CANNON DAM

CONTRACTOR QUALITY CONTROL

TESTS AND INSPECTION

"" I. COARSE AGGREGATES

A. Quarry Production - one sieve analysis per size each

production day.

B. Batch Plant - one sieve analysis per size per shift, one

moisture content per size per shift, and one particle shape

per week if needed.

II. FINE AGGREGATES (SAND)

A. Sand Plant Production - one sieve analysis with FM per

production day.

B. Batch Plant - one sieve analysis with FM per shift, two

pairs moisture contents per 8-hours, and one particle shape
per week if needed.

III. SCALES -

A. Scale Accuracy - one complete scale check every 20 days.

B. Accuracy of Batching and Recording - one per week.

IV. FRESH CONCRETE

A. Air Content - two per mix per 8-hour shift.

B. Slump - two per mix per 8-hour shift.

V. MIXER PERFORMANCE TEST

A. Complete - Each mixer once per year

B. Abbreviated - Each mixer oncevery six months.

VI. CONTROL CHARTS

A. Slump - continuous plots reported to Corps every week.

B. Air Content - continuous plots reported to Corps every week.

C. Fineness Modulus of Sand - continuous plots reported to Corps
every week.

L
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VII. BATCH WEIGHT DETERMINATION -Once per shift for each mix used.

VIII. BATCH PLANT CONTROL -Continuous

2



J DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION. CORPS OF ENGINEERS

P. 0. BOX 631

VICKSBURG, MISSISSIPPI 39180

Wr . aY , m WESCC 24 September '975

SUBJECT: Mixer Performance Test for Clarence Cannon Dam

District Engineer

U. S. Army Engineer District, St. Louis
210 N. 12th St.
St. Louis, MO 63101

1. Reference is made to your DA Form 2544, No. ED 57-75, dated 9 October
1974.

2. Concrete mixer performance tests as outlined in CRD-C 55 were con-
ducted at the site on an automatic mixing plant with four-4-cu-yd-capacity
tilting mixers manufactured by the Koehring Company. The tests were
conducted by personnel of the Waterways Experiment Station (WES) during

-. the period 19-27 August 1975.

3. The mixinf plant was operating on a limited schedule when WES personnel
arrived at the jobsite on 19 August 1975. Sampling and testing were con-

:- ducted so as to result in a minimal amount of interference with the contractor
concrete mixing operations. The District personnel at the site were very
helpful in coordinating work with the contractor.

4. Twelve 4-cu-yd batches of concrete representing three mixtures were
sampled and tested for variations in water content of mortar, coarse aggre-
gate content, unit weight of air-free mortar, and cement content of dried
mortar. Mixture proportions are given in Incl 1.

5. Samples were taken from the wet-batch hopper representing the first,
middle, and last portions of the mixer discharge and tested as outlined in
CRD-C 55. The Standard Guide Specifications for Concrete, CE 1401.01,
July 1973, gives the maximum allowable variations for the test results in
paragraph 10.10 for automatic batching and mixing plants. The test results
of the 12 batches sampled and tested are given in Incl 2. The cycle time
includes 12-15 sec charging time in addition to the mixing time indicated.

6. The concrete from all batches appeared well mixed. Some segregation

was observed during sampling of mixture E, due primarily to the high slump
in combination with the 6-in. maximum size aggregate material. The test



WESCC 24 September 1975
SUBJECT: Mixer Performance Test for Clarence Cannon Damn

results indicate that a 90 sec mixing time is satisfactory for all mixtures
and all mixers. A 75 sec mixing time appears to be satisfactory only for

* concrete having slumps greater than 2 in., therefore 90 sec is the recomn-
mended minimum mixing time. The water content variation exceeded the allow-
able when a 75 sec mixing time was used to mix lower slump concrete (2 in.

* or less).

* FOR THE DIRECTOR:

2 Incl BRYA+f MATHER
- as Engi eer

Chief, Concrete Laboratory
CF w inc:
LMVD, ATTN: LMVED-G
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K Mixtures

Mix Maximum Size Cement,*
Lesignation Aggregate, in. Water Content lb/cu yd f6, psi'

C 3 0.54 368 3000

E 6 0.67 218 2500

H 1-1/2 0.45' 517 3000

*Cement plus fly ash.

All mixtures proportioned to have 1-1/2 + 1/2 in. slump
and 5.0 + 0.5 percent air.



K ' Test Results

Variability Index

Mixing Unit I'eight Coarse Water Cement
Mix Mixer Time, 'Slump, of Air-Free Aggregate Content Content of
No. No. see in. Mortar Content of Mortar Dried Mortar

Specification Limit (min) 98.5 90.5 91.5 82.S

C 1 90 1 98.3* 98.6 87.0* 92.9

C 1 90 1-1/4 99.3 93.0 97.0 98.6

C 1 7S 1-3/4 99.2 95.0 90.6* 97.0

C 2 90 2-3/4 98.6 90.5 92.1 92.4

C 3 90 2 99.1 92.9 96.0 93.8

C 3 75 2-1/4 99.6 95.2 94.3 99.2

C 4 90 2-3/4 99.5 96.3 95.7 96.1

E 1 90 3-1/2 99.7 98.7 97.2 85.1

E 2 90 3-1/2 98.6 94.0 94.4 95.6

E 3 90 3 99.8 95.6 94.1 86.S

E 4 90 4 99.6 93.3 95.1 95.8

H 1 90 1 -99.6 97.5 99.3. 98.4

.. Exceeds specification limit.

i -aL.



MASSMAN CONSTRUCTION CO. -CANNON DAM PROJECT
W&NHAS CnY. MISSOURI

aa. . # 2

Oatber 22, 1976

Wk. Otto K. Staff em
V.S., AM~ Carp of bgiaeer.
Clarenc. Cam Resideat OffiLe
1. 1. # 2

"t: Claremse cammns
Cotrest Me. RAWI 43-73-C-0134

B er Sir:

hAlesed ame results of eerrelatim teats m cotis Sampler.

?sate wro performed from Septew 22 to Ootober 15, 1976 by Kesm
coetrutin Co. Quality comtel bsciieiam.

Te folloui simba will be upe" temperate Curtis Uompar for patim
* testim.

#4 - 3/4" Aggregate
11e Slope, 6 ma 0 140 R.P.M., I ia! 2000 L.P.H. Fat Feed, Gate down

3/4 1~ 1/2" Aggregate
10Slopes 4@ 80 R.PJL*2 Ia Q 220 R.P.H., Fat Feed, Gate dow

1 11/2 -3'#Aggregate
80 slopeg 5 Kus @ 2300 I.P.M.1 fat feed, Gate 1/2 spem

3" - 6" Agregate
5 Slopeo 5 is Q 2300 I.P.M., Feet feed, Gate Open.

* Those motheds are som as derived fro correas:ioe teats performad February, 1976.

very truly your,

WASSMA OUUICEM 0O.

CAE DAM PROJ3CT

Paul I.. Baker
Quiality cantrol

p13:pJp
* ~ c me ICOffice
* Sol.



SUMM4ARY

-4 3/4" AGGREGATE

* * 3/4" Curtis Gilson if

1 96.4 94.5 1.9
2 96.5 94.5 2.0

*3 95.0 92.7 2.3

3/8"
*1 37.5 36.5 1.0
*2 36.4 35.9 0.5

3 28.9 27.6 1.3

NOTE: # 4 Screen out of Curtis

* Total Material Run'

Curtis 1167
Gilson 1155.5

- - -- a - a - - - - - -a----------------- - - - - -

METHODS OF OPERATION

TEST NUMBER

1110 Slope, 6 Min @ 1400 R.P.M., 1 Min @ 2000 R.P.M.
*Fast Feed, Gate Down

2 11 0 Slope, 6 Min @ 1400 R.P.M., 1 Min @ 2000 R.P.M.
Fast Feed, Gate Down

3 110 Slope, 6 Min @ 1400 R.P.M., 1 Min @ 2000 R.P.M.
Fast Feed, Gate Down



SUMMARY

3/4" 1 1/2" AGGREGATE

1 1/2" CURTIS GILSON DIFF,
1 97.6 96.8 0.8
2 97.9 98.1 0.2
3 94.0 92.9 1.1
4 97.8 96.8 1.0

lot

1 19.9 24.3 4.4
2 39.2 40.4 1.2
3 24.0 25.7 1.7
4 39.2 39.3 0.1

3/4"
1 3.3 6.6 3.3

* 2 8.6 5.3 3.3
3 3.8 4.8 1.0
4 6.0 6.3 0.3

i 3/8"1 1.8 5.1 3.3

2 1.4 1.4 0.0
" 3 1.5 2.6 1.1

4 2.0 3.0 1.0

Total Material Run

Curtis 1703
Gilson 1682.5

* - - - * - - *1 - - am -m -) am - - ea - -l an - al - - - - -l - 8 an -l S -m -l -m sa -

METHODS OF OPERATION

.. TEST NUMBER

1 10 0 Slope, 4 Min @ 1800 R.P.M., 2 Min @ 2200 R.P.M.,
Fast Feed, Gate Down

S0 2 100 Slope, 4 Min @ 1800 R.P.M., 2 Min 0 2200 R.PM.,
Fast Feed, Gate Down

-. 3 10 Slope, 4 Min @ 1800 R P.M., 2 Min @ 2200 R.P.M.,
Fast Feed, Gate Down

• 4 100 Slope, 4 Min @ 1800 R.P.M., 2 Min @ 2200 R.psm.,
Fast Feed, Gate Down

• S ""
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U

SUMMARY

1 1/2"- 3" AGGREGATE

CURTIS GILSON DIFF.

1 90.1 90.0 0.1

2 92.7 91.3 1.4
3 96.2 95.8 0.4

2"

1 21.4 18.7 2.7
2 26.1 23.7 2.4
3 39.9 37.3 2.6

1 1/2"
1 4.4 4.5 0.1
2 6.0 6.0 0.0
3 6.7 6.4 0.3

~1"

. 1 2.7 3.0 0.3
2 2.7 3.2 0.5
3 2.9 3.5 0,6

Total Material Run

Curtis 2507
. Gilson 2483

",~~ a - aD - - a - a a amD.. a ea al - - -i l - a - a a el al a al al a a a al al a a al al

METHODS OF OPERATION

*- TEST NUMBER

" 1 80 Slope, 5 Min @ 1800 R.P.M.,
Fast Feed, Gate 1/2 Open

2 80 Slope, 5 Min @ 1800 R.P.M.,
Fast Feed, Gate 1/2 Open

3 80 Slope, 5 Min @ 1800 R.P.M.,
Fast Feed, Gate 1/2 Open

- .o-. -*.....*-
,.t ", " ., .*. -- * ~ - - ~ - - I - - - ~

. . .. ..



SUMMARY

3" 6" AGGREGATE

CURTIS GILSON DIFF.
6"

1 95.4 95.3 0.1
2 98.0 98.1 0.1
3 97.2 97.1 0.1

4"
1 53.0 51.6 1.4
2 58.2 58.9 0.7
3 47.2 47.5 0.3

3"
1 24.9 25.5 0.6
2 14.0 15.8 1.8
3 10.3 11.7 1.4

2s'

1 15.5 15.3 0.2
2 3.5 4.0 0.5
3 3.2 3.6 0.4

Total Material Run

Curtis 3703
Gilson 3679

* a -a S aa a- -a a- - - - - - - - - - - - - -a-a-aa -- aaa

METHODS OF OPERATION

TEST NUMBER

1 80 Slope, 5 Min @ 2300 R.P.M.,
Fast Feed, Gate open

2 8 Slope, 5 Min @ 2300 R.P.M.0
Fast Feed, Gate Open

3 80 Slope, 5 Min @ 2300 R.P.M.,
Fast Feed, Gate Open

. . . ..O ~ 0 0*. .



CU'CKE'Z I R'KGidE lESTS OASSHk1 1i L LJG'£iN CO,
CAIOM DAM PROJECT DACW-43-73-C-O134

SAND ANALYSIS

2 _3 - -"'

a Size Wt.Ret % Rat. F.M. Wt.Ret Mt. .. Wt.Rtt %L Rat P.M. . Spec
0-5

S.,-- _ .._ .--5-20
A16 --. 10-22

____ ___ _____ ___ ______ ___ld-32

zoo .__18-32

#100 10-25
Pan - - . 1__ -!0
Total -

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS #4 - 3/4"

Sieve Size Wt.Ret % Rt.t Pass W .Mt. % .Rt. Peas Wto.Ret.t ..Ret< .P %a Spec.
1,, - - L/0 -..- - ..LL - - . t._

3/8"_ /20 ,Z,5 . /z/.6. Z, 5_ _ . -7.- Z 1i0.645

4 97 1"o 6 .0,5 / - - 1 o-

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 3/4" - 1 1/2"

1 2

1 Size Wt.Ret, eet., Pass Wt.Ret. Rt. ..Pass WL.
, , _ __100

1/2- - 90-100
l ot 20 -4 13

3/4-- -, 0-10
3/8" 0-5
Total•.

a - - -.. --

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 1 1/2" - 3"
1 2 3

Stave ~ Szea Nt.t. I[. atL l i Sa., Z Lt. %. Pass jat.jLa. at. % pass s c,

- - 100

-1 --- (1-- fl100
2" 20-55

-1-1- --.- 0-10

1" 0-5
Total

A-GREGATE ANALYSIS 3" 6"

2 3
ii -i~ ~ht7.h PaS t.Rat, % let, % Pns .m Rt pass Pam ec

• _-__ .. 100
6" 90-100
4" ........ 20-55

.. . . . ..... _0 0-15
0-5

__ __ .,__ -
Total

-. " R, P6. -, - -__

TAU 9PW1'



CONCRETE A(GREATE TESTS MASSMAN CONSTRUCTION CO.
SCANNON DAN PROJECT DACIW-f433-C-0134

SAND ANALYSIS

2 3 ',,

4e Size WtRet. % Ret. F.. Wt.Ret. Z 92t. P.M .. Ret, , 2% Spec.64 ! " 0-5

# _ 5-20

_---I 

1 0 -2 2

• 1 _ _"_--ld-32

-#50--- _ - _ 18-32

__0 _ _ 1 0 -2 5

AGGREGATE APALYSIS #4 -3"4"PZ 3 z ,, o O

Sieve Size Wt.Ret, % Rat. % Pas Wt.Ret. % Rot. % Pass Wt.Ret. % Ret.. %-Pass 7.Spec.
"-- - /o - ".--- _ZOO -- - .'_ .. 1Qo

34 _, _,__ 90-100
3/8" 3Z7 &3 2. (P.o7Z Jo,& 1o, _20-45 _
#4I /t o .,, / 06 0 os

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 3/4" - 1 1/2"

Size Wt.Ret 2 Ret% Pass. Wt.Ret. % et. % Pass lWt.Ret. Rot. . Sa29.
_________ ______ ______ ______ 100

1/2___ ___ 1_ _ __ __ _ _ _ 90-100• x12,,L , ) 9-10"

3/89- - 0-5TPmal

AGGREGATi ANALYSIS 1 1/2" - 3"

1 3 _

sieve Riga t-atL Z. AS L St. I1at % lt. WJb -W-i-.lk- .h .aPd Spae

4., 100

2" 20-55
S 1/2 K. 0"10

1" .... 0-5

11AGRZGATI ANqALYSIS 3" "6"

2 3

si" -::: t~ ,.2st, Wt At:. _lA,, Pass TM.mI.7 it .P l t t.-.' _L ,,t-- -XZ& -.. Pe S R

" 7" 100.. .. .

_1) • "'20-55

•~ -15
::- z."0-5

Total

-IUAM: 1 ZVaA A_ iW6 .H sr



CONCRETE AGGREGATE TESTS M4ASSMAN CUNSTRUCTION CO.
CANNON DAM PROJECT DACW-43-73-C-0134

SAND ANALYSIS

1 2 3

a Size Wt.Ret 7. Ret. P.M. Wt.Ret Z. .et. P.. I. Ret.1 F.M. %. Spec.
64 " 10-5

- ,5-20
S16 10-22
. _ __-_~__ lsd-32

_ _ __O _ 18-32

#100 10-25

Pan_ ~ - 5-10
Total L -,

,A. AGGREGATE ANALYSIS #4 - 3/4"
_____ i3 a~er4i, A, _ 6 ____l 3 ____

Sieve Size Wt.Ret- % Rt. 2 Paso Wt.Ret. % Ret. . Pass Wt.Ret4 7 Ret. Pass % Spec.- - .-- ....- o

34" 23 5 75 9 ,. 7 " 90-100
3/1. .,. W, j. . , Z.0_ 0-45

Total A&I L,, I..f

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 3/4" - 1 1/2"1

'_size t.Ret % Ret. Pass t.Ret. %Ret. % Pass t.Re, % Rot., % Pass .. 7nt9.._
_________ ______ ______100

1/2" _ _90-100

1" __,,___20-45

/--., 0-10
3/8"_ 0-5

Tot;al

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 1 1/2" - 3"

_ 2 3

sieve Size .t, Pas St.Rt, et %. Pass kT.. B.ta .% Pass 7. Spec.

-4 ___ ___ 100
3" qn-l0
2" -- 20-55

112... -- 0-10
i" 0-5

Total

AGGREIATE ANALYSIS 3" - 6"
S2 3

-- i 11 100

6" _ _ _' "-90-100
""__ I_ 20-55

____ ___ _____ __ ___ 0-15

-- _ _0-5

Total

REMKS: (0 A/O , P A) M,

.~l ,,- 0 - - -.5. . .10 . - .- - .- - - . .. , ..- ,...... , ,,.. L" .,.j .F..--:



CONCRETE AGGREGATE TESTS 6ASSMAN CONSIRUCTION CO.
CANNON DAM PROJECT DACW-43-73-C-0131

SAND ANALYSIS

1_ 2 3 - g-2Z-76
.a Size Wt.Ret. % Ret. F.M. Wt.Ret ..L. P.M. t.Ret % e P.M. S Spec*

d4 , 0-5

-- _5-20

S-.6 .. 10-22
--..--- ld-32

f.30 18-32

#100 ,_10-25

Pan j.- - - 5-10

Total __ -

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS #4 " 3/4"
1 _ __3

Sieve Size Wt.Ret, % Ret. % Pass Wt.Rot. % Rat. % Pass Wt.Ret. . Rat. %-Pass .Spec.
1" --.. _ -_0-0- - _..100

3/4- - 90-100

3/881 J- 20-45-
0-5

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 3/4" 1 1/2"

1 oRrj52 A 6/_,_4_"1 3 ,

Size Wt.Ret. % Rot. % Pass Wt.Ret. .% P. Pass 2.19 t

__ __ 1/21 -9 , 90-) __ _100

:L§ ~ ' ' z.__Z _./2 ..2dL __ - o-o
lotiZ -4 W 4- ______ ___

770 26 36d " 19/cl _ -i '71 a ZJ 20-4%

:3/8-1 33 9eq, Z. .5-z 5 ,--l- Q39 0-5.

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 1 1/2" - "

1 2 3

Sieve Size wt-Rat- Z Rat 7 Pam, St.R, % Rat, T PassIt.e.IAL .- t. L.. Pass % Spec.
41' 1 et loo

3" _-l 190 .

2" 20-55
1 1/2 . ____ 0-10
1" 0-5

Total

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 3" " 6"

Sit Sir-i -WL.EASL -2JM Re. t a, l, % &e:I a 1ltt, wt Rat.t. SD ec
7" *1 100

L. -: _,

6" 90-100
I~~~0 -"...2-55

_0-15

Totsl

RMARKS: -DI erp gA-tP . xe./vF" P) "[ l 0 ,.P/" .at4'- 2200 ..,.A .Z-Hl,v 1A °6 o,. A,,
/-_ A

.. . .. . . . . ... . . . .



CONGKETE AGGREGATE TESTS NiASSMAN CONSTRUCTION CO.

CANNON DAM PROJECT DACW-3-73-C-0134
SAND ANALYSIS ,," 37 _

1 2 3 ,_._,,

S." .e Size Wt.Ret % Rat. FM. Wt.Ret % lot. P.M. Wt.Ret. % Rat. F.H. % Spec,

,,-- , 5-20
-A-16.... 10-22

• _ _-__-_ 1d-32
#50 -18-32

#100 10-25

Pan - -5 - ___-10

Total

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS #4 " 3/4"

Sieve Size Wt.Ret % Rt. % Pass Wt.Ret % Rat. % Pass Wt.Ret. % Rat. %-Pass Z Spec.
' 3 _ _ _3/4-1 ,90-100

3/1 _ 20-43
__ _ ___4_ ____ 0-5

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 3/4- 1 1/2

10__ i e'cer,5 2 3. 01___

Size Wt.Ret4 % Rot. % Pass Wt.Ret. % Ret. % Pass Wt.Ret. . Pass Spe.
- - / - -, /~ , -' 100

1 1/2 , Z,1 .I05 2, /, - 90-100jig 177 6,0,, ,Z 12 ,D 0 ., (o , . 2,0': -4 1S

?__,& 0
3/8' 9B.2 /,. 1/d , 1,4 _ 0.0 -- 5

i Tota- 1L2~c,______ ____
-,, Z/ B O - -I..--

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 1 1/2" - T
1 2-3

Sieve Sizm  
wt.Rat, %.ll 7 Pass StR, , liPl .me -7 e tPs pt

_" ..... % Pas jLjarL not jaoo % Spec.
401,_ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ 100

2"1 20-55

1 " _ _1.2__ 0-10

Total _ a

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 3" " 6"
2 3:

" " . Sli Ll.ht % h:. P~l -Bt % St, % Pas .I.Tlt .Pt ~ C

7' .... . ..... _ 100

6" 90-100

' ---- 20-55

____ _________ ___ ______ ___0-15

.... ___" _._.. . . .. ___ 0-5

Total

.. V... t /H......, .4 ,/. La .. .,,...zz . ... ..
SP -.,A



CONCRETE AGGREGATE TESTS MASSMAN CONSTRUCTION CO.
CAN-m DAM PROJECT DACW-43-73-C-0134

SAND ANALYSIS

1 _____ 2 _ _3 9-Z7

e Size Wt.Ret. , Rat. FM . Wt.R % .. L. wL.et. % 9at. F.. Z Spec.

OR - 5-20
_6 .......- -.- 10-22

..:-o ----- _ -32
-50 1 18-32
#100 - -- 10-25

Pan 5-1 -- 0_.. 0

Total ---

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS #4 3/4"
1 2 3

Sieve Size Wt.Rat . %et. R , Pass Wt.Ret. 7 Ret. % Pass Wt.Ret. % Ret. %-Pass_ % Spec.

lo - - --.-

3-4"- - ._ 90-100
3/8-- - .20-45

__ __ _ __ _0-S

1oAGGREGATE 
ANALYSIS 3/4"- 1 1/2"Ogg r_1__ 5 2 #3 G oav

' Size Wt.Ret . Ret. 7, Pass Wt.Ret 7, Ret. , Page WtL.et. ,Iet. * Lass.. Z.Sue..
. ,, ---- 0-100

12 944 - -7, - / o-100
V " .fql 746,0 24,6 -4"79,5 74,3 5 ,, ,7 20-4S

3/4" - - - 4. - - 2-5 5
/1-- 3- -,-,,-,- 0- 10. Q1,4. 11 0-5

AGGRUGATE ANALYSIS 1 1/2- I"

!Stave size 1t.Rte -Ze "t e, t.It, % Lot, M u ]I.ae.U_ We X passL % Spee,

_ _ - -".- .. -, oo

31 _n-_100

2"1 20"55

6 - -_1/21 -0-10

-i- a - - -n

Il 0-5
Total_

-AGGitM~TZ ANALYSIS 3" - 6"
- 3,2 3

IM st £: 1,2,t 1a,1J, ..1I& -% Pea, MI~tAI -% et. % Pass .. a.,r e. e, % snee.

'+ 100

- ..... ,. .. ,o-,

_.." [ 20-55

., .. ... ..- ... ..



CONCRETE AGGREGATE TESTS dASSMA CONSTRUCTIUN c0.
a CAbMO DAN PROJECT WCw-43-73-C-0134

SAND ANALYSIS

1 2 3

,a Size Wt.Ret % Rat. F.. Wt.Ret, % .e.C P.M. WtRet. % Rt . .M. Spec,
M 0-5

- 5-20
-r __ .10-22

- ~~~ ~d -- ____l-32

#50 18-32

#100 10-25
Pan ]5-10

Total -

AGGREGATZ ANALYSIS #4 - 3/4"
1 _3 __

Sieve Size Wt.Ret, % Ret. % Pass Wt.Ret. % Ret. % Pas. Wt.Ret, % Ret. %-Pas % Spec.

1" -_ -- e -

3--1-" 90-100
3/841_ _ __ _ _ ____- .04

4 _0-5

TotalT.se

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 3/4" - 1 1/2"
___~~td __ _ _&t4S,6AJ 'p___

Size Wt.Ret, Rot. % Paso Wt.Ret % Rat. % Pass Wt.le&. .e-- - - A) -'' - -- -"100

90-100

lt33 76dA ZA3_._. 7 R al 9Q-4_

3" - , _ ___ _ 0-5

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 1 1/2" -

1 2 -3

sieava e %~M -Za IWO- PassL %~,.ZA j..a~~~.~~ SPec.

-W- -, -,- 100
3" gn-100
2'" 20-55

--I -/ -- 0-10
1" 0-5

Total - - - -

AGGRIEATE ANALYSIS 3" " 6"
r.2 3 -

____ .L__ - _•_

701 100
61 90-100

-;--- -'" 20-55

"-_ _; _0-15

Total

Si| jAi- 2 AH
"- OC4,



CONCRETE ACGREGATE TESTS MASSMAN CONSTRUCTION CO.
CANNON DAM PROJECT DACW-43-73-c-0134

SAND ANALYSIS

_____ 12 _ _ _ __ 3 -D

S-40 Size Wt.Ret %R Re .M. wt.Ret. .wtLgete -se.
--,-.. - -

* _______________5-20

* *~- ~ _______10-22

' "-... . . .Id-32
#50 ...... .. .. 18-32

an100 L.... - -,,-., - 10-25
j ~-5-10

Total - ----

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS #4 3/14"

1 *3_ ._ _ 0 __Sieve Size Wt.et, .Rat. Pass WtRet. %Reta. % Pass Wt.Ret. . Ret. % Pass 7. Spec.

- --...... - - -00

_1_1_2", ., 90-100

-- "-20-45

-- -...- 1 0_j___ -
AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 3/4" 1 1/2 "

::.:::- .-....-

Size Wt.Ret. % Ret % Pass Wt.Ret. % Ret. . Pass W.IsLe. %.ot,. %Pas .
_________ _______100

1 1/2. - - - - - - - - - 90-100

- --- - - -0-10

- -- -- 0-5

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 1 1/2" - 3"

*: g love. .WLiIa List. Slai it a 7m 2 I %PAZ L L fS . . . Spec.
-" - - 6 _ - 100

" " ---5 219 .1 .2 (eti b j-100
21 " ... 2LA.. . b , 1 - 20-55
1 / -s - 0. 0

1"437 !27, - 7a Q 0..5__
Total -- -- ,

pAGGREGATE ANALYSIS 3' 6"

s'aai AiL J ?AIAu Mk~lat 1.1st.A.Rt. LuL

** 6" ________ __ 90-100

2-.-
- - - - 0-55

--- -- ,- -- _,_____.. 0-5
Total

IMM I~ -H - - --- -

UDIAIW: .~ 4u,~ c4 230 eP/-fA~r/~O)~/2CA 0



CONCRETE AGREGATE TESTS HASSMAN CONSTRUCTION CO.
CANNON DAN PROJECT DCW-43-73-C-0134

SAND ANALYSIS
I.

_ _ _ 1 _ _2 _ _ _ _3 nY

SxZe Size Wt.Ret %s Rt. F.M. ate, .... R Lte .. %.e Re .1 S.

_- |_ 5-20
-- _'_ _-- ""_ 10-22

#50 18-32

#100 10-25
Pan 5 _ _ . 5-10
Total _

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS #4 - 3/4"

_ _ _ 2 _3 -_

Sieve Size Wt.Ret 7. Ret. . Pass Wt.Ret. % Ret. % Pass Wt.Ret., % Ret. % Pass Spec.
1" ....-.- - - - IL.. .... ......1_........

341 -- 90-100

318 .0-65

--Total - __.

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 3/4" - 1 1/2"

1 2

Size Wt.Ret .Ret. . Pass Wt.Ret. % Ret. % Pass Wt.e. R Let. . LSu . .
_______ ______________100

1 1/2,1 ______ 90-100
. 1 20-45

- - --- - -0-10

Total

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 1 1/2" " 3"

Rieve Size Ms.L Rat: Pas St.Re, % Rot, % Pass 7tl I zasL % Spec.?

310- &7 -. 9. - - !6, ,, - 1loo3" .1a2 .J"7,L ') Z*7 27.k, .,.78L / 3 __,_ .. L. ___ n-100.

2" (e&. (o.1 9&,__ 20-55
1 1/1 Ay7- W, . 0 P. AWQ. o(, 0,0 10-10
l" ri,897 91-3 Z,7 RA3,5 96,16 3. Z 6..5 0-5

Total - 12 _/_.,

AGGREGATE ALYSIS 3"- 6"

"" i: -. iSz -WLJLAL IA NZ Wie Ps t.Rat. % Rat, % Pass ; t.gat, JUU m. I As SReC.
7-_ 100

61" 190_______ ___100
6"i - -- _ _ -ooo

- _ __ __ ....__ 20-55
_ __ _ _, __ _ _ _,_ _ ....... __ ___0-152-0-5

Total__ _ _ ____ __

unisxs iYA/ Z 306 PH Q7f~O ' 6 4,r,6 -PAM Sc .or '

:::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::...:.:....::.:..::::,....,::.--..--::::: : :: :.*.*. *:: : .;: : :; : -.



COICRETE AGREGATE TESTS MASSMAN CONSTRUCTION CO,
CANNON DAM PROJECT DACW-43-73-c-013

SAND ANALYSIS

12 __ _ 3 DAT

SIeve Size Wt.Ret, Rat. F.M. Wt.Ret ..Zjt. P.M. w.Ret, Z . -Z Spec,

is , 5-20
- - _--10-22

( - . . .......__ _ __ __ - _ _ . . . ...

* i.J __ ___- - - _____ ___ __ d-32

' #50 18-32
#100 ._ 10-25
Pan - -- _ 5-10
Total- - -

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 4 " 3/4"2, 3
Sieve Size Wt.Rot Rat. I Pass WtRet. % Ret. % Pass Wt.Ret. % Ret. S.

3* 0 92~ - - - - ___- 0-100
3/8_ ___ 1__ 20___ ___ _-45

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 3/4" - 1 1/2"
- _ _ _ _ 1 -2 - .. * _ _ _ - -_ _ _ _

. Size Wt.Ret % Ret. % Pass Wt.Ret. % Ret. % Pass lwtRt.,. IR. PsLaL 32r..
_ _ _. 100

- 1/2- 90-100
3/" 20-10

, /8"...0-
Total 1l

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 1 1/2" - 3"

2____ 2 6 .1-V3
-M'a %aIt % Spec.

-" - - 16- ,- 100
3 _- 36 2,,Q '5 6,4 gn-100
2" 5,.59 6,6, '. 77., 6,Z,'7 -. 7,3 Z .,(o 20-55

1/21'2" jA 9.3,-3 ' .7 q...o , " - 0-10
lot _ 963 97dL t 9 R 715 9615 -9 ___ 0-__

Total 19,36 __

AGGREGAT1 ANALYSIS 3" " 6"

". ,, ,7_______ --- - -

tS.b6 " ....U..I..9o--. o--
700_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 100

- __-20-55

-"--- r - 0-15
2"1#_______ 0-5

" Total _ 0- _

D'a RZNU. ,z 6D 2.0 R. P... ..
.. . . .l - /. ..

• '. • " ". • • "• "• "." ." "" • ."" ".." " ."."."..","."...,."..,".."..."....."...."."..-....",.....,..........,,..........."..,....,.'.....-.,...,..............-.,,,..,,.,,., -,'',-.' . . ,



. •. ° -

CONCRETE ACGREGATE TESTS MASSHAN CONSTRUCTION Co
CANNON DAX PROJECT DC-43-73-C-0134

SAND ANALYSIS ,/474
I2 3

SLtve Size Wt.Ret .% Rat* FM Wt.Ret, , % t. M ,M. e. WLe. .. IRe.. P . Spec,

DR * '5-20
.---- , 10-22

" " ........ | ld-32
#50- 18-32

#100 ..... 10-25

Pan ._ _-- - : __ -, 5-10
Total

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS #4 - 3/4"

Sieve Size Wt.Ret .Rat. 7 Pass Wt.Ret % Rot. . Pass Wt.Ret. %-Rot* Pass % Spec.
---" l S e ...... 100 _.

- -- __ -- 90-100-1 
20-5

Total ...

AG.REATE ANALYSIS 3/4" - 1 1/2"

1 2 -
-- - • -

Size Wt.Ret. %Ret. %. Pass lWt.Ret . R et. %.Ps tR~7 Ret, % Pass. S7222.....- - -
100

1 1/2" - 90-1001 " _, _ :O-*

3l/--, - 0-10

3 /8_- 1- 0-5
Total 1.1....

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 1 1/2" - 3"

12 3 _

qig/va Size wt~at pass SjS %aL. Ma 1 % .pass jLWta.5LX_ Re., ._paLa. %. Spec.

-•- " __,,100
- 3" ,,oO.-100

2" 20-55

1" 0-5

Total , ,

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 3"- 6"
_ __ .. C er .j ,e _'--- ... ..

S i sisa. mLhi:L L at, C" a t P... 3.k, 11a.. %IssS
7" - - 42 ./ Q - - /__/"--100

_--_3/5 4.,0 (J, , .- /, 4 20-55
2" 53 75, Z4. 49,5 7.5 75.5 - \ 0-is

_ _ _ _ ,&, . ISS , ,7 j5.4 - .. 0-5
,' Total 7 -- -

.. . ' . 1,,4 ,3 r FrCD_ ',

Ro4 *5

* ** *~**j* j~**i*.**. * . ~ - -A 
li~



CONCRETE ACGREGATE TESTS MASSMAN CONSTRUCTION CO.
CANN DAM PROJECT DACW-43-73-C-0134

SAND ANALYSIS

1 2 3

St.ve Size Wt.Ret % Rae F.M. P.M. R. Z_ Sec,

-is 5-20
.____... 10-22

Q -d-32

#50 18-32
#100- 10-25
Pan[- - 5-10
Total .. .j -- --

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 4 - 3/4"

Sieve Size Wt.Ret % Ret. 2 Pass Wt.Ret % Ret. % Pass Wt.Ret. % Ret. %Pass % Spec.

3/--.-.. - 20-45 -

- #4_ 0-5- -_-__

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 3/4" - 1 1/2"

1 _

Size Wt.R'at' Ret. % Pass Wt.Ret. % Rat. Pass lW.LeR R ltet. R it Pass Siper. .

11/2" 190-100ii: I70o45
1~~~0 -0

__/8"_ 0-5
Total

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 1 1/2" - 3"

2 3

:gravesizeAA lt.Rmt i.Be: Ps St.Rat. %. II, % Pass WLit.,__ J,. II. Pas % Spec.

3" 100
-I- - -I- - -

2" 20-55
1 1/2- -i:f 0-10
1" 0-5

Total

AGGREGATE 4-ANALYSIS 3" - 6"

.orz 2 Z _.,_.0,, "

7{-- 100
69" -9 7-L0 9A Z -.5 -- , 90-100

____I &Z 41.6 , Z -,/ 60,5 4 . _ 20-55/Z.7 7 ,A&.0 14,6 !34. .. /.4 L 15".l 0 -15

2' 1L_ 14.7(o:.6 0-5
Total j- - .i~ ----
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- CONCRETE AGGREGATE TESTS HASSMAN CONSTRUCTION Co
CAmNON DAM PROJECT DACW-43-73-c-0134

SAND ANALYSIS

__ _ 1 _ __ _ _ 2 __ _ 3

.e Size Wt.Ret. % Ret. F.M. Wt.Ret % Rat. .M. R P. i Spece

._ _ _ _ __ _ _5-20
,.._,, - -10-22

,._-.'._ _ ld-32
#50 ----. 18-32

#100 10-25

P-n - - ..- 5-10
Total ..--.. r

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 4 - 3/4"
1 2 3

Sieve Size Wt.Ret. % Rat. % Pass Wt.Ret. % Rat. % Pass. WtRet. %Rat, %Pass . Spec.

S314#" 90-100n.J ...... -- .. .... --- -- -

3/8" _20-45
4 ,_ 0-5

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 3/4" - 1 1/2"
'1 - - -2

-Size Wt.Ret % Rt. % Pass Wt.Reto % Ret. % Pass .8 esL R. _Pa1s. SM.
- --- 100

--- 1/2"--'- -- 90-100

_____ _____ ____ 20-5
3: /4,, 0 -1o .

AGGREGATE ANALYSIS I 1/2" - 3"
___ _2 3

g. tawva Size jL.AL_2 Ij. L t .L Paa St.Rst is _a. tjh ._.ZLjL 4 e± .%Pass. % Spec.

4 100

2"_ , 20-55
-,---1-"-O-1/2910-10

1o 0-5
Total-

b AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 3" " 6"

7" -- -. /0 - -A 100O )
6" 4 - , 44. - Z. 97,/ .1 90-100

_ , Z. A 47,L. , 7, -, 5 Ii 20-55

A_9_ _ 3 u ,4 9,B,.3 //,7 - ,4 0-5:. ... __._ ._ .. 0 3. _ 1404,6 0:,,. ", )o ) -5

Total

,'-, ', A- A' A m'- 6' ' - " ' . , ' ' ' .", . " '."-" "•" "- : " "' . q.'" . . ' -. ? -' ?L ._ . . J ,- .. ' . ..
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Concrete Plant before February 1975 fire.

Concrete Plant after fire.
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Concrete placement in Monolith D-8.
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